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ABSTRACT 

My aim 1S to provide the foundation for a theory about the duty 

to prevent hara by investigating how this duty compares and contrasts 

with the duty not to cause harm. I begin by addressing the moral 

significance of the difference between killing (causing harm) and 

letting die (refraining from preventing harm), arguing,that neither of 

the prevalent and rival views ('killing is inherently worse than letting 

die', and 'killing and letting die are, other things equal, morally 

equivalent') is entirely acceptable. By analyzing the notion of a 

morally sign1ficant difference I argup. that these views are only 

contrary. I then develop an alternative view which locates the 

d1fference between killing and letting die at the level of the general 

moral prohibitions against such acts, and 1S grounded on a difference 1n 

the 'strength' or 'type' of reason that can Justify violations of those 

prohibit1ons in relevantly similar circ~stances. This account is 

summarized into three interm~diate principles. 

To develop these principles into a general theory, I introduce 

and clarify the distinction between negative and positive duties, 

arguing that it is independent of the distinction between negative and 

positive acts. After exploring the grounds for and against recognizing 

the significance of the former distinction, I conclude that while it is 

significant, and that negative duties are in some sense stricter than 

positive duties, the prevalent interpretation of "stricter" and its 
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corresponding moral principle are unacceptable. I then develop an 

alternative definition and a theory entailing (a) that while causing 

harm is sometimes morally worse than failing to prevent harm (other 

things equal), it is not always worse, (b) the cases in which it is 

worse are cases in which the agent's negative or positive duty conflicts 

with another morally relevant consideration, and (c) that negative 

duties are stricter. than positive duties in that the foraer are aore 

difficult to )ustifiacly violate. Finally, I defend this theory as one 

which captures the strong pOints of the rival views, while escaping 

their problems, and thus provides both a resolution to the current 

debates and the foundation for a complete analysis of the duty to 

prevent harm. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Recent advances in Medicine and technology have greatly 

increased our abilities to prevent harMS and deaths. The haraful 

effects of faaine, disease, preMature birth and physical abnorMalities 

can now be frequently stopped, prevented or corrected. Yet as a conse-

quence of these advances in what we can do, we now face a relatively new 

set of aoral probleMs concerning what we Mayor ought to do. Urgent 

aoral problems involving the prevention of harMS and deaths often arise 

in the controversial areas of of abortion. euthanasia, infanticide, 

'foreign aid. and proposals for so-called 'Bad Samaritan' Laws. As 

examples of these, consider the following questions. 

1) Should a doctor who is able to postpone the death of a 
terainally ill patient do so contrary to the patient's wishes to 
be allowed to die, or even his request to be quickly and 
painlessly killed? 

2) Should seriously defective newborns be kept alive at all 
costs, regardless of their proJected quality of life? 

3) How should a doctor decide if he is forced to choose 
between aborting a fetus in order to save the life of the 
Mother, or allowing the Bother to die and then safely delivering 
the fetus post-aortea? 

4) What aBount of aid is Morally required of our society in 
order to alleviate the starvation and suffering in third-world 
countries? 

5) Should persons be as legslly liable for failing to 
prevent harms as they would have been had they caused those 
harBs? 

1 
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These questions are indeed difficult. At their core lies the 

need to deteraine whether we are always obligated to prevent those haras 

and deaths that we are able to prevent, and if not, when and on what 

grounds the failure to prevent hsra is aorally peraissible. Answering 

these questions requires a general account of the underlying .oral 

principles. What is the nature of the .oral duty to prevent hara? How 

are we to determine when this duty aay be Justifiably violated? What is 

the coaparative stringency of this duty when it conflicts with other 

duties and aorally relevant considerations, aost notably, duties not to 

cause hara and rights of personal autonoay. 

One proaising aeans for answering these general questions is to 

deteraine how the Moral duty to prevent hara COMpares and contrasts with 

the aore firmly entrenched duty not to cau~e hara. The hope is that by 

deteraining whether or when the duty to prevent hara is .orally equiva

lent to, or else significantly different from, the duty not to cause 

hara, we can coae to a better understanding of the foraer duty, as well 

as develop a set of Judgaent guiding principles for assessing the aoral 

status of failures to prevent hara which are as intuitively acceptable 

or defensible as our principles concerning the duty not to cause hara. 

The liaited aia of this dissertation is to take 8 few steps towards this 

end by answering the question of whether and in what sense there is a 

Morally significant difference between the duty to prevent hara and the 

duty not to cause hara. The general aiM is to provide the foundation 

for a theoretical analysis of the nature and relative stringency of the 

duty to prevent harM which can be used in applied ethics and parts of 
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the law, both to assess the moral status of failures to prevent harm and 

to resolve soae current controversies involving the prevention of hara. 

I begin this investigation into how the duty to prevent hara 

coapares and contrssts with the duty not to cause harm by addressing the 

issue of whether there is G morally significant difference between 

causing har. and failing to prevent hara. For siaplicity I restrict ay 

initial focus to the question of whether there is a morally significant 

difference between killing and letting die. In chapter II discuss two 

prevalent and opposing views. the first being that killing is .orally 

worse than letting die. and the second being that distinction between 

killing and letting die is not, in itself, .orally significant. The aia 

here is to unravel the intricacies of the debate and deter.ine where and 

why each view is intuitively plausible. I argue that although each view 

contains important insights for an analysis of the duty to prevent har., 

neither view is entirely acceptable. In chapter III, I first expose an 

underlying assuaption which is co •• on to both views and which, I argue, 

creates a false dichotomy. Then. through a discussion of the notions of 

"a .orally significant difference" and "morally equivalent" I develop 

the basis for an alternative view, which explains the morally signifi

cant difference between killing and letting die as a difference in the 

general aoral prohibitions against such acts. I argue that a difference 

between two prohibitions can be established by showing that there is a 

difference in the reasons that can Justify or excuse violations of those 

prohibitions in relevantly similar circumstances. A set of. intermediate 

principles is proposed which will later be used to develop and explain a 
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principle about the cOMparative stringency of duties to prevent hara and 

duties not to cause hara. 

Before this principle can be developed, SOMe other issues need 

to be discussed. In chapter IV, I address the Moral significance of the 

distinction between acting and refraining, and introduce and clarify the 

distinction between negative and positive duties. I argue that the 

significance of the latter distinction does not rest on the significance 

of the forMer, and I suggest that the central issue of this investiga

tion should be that of deterMining whether positive duties to prevent 

harM are, other things equal, Morally equivalent to negative duties not 

to cause harM. The ei. of chapter V is to deteraine the areas in which 

and the roasons why our considered aoral JudgMents suggest both that 

there is, and that there is not, a Morally significant difference 

between negative and positive duties. To reach this end I discuss the 

strong and weak points of a prinCiple asserting that negative duties are 

stricter than positive duties, and I critically evaluate soae arguaents, 

and an alternative prinCiple, which are intended to show that we can 

account for the considered aoral Judgaents that appear to support the 

significance of the distinction between negative and positive duties 

without actually relying on this distinction. 

In chapter VI I provide a sUMaary of the iaportant points of 

chapter V, concluding that, while there is soae aorally significant 

difference between negative and positive duties, the prevalent interpre

tation of the claia that negative duties are stricter than positive 

duties is unacceptable. Then, relying on the argUMents of the preceding 
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chapters, 1 develop a principle about the coaparative stringency of 

negative and positive duties, which is intended account for the 

apparently incoaaensurable considered aoral Judgaents and underlying 

intuitions that supported each of the rival views. After defending this 

principle as a aorally preferable alternative to the other principles 

that have been discussed, 1 suggest how this basic principle leads to a 

set of Judgaent guiding principles that can be used to (help) deteraine 

the Moral status of failures to prevent hara. 

Throughout this investigation 1 will be relying on our 

considered aoral Judgaents about particular cases as if they are the 

'facts' or 'evidence' froa which to deteraine whether, when, and why, we 

need to recognize a aorally significant difference between causing hara 

and refraining froa preventing hara, and between the aoral duties 

against such acts. (1 will return this point shortly.) And in so far 

as .y aain aiD is to develop an account (and corresponding principle) of 

the aoral significance of these distinctions which captures our aoral 

JudgMents about cases in which these judgaents are clear, and thus can 

be used to guide our Judgaents in other, aore difficult, cases, this 

aethod should be acceptable. The problea of this aethod is that 

adaittedly too little attention will have been given to deterMining and 

defending the aore general aoral beliefs and values that underlie our 

considered aoral Judgaents about particular cases. So in the final 

chapter of this dissertation 1 hope to take a step towards reaedying 

this deficiency, by suggesting one way to explain why we see a to think 

that a failure to prevent a hara is not always .orally equivalent to 
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aorally iaportant and usually autually exclusive courses of action. 1 

For exaaple an agent aay have to choose between killing one person and 

letting one person die. The subset of conflict exaaples that will 

receive the aost attention includes cases in which (a) the agent aust 

choose between not causing a hara and not preventing a hara, and Cb) the 

degree of hara connected with the two choices is relatively equal (e.g., 

a choice between killing and letting die, or between causing the loss of 

a limb and preventing the loss of a liab.) 

As a aeans to develop or support aoral principles, conflict 

exaaples can be used by first offering a situation in which (it is 

thought to be) intuitively obvious which course of action ought to be 

adopted. The principle that can account for this Judgaent is then 

thought to be defended on the grounds that, since it yields a correct 

answer in cases where the correct answer is clear, then it can be used 

to guide our Judgaents in other cases as well. For exaaple, the prin-

ciple that killing is, in itself, aorally worse than letting die is 

defended by showing that it accounts for the JudgMent that in conflict 

situations it is not peraissible to kill innocent A in order to prevent 

the death of B, while it is peraissible to let B die when preventing B's 

1. While these choices are Mutually exclusive, they need not be 
the only alternativeB. The agent aay be able to act in a way which 
accords with none of the priaa facie right acts. For our present 
purposes I will siaply assuae that the agent is a aoral agent, such that 
choices which are inconsistent with ell the priaa facie right acts are 
not open to hia. Also, it is possible to construct cases in which one 
course of action fulfills two of the aoral requireaents but not a third. 
I will not be concerned with these either because they involve unneces
sary coaplications. The concentration will be on cases in which there 
is a conflict between two duties or aorelly relevant considerations. 



causing a siailar hara. Hore specifically, I will suggest (albeit 

briefly> that it is the right of, and (or) value given to, personal 

autonoay that grounda our Judgaents entailing that a failure to prevent 

6 hara will sOMetiaes be peraissible in circuMstances in which it would 

not be peraissible to cause a siailar hars. 

Before beginning this investigation, a few pOints need to be 

aade about its scope and aethod. First, there ere three types of aoral 

asseSSMents which .ay be aided by a set of principles governing the 

coaparative stringency of duties to prevent har. and duties not to cause 

hara. They are (a) asseSSMents of the agents, (b) assessaents of the 

acts, and (c) the reasons behind the particular assessaents in (a) and 

(b) (e.g., whether the acts are right or wrong, the agents praiseworthy 

or blaaeworthy, for the saae reasons). The criteria for, and the 

connection between, these assessaents, as well as the iaplications of 

various principles with respect to thea, will be discussed as the need 

arises. For now it should be noted that ay concentration will be on the 

coaparative .orality of acts of causing hara and failing to prevent 

hara and the reasons for the assessaents of these acts. Attention will 

be given to the coaparative assessaents of the agents as it is relevant 

to understanding or resolving issues associated with the Main concern. 

Second, I would like to distinguish two basic types of exaaples 

that will be used in defending and criticizing various arguMents and 

principles. The first type will be called "conflict situations" or 

"conflict exaaples". Their aain characteristic is that there is one 

situation in which an agent aust choose between two (or possibly More) 
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death would require killing A.2 This principle is then thought to be e 

defensible ground for other aorel decisions; some heve used it to 

support the view that although passive euthanasia is sometiDes morally 

par.issible, active euthanasia is never permissible. 

Exaaples of the second type will be called "comparison situa-

tions" or "coMparison ex"mples". Their JUlin characteristic is that we 

are comparing two situations which should differ in only one relevant 

respect, for exaDple, in one situetion the agent performs a positive 

ect, while in the other situetion the agent refreins from ecting. By 

isoleting the one difference and by using cases for which our intuitive 

assesSMents of the ects or agents ere cleer, this type of example allows 

us to deterMine whether this one difference is morally significant, and 

thereby provides e Means to develop or assess aoral principles. 

Comparison situations are also used in determining the moral status of 

particular acts in cases for which correct essess.ent is not clear. 

Here an analogy is made between two situations where the aoral status of 

the act (or agent) in one of those situations is assumed to be unprob-

leaatic. Since the other situation differs in only one respect (which, 

via the previously discussed Method, has already been shown to be 

2. Unless otherwise noted, the use of "innocent" will exclude 
those who can be called "innocent aggressors". By "innocent aggressors" 
I mean persons who (a) are aggressors in the sense that their present 
situation threatens harD to another and (b> are innocent with respect to 
being in that situation. (For exaMple, in the well discussed exa.ple of 
the fat aan in the cave, the fat man is an innocent aggressor, and in 
cases in which the mother will die unless the fetus is aborted the fetuB 
is an innocent aggressor.) I aa not here claiming that killing innocent 
aggressors is or is not permissible, but only pointing out that the 
'intuition' referred to does not cover these controversial cases. 



~orally insignificant), we can then infer that the act (or agent) in the 

probleMatic case deserves an equivalent Moral asseSSMent. For exa.ple, 

it is thought that if the distinction between acting and refraining is 

Morally inSignificant. then if passive euthanasia is per~issible in a 

given case, then active euthanasia Must also be per~issible. 

In general, the argUMents in which these two types of exa~ples 

are used focus on different issues, both of which need to be considered 

when coaparing the duty to prevent harM with the duty not to cause harm. 

These are: 

1) Overridingness: When an agent faces a conflict between 
causing a harM and failing to prevent a (similar) har., which 
alternative ought he to choose? 

2) Coaparative Peraissibility (Reprehensibility>: In siailar 
situations are the asseSSMents of the two acts (or agents) 
Morally equivalent? Is one act perMissible when the other is 
not? Is one agent More reprehensible than the other? 

Third, I would like to COMMent on the Method of this investiga-

tion. In defending principles about the cOMparative Morality of causing 

hara and failing to prevent hara I will be looking for a sort of 

coherence theory of Justification, in the sense a Morally preferable 

principle will be one that (a) accords with our most fundamental aoral 

beliefs and values, (b) is consistent with the other prinCiples within 

our aoral network, and (c) baat captures our considered aoral Judgments 

about particular cases. This aethod requires that from intuitively 

obvious or less difficult cases we deduce principles that account for 

these JudgMents and then further test and refine these principles by 

applying thea to other cases. Thus ay general aethodological strategy 

is first to assess soae co.peting theories about the coaparative 
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Morality of causing har. and failing to prevent harm, and then to 

develop an account which provides the 'best explanation' of our 

considered .oral Judgaents in that it accords with the general intui-

tions and particular .oral Judg.ents that support each of the rival 

theories without falling prey to the counter-exaaplea to those theorles. 

This .ethod .ight be attacked on the grounds that our intuitions 

are not reliable guides. While I cannot prove that they are reliable I 

think that if we focus on those 'intuitions' that are perhaps better 

described as 'considered aoral Judgaents', as opposed to 'prereflective 

intuitions' (e.g •• that it is wrong to kill so.eone si.ply for minor 

personal gain, or that personal autonomy is a good whose infringement 

needs Justification) this aethod need not be as dubious as it might 

seea. 3 To strengthen the acceptability of this .ethod, I intend to rely 

only on those intuitions which (I think) are both quite prevalent and 

fir.ly held, and assess the co.peting theories with respect to whether 

they account for them. While I do not hope to consistently account for 

811 our intuitions, I do hope to provide 8 theory that captures the main 

intuitions behind the competing views and thus will be acceptable to the 

defenders of those views. Persons who share none of the relevant intui-

tions, or persons who demand a stronger proof of the acceptability of 

aoral principles, .ay find the following essay unconvincing. To the 

former, there is little I can say. To the latter, ay co.aent is that I 

3. For further discussion of this general aethod of Justifica
tion see John Rawls' (1971, pp. 48-51) discussion of "reflective 
equilibriu .... 
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would be pleasad to learn of a aore conclusive aeans to develop and 

Justify principles covering a relatively new set of aoral probleas. 

The last two pOints concern terainology. Although I will often 

speak of a 'failure to prevent hara'. this should be understood in the 

aore restricted sense of (and 8S a aore fluid way to say) a "refraining 

froa preventing a har .... The foraer aight be thought to include two 

types of csses which the latter excludes and with which I will not be 

concerned. First, it aight be interpreted to include cases in which an 

agent did not prevent ahara siaply because he was not in a position to 

prevent that hara. For exaDple. while it aay be true that I failed to 

prevent Lincoln's death. it is not true that I refrained frOM preventing 

his death. Second. 'failing' includes cases in which the agent tried to 

prevent the hara but did not succeed. 4 Hore will be said about 

refraining froa preventing hara. Finally. throughout this introduction 

I have been talking about the prevention of hara with the iapllcit 

understanding that this includes the prevention of death. 5 By including 

death in the class of haras I do not Mean to iaply that death aust 

always be thought of aa (serious) hara or a 'bad thing' for the victi •• 

In the caae of an irreversibly coaatose patient one aight persuasively 

4. I aa not concerned with these cases because they see. to be 
of little relevance when the goal 1s to deteraine the grounds for when 
and why a Violation of the duty to prevent hara is Morally permissible. 

5. I take "hara" to be the violation of or the setting back of 
an interest. For an insightful discussion of this and other sense of 
"hara", see Joel Feinberg's Hera to Qthers (1984). Also. I will slaply 
assuae that death can be thought of as a hara for the victi., here 
setting sside the interesting issue of whether or how the dead cen be 
haraed. 
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argue that death is not a hara to that victim. Or in the case of a 

terainal cancer patient who aust endure excruciating pain until death 

occurs, one aight claim that death is a good or a benefit for the 

victia. (In such a case it will not aatter whether we refer to death as 

a good or as the lesser of two haras or evils.) Instead, I am assuming 

only that death is generally a har. for the victi. (and I will focus on 

cases in which it is a hara), such that acts of killin~ and refraining 

froa preventing a death are acts which need to be Just;fied. 



CHAPTER II 

TWO RECEIVED VIEWS ABOUT THE KORAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE 
DISTINCTION BETWEEN KILLING AND LETTING DIE 

At the base of this investigation into how the duty to prevent 

hara coapares and contrasts with the duty not to cause hara lies the 

question of whether there is a Morally significant difference between 

causing hara and failing to prevent hara. In this chapter and the one 

that follows I will siaplify this question by using 'killing a person' 

and 'letting a person die' as characteristic examples of causing harM 

and failing to prevent hara. Thus the probleM at hand is to deter.ine 

whether there is a .orally significant difference between killing and 

letting die, and if there is, to locate the grounds for and implications 

of this difference. 

To begin, I should first note that "killing" will be used in the 

more restrictive sense of causing a death (priae exa~ples are shooting, 

drowning, and giving a fetal inJection) as opposed to a more inclusive 

use of the term which would allow us to say "X killed Y" si.ply as a way 

of ascribing moral blameworthiness for the death. Thus X will not be 

said to kill V if X (a wealthy man) declines to give V (8 beggar) money 

for food and Y starves to death. Dinello (1971 p. 130) proposes the 

following account which will suffice for the present purposes: 

X killed V if X caused V's death by performing aoveaents 
which affect V's body such that Y dies as a result of these 
~ovements. 

13 
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Second, I should note that "letting die" is assumed to entail 

that the agent refrained fro. preventing the death, and not merely that 

he did not prevent the death. More precisely, if X let V die, then (a) 

there were conditions affecting V which, unless altered would lead to 

the death of V, (b) X had the ability, the knowledge of the ability, and 

the opportunlty to prevent V's death, (c) X did not prevent V's death, 

and (d) Y died from these conditions. I will also assu~e for now that X 

did not cause the conditions that are leading to Y's death. My intent 

is to avoid complications that may arise from cases in which X both 

killed Y and let V die, for example, a case where X pushes non-sw1~.er Y 

into the water and then does not rescue V. (I will return to this point 

in chapter IV>. Finally, I will refer to cases of letting die as 'acts' 

of letting die. I do not expect this to create any confusion, snd, when 

needed, terms such as "coDlmissive" or "positive act" will be used to 

capture the notions sometimes sssocisted with "set". 

The question of whether there is s morally significant 

difference between killing and letting die is st the hesrt of what I 

take to be s currently unresolved debate. The answers tend to coalesce 

around two basic poaitiona. On the one side we have the view that the 

difference between killing and letting die is morally significant 

because csusing a death is morally worse than refraining froa preventing 

a death. On the other side we have the view that the difference between 

killing and letting die is not, in itself, aorslly Significant, such 

that other things equal acts of killing and letting die are morally 

equivalent. Each of these views has been defended with seemingly 
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persuasive exaaples and rests on a prevalent intuition, yet each view 

has also been criticized with equally persuaaive counter-exa.ples which 

suggest that some of the i.plications of that view are untenable. In 

the flrat section of this chapter I will introduce each of these views, 

highlighting the points that .ake thea intuitively appealing, and 

~entioning their weak points. In second and third sections I will 

provide a more critical analysis of distinctions and arguments upon 

which these views rest, in an effort to determine how this debate should 

be resolved. 

The Two Rival Principles 

Prior to the mid-sixties the idea that killing a person is 

.orally worse than letting a person die was often e.ployed (as a 

reasonable ground for decision making in difficult cases) without being 

carefully defended. For example, in the following and now well 

discussed 'obstetrical example' (Dinello 1971 p. 128) it was used as 

part of the Justification for the deCision not to operate. 

A woman in labor will certainly die if an operation is not 
performed in which the head of her unborn child is crushed: 
while if it is not perfor.ed the child can be delivered, alive, 
by post-aortem Caesarian section. To do the operation would be 
to kill the child, while to refrain from doing it would not be 
to kill the woman but nerely to let her die, a forseen but 
unwanted consequence. 

Then in the mid-sixties Jonathan Bennett published "Whatever the 

Consequences" in which he attacked the defensibility of "Conservative" 

principles such as "it would always be wrong to kill the innocent, 

whatever the consequences" (Bennett 1966 p. 109) According to Bennett 

the only non-appeal-to-authority grounds for defending such prlnclples 
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enta1ls that the d1fference between k111ing and l~tting die 1s aorally 

significant. a view which he argued was indefensible. 

Dinello responded to Bennett's arguaent and offered what I shall 

take to be a paradigaatic defense of the view that killing is Morally 

worse than letting die. Dinello argues that even if 'Conservative' 

principles should not be held as absolutes, "th~ question of whether an 

act is one of killing or letting die is relevant to the Morality of the 

act" (Dinello 1971 p. 128). He provided the following exa.ple to 

support his clsim <Dinello 1971 p. 130). 

Jones and Smith are in a hospital. Jones can not live longer 
than two hours unless he gets a heart transplant. SMith, who has 
had one kidney reaoved. is dying of an infection in the other 
kidney. If he does not get a kidney transplant in about four 
hours he will die. When Jones dies his one good kidney could be 
transplanted to Smith, or Smith could be killed and his heart 
transplanted to Jones. There ere no other hearts or kidneys 
available with in the time needed. The consequences of either 
act alternative are approxiaately equivalent. 

Dinello (1971 p. 130) claias "it see.s clear that it would in 

fact be wrong to kill Smith and save Jones rather than letting Jones die 

and saving S.ith •••• that it is intuitively clear that causing a death is 

aorally sOMewhat More reprehensible than knowingly refraining fro. 

altering conditions that are causing a death". Underlying Dinello's 

claims is the intuition that it is impermissible to kill an innocent 

person solely to prevent the death of another. And the chosen way to 

account for this Judgment is by espousing the principle that killing is 

in itself aorally worse than letting die. 

This view will henceforth be called the Intrinsic Difference 

Principle. As a general principle governing the cOMparative .ora11ty of 
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killing and letting die, it finds strong intuitive support froa conflict 

examples in which the agent must choose between killing one and letting 

8nother die. By adopting the Intrinsic Difference Principle we h8ve a 

way to ground the Judgaent that when other things equal, the duty not to 

kill overrides the duty to prevent a death. Yet the principle is aore 

inclusive than it needs to be to account for our intuition in the 8bove 

eX8aple. In addition to entailing that killing is worse than letting 

die in conflict situations (other things equal>, it entails that killing 

is worse th8n letting die in any comparison of the acts in relevantly 

siailar situations. In other words, it entails not only that killing is 

soaetimes worse, other things equal, but also that it is always worse, 

other things equal. ThiS, we will see, creates problems for the defense 

of this principle. 

On the other side of the debate we find the view that the 

difference between killing and letting die is not, in itself, morally 

significant. The defenders of this view claia that although acts of 

killing are generally worse than acts of letting die, this fact can be 

accounted for by empirical differences in the situations of the acts. As 

Michael Tooley (1980 p. 59) argues: 

The three factors of aotive, cost to the agent and/or 
SOCiety, 8nd the probability th8t death will result from one's 
action or inaction, 811 tend to make it the case that an 8tteapt 
to kill someone will generally be aore seriously wrong than 
intentionally refraining fro. saving soaeone's life. It is 
these factors th8t make the difference rather than the 
difference between killing and letting die. People are right in 
thinking that killing is generally aorally worse than aerely 
letting aoaeone die. Where they go wrong is in f8iling to 
notice that there are other factors involved that can explain 
the difference in a perfectly s8tisfactory fashion. And as a 



result they conclude that the difference between killing and 
letting die .ust be .orally significant in itself. 
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Thus it is clai.ed that when other things ~ equal, there is no 

difference between killing and letting die which can Justify a 

difference in the moral assessments of the acts. Since this view 

entails that, other things equal, acts of killing and letting die are 

Morally equivalent. the claim that there is no morally significant 

difference, in itself. between killing and letting die. will be called 

the 'Moral Equivalence Principle'. The paradigMatic defense of this 

principle is negative in the sense that the Moral Equivalence Principle 

derives its strongest support from arguments and examples that are 

intended to refute the Intrinsic Difference Principle. James Rachels 

(1975 pp. 65-66), in a discussion of the significance of the distinction 

between active and passive euthanasia, offers the following: 

One reason why so .any people think that there is an impor
tant ~oral difference between active and passive euthanasia is 
that they think that killing so.eone is morally worse than 
letting someone die. But is it? •• To investigate this issue two 
cases 8ay be considered that are exactly alike except that one 
involves killing whereas the other involves letting so.eone die. 
Then it cen be asked whether this difference mekes eny 
difference to the Doral assess.ents •••• Consider this pair of 
cases: 

In the first, Smith stands to gain a large inheritance if 
anything should happen to his six year old cousin. One evening 
while the child is taking a bath Smith sneaks into the bathroom 
and drowns the child, and then arranges things so that it will 
look like an accident. 

In the second, Jones also stands to gain if anything should 
happen to his six year old cousin. Like Smith, Jones sneaks in 
planning to drown the child in his bath. However. Just as he 
enters the bathroom Jones sees the child slip and hit his head. 
and fall face down in the water. Jones is delighted; he stands 
by watching the child drown "accidentally", and does nothing. 



Rachels then argues: 

Now SMith killed the Child, whereas Jones Merely let the 
child die. Did either Man behave better frOM a Moral point of 
view? If the difference between killing and letting die were in 
itself a Morally iMportant Matter, one should say that Jones's 
behavior was less reprehensible than SMith's. But does one 
really want to say that? I think not. 
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If we agree with Rachels that the cO.Missiveness of SMith's act 

does not Make it inherently worse than Jones's refraining, then we 

should also agree that acts of killing are not in theaselves worse that 

acts of letting die. Exa.ples such as the above are intended to refute 

the Intrinsic Difference Principle by showing the counter-1ntuitive 

implications of that principle when it is applied to COMparison 

exaMples. And they are intended to support the Horal Equivalence 

Principle by showing that since the dietinction between acting and 

refraining is not a Morally relevant conSideration, then when all other 

factors are equal, acts of killing and letting die are morally 

equivalent. 

Thus the Moral Equivalence Principle finds support in COMparison 

examples in which the only significsnt difference is the distinction 

between acting and refraining. It captures the intuition that an agent 

can be as reprehensible for failing to prevent a death as he would have 

been had he caused that death. Yet Just as the Intrinsic Difference 

Principle appears to have probleMatiC iMplications when applied to at 

least soae COMparison situations, the Horal Equivalence Principle has 

probleMatiC iMplications when it is applied to at least SOMe conflict 

situations, naMely, those that support the Intrinsic Difference 

Principle. For exaMple, if the Horal Equivalence Principle is applied 
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in Dinello's hospital-transplant case, it has the iMplication that the 

doctor's choice between killing Saith and letting Jones die is Morally 

indifferent. FurtherMore, the acceptability of the Moral Equivalence 

Principle aight also be questioned when it is applied to cOMparison 

situations involving a constant yet aore than ainiaal effort or risk for 

the agent. Suppose, for exaMple, that in order to avoid running over 

someone a priMa ballerina were aorally obligated to swerve her car into 

a tree knowing that the crash would result in a perManently inJured leg. 

Were the Moral Equivalence Principle adopted then this ballerina would 

be Morally obligated to incur the saMe inJury if by so doing she could 

save the life of SOMeone, even if the ballerina is not responsible for 

creating the perilous conditions affecting the other. 

Thus at first glance it seeas that both the Intrinsic Difference 

Principle and the Moral Equivalence Principle can account for our 

considered Moral Judgments in soae cases but not in others. Let us take 

a closer look at the defenses and criticisas of these principles in 

order to determine whether one is preferable to the other. 

Defense of the Intrinsic Difference Principle 

The Intrinsic Difference Principle is criticized by offering 

comparison exa.ples 1n which (a) the only difference i8 that one agent 

killed SOMeone and the other agent let SOMeone die, and (b) it is 

assuMed to be intuitively obvious that the latter agent is as Morally 

reprehensible as the foraer. It is argued that since the truth of (b) 

should be inconsistent with the iMplications of the Intrinsic Difference 
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Principle, then we should ad.it that killing is not, in itself, aorally 

worse than letting die. Does this argu.ent succeed? 

Richard Traaaell (1975 p. 167) is not convinced, he claias that 

the agents in such exaaples are characterized as such perverse 

individuals (recall that Jones is "delighted" to see the child fall face 

down in the water) that there is a "sledgehaa.er" effect on our intu-

itions which prevents a clear coaparison of the two cases. Jean 

Bluaenfeld (1981) agrees with Tra.aell and exp~nds on his claiM by 

arguing that in a comparison of acts of killing and letting die we 

should not require that the person who let soaeone die had a prior 

intention to kill. She suggests that if we .odify Rachels' 'drowning-

cousin' exaaple such that Jones wants the child dead, but is not 

prepared to kill, it will be clear that there is a difference in the 

reprehensibility of Saith and Jones. She argues (1975 p. 327): 

If letting aoaeone die were as bad 8S killing then the 
intention to let soaeone die ought to be as bad as the 
intention to kill •••• But it is not. One's sense here is that 8 

person who intends to kill is worse than one who intends to let 
die but is not prepared to kill. And this is confirMation that 
killing is worse than letting die. For if the intention to do A 
is worse than the intention to do B, then this should be because 
actually doing A is worse than actually doing B. 

A careful analysis of Blu.enfeld's arguaent will prove helpful 

to resolving the current debate because it exposes two underlying issues 

that need to be clarified: These are (1) the connection between 

assess.ents of the agents and 8ssess.ents of the acts, and (2) the 

Meaning of "Morally worse" with respect to two unJustified acts. After 

discussing these I will argue that her argUMent does not confira the 

Intrinsic Difference Principle. 
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Suppose we grant, for now, that the intention to kill is worse 

than the intention to let die. Since intentions are relevant to 

assessments of agents, then presu.ably this Deans that other things 

equal, an agent who kills is aore reprehensible than an agent who lets 

die. One i.mediate problem is that even if we adMit that one agent is 

aore reprehensible than another, this does not necessarily entail thAt 

there Dust be a corresponding difference in the asseSSDents of the acts. 

Consider the following argument offered by Rachels (1978 p. 356). 

Jack visits his sick and lonely grandmother, and entertains 
her for the afternoon. He loves her and his only intention is 
to cheer her up. Jill also visits the grandmother and provides 
an afternoon of cheer. But Jill's concern is that the old lady 
will soon be making her will; Jill wants to be included among 
the heirs. Jack also knows that hiB visit might influence the 
aaking of the will. in his favor. but that is no part of his 
plan. Thus Jack and Jill do the very same thing. they both 
spend an afternoon cheering up their sick grandmother -and what 
they do May lead to the same consequences. namely influencing 
the will. But their intentions are quite different. 

Jack's intention was honorable and Jill's was not. Could we 
say that what Jack did was right but what Jill did was wrong? 
No; for they did the very saae thing, and if they did the very 
sa&e thing we cannot say that one acted rightly and the other 
wrongly. Consistency requires that we assess siailar actions 
si.ilarly. Thus if we are trying to evaluate their actions. we 
Rust say about one what we say about the other •••• The intention 
is not relevant to deciding whether the act is right or wrong. 
but instead it is relevant to assessing the character of the 
person who does the act. 

The relevant point of this passage 1s that a difference in 

intentions can Justify 8 difference in the assessments of the agents 

without entailing a corresponding difference in the assess~ents of the 

acts. And this suggests, contrary to Blumenfeld, that we should not be 

able to infer that an an act of killing is morally worse than an act of 
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letting die si.ply froa the Judgment that the intention to kill is more 

reprehensible than the intention to let die. 

One .ight obJect that the above argument is inapplicable on the 

grounds that whil~ it is comparing two agents who did the very sa8e act 

with different intentions, Bluaenfeld is concerned with cases in which 

the agents intentionally perfor.ed different acts. In other words, she 

lS discussing the acts the agents intended to do (one intended to kill 

and one intended to let die) while Rachels is discussing the agents' 

intentions <motives) for doing the act that each intended to do. Does 

this difference make Blumenfeld's argument invulnerable to the claim 

that a difference in the reprehensibility of two agents does not neces

sarily entail a corresponding difference in the assessaents of the acts? 

I think not, for one would still need to explain how intentions 

are relevant to assess.ents of the act. It is clear that an agent's 

intention (in Rachels' sense of why he did the act) is relevant to 

assessing his character. And the intention of the agent (in 

BlUMenfeld's sense of what he intended to do) is also relevant to 

assessing his character, because if the agent intended to do act R, when 

he .istakenly did act W (perhaps he threw vodka on a small fire 

believing that it was water), then at least part of his character 

assess.ent will be based on the moral status of R. Yet why W was 

performed, and whether the agent intended to do W does not deter.ine 

whether W was right to do. Thus neither sense of "intention" is relevant 

to aoral assess.ents of acts, because these are asseSSMents of what was 

done in the given circumstances. 
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One Might now respond that the above obJection Misses the pOint. 

We do not need to aSSUMe that an agent's intention influences the ssses

SMent of the act in order to infer that there is a significant 

difference between an act of killing and an act of lettlng die fro~ the 

claiM that there is a difference in the reprehensibility of the inten

tions to kill and to let die. The argument is only that since agent A 

intended to do X and agent 8 intended to do Y (and both succeeded>, and 

since A is more reprehensible than 8, then X must be worse than Y. Yet 

while this argument does not require that the asseSsMent of the inten

tion deterMines the assess.ent of the act, it does require that there is 

a correlation between (a) the comparative assessments of two agents and 

(b) the coaparative assessments of two acts. I will return to this 

argument shortly, for assessing it requires a more careful discussion 

about the connection between assessments of the act and assessments of 

the sgent. 

Assessments of acts are assess.ents of wrongness, rightness, or 

perMissibility (the latter being appropriate when there is not only one 

right act). They are deterMined according to the obJective reasons for 

or against the act in the given circuastances. Assessments of agents 

are asseSSMents of reprehensibility, (or blaMeworthiness) or praise

worthiness. They are deterMined by a variety of factors, including what 

the agent intended to do and why, his sanity, the degree of voluntari

ness (was he psychologically unable to do the right act), and perhaps 

the presence of culpable or nonculpable ignorance. The connection 

between these assessments goes in one direction but not the other. Ii 
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an agent intended to do act W, then the asseSSMent of W may be relevant 

to the assessaeh~ of the agent, yet the degree ~f reprehenslbility of 

the agent does not effect the rightness or wrongness of W. This iMplies 

that in coaparative assessaents, the Judgaent that agent X is aore 

reprehensible than Y aay be a consequence of the Judg~ent that act A is 

worse than B, whereas the Judgaent that A is worse than B is not a 

consequence of the Judgaent that X is aore reprehensible than Y. 

The iaportance of this point is that both the defenders and 

critics of the Intrinsic Difference Principle have been e.ploying this 

connection in the wrong direction. The claiMs have been about the 

comparative reprehensibility of two agents with inferences made to the 

coaparative assessaents of two acts. Were there a necessary correlation 

between these two types of coaparative asseSSMents, then this method 

aight be acceptable. But there is not. We cannot always infer that two 

acts are Morally equivalent simply because the two actors are equally 

reprehensible, nor the reverse. 

To see this, suppose that two agents each wanted to kill another 

person in order to gain S1000 for the.selves, and that the only differ

ence between the two cases is that while the first agent shot at and 

missed his Victim, the second agent earnestly stuck pins in a voodoo 

doll. Could we not say that the agents are equally reprehensible (both 

endeavored to kill and both had the saae Motive) and also that 

atteapting to shoot soaeone is .orally worse than sticking pins in a 

doll? Or suppose that the two agents are both insane and thst one 

robbed a bank while the other picked a pocket. Assuaing that insanity 
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provides a full excuse, the agents can be Judged equally (non)reprehen

sible without entailing that the acts are Morally equivalent. 

Conversely, two acts can be .orally equivalent without there belng an 

equivalence in the reprehensibility of the agents. One agent might be 

able to offer an excuse which the other could not. Of course in this 

case, unlike the other two, 'other things' are not equal, but the point 

remains the same. From an equivalence (or difference) in the assess

Ments of the agents we cannot always inf6r a siMilar equivalence (or 

difference) in the asseSSMents of the acts, and vice versa. 

Yet there does seeM to be SOMe correspondence (though not a 

necessary correlation) between the cOMparative assessments of two acts 

and the comparative assessments of two agents. It is, I think, this. 

If we aSSUMe that other things are equal and that the agents in question 

are sane, equally and reasonably aware of what they are doing as well as 

its imMediate consequences and Moral permissibility, and that they 

(equally) voluntsrily do the act they intend to do, then, if one act is 

worse than the other, one agent will be aore reprehensible than the 

other. (For simplicity, I will refer to these assuMptions as "under 

noraal conditions". While they are numerous, I think that they are 

usually (snd correctly) made.) To put it differently, with respect to 

the contribution that the aoral assessment of the intended act Makes 

touards the asseSSMent of the agent's reprehensibility, the morally 

worse act has a greater 'reprehenSibility-factor' than the other act. 

This contribution of the reprehensibility-factor can be voided or 

dlscounted by other morally relevant conSiderations (e.g. insanity or a 
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good motive can counter the intended act's contribution to the assess-

ment of reprehensibility). Yet in comparison cases in which other things 

are equal and the acts occur under noraal conditions, a siailarity (or 

difference) in the 8ssessaents of the agents is evidence that the two 

acts are (or are not) aorally equivalent. 1 

This exposes the second issue. The above claia, 'act A's being 

worse than act B implies that, under noraal conditions and other things 

equal, the agent of A is more reprehensible than the a~ent of 8', 

provides a Deans for cOMparing the 8ssessments of two ~cts with the 

assessaents of two agents. Yet while the assessments c)f two agents can 

be compared in teras of degrees of reprehensibility, it seems odd, if 

not wrong, to cOMpare the assessments of two acts in tEI~r~s of 'degrees' 

of Justification. An act which is prlaa facie wrong iT either Justified 

or unJustified in the given circuMstances. And while there can be 

degrees of certainty in knowing whether an act is Justified, I do not 

think that 'being Justified' COMes in degrees. <We do not, I believe, 

have a scale of 'unJustifiedness' which ranks and thus 8llows us to 

compare degrees of unJustification for two wrong acts.) 

1. The difference in the assessaents of repr~hensibllity 1S not 
the cause of or reason why there is a difference in the acts, but 
instead is a W8Y to show that there needs to be this difference in order 
to 8ccount for why the agents are (not) equally reprehensible. 

Also, the 8bove claias are not meant to i~ply that the 
difference can never be seen in cases in which soae of the conditions 
are not norM81, it is Just that these C8ses will not provide the 
clearest eX8mples for showing th8t there is a difference between the 
acts. Also, it seeas that psychological f8ctors will be the ones 
which counter-balance or void the effect that the reprehensibility
factor of the act would have on the assessment of the agent, while the 
empirical circumstances of the act help determine wh8t the factor is. 
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So what does it IRean to say that one particular act is is worse 

than another, what is "worse" co.paring? Under salle circu.stances it 

could IRean that one act involves or results in a greater allount of har. 

than the other act. But this will not do for our investigation. The 

clailll under dispute is that killing is worse than letting die when other 

things are egual, and this includes an equivalence in the amount of hara 

that occurs with respect to each act. The concentration by the 

defenders and critics of this claia on differences in the agents' repre

hensibility suggests that what "worse" is cOIRparing is that value of the 

act which is factored with other considerations <i.e., aotive, inten

tion, excuse, and sanity) when deterIRining the sssessIRent of the agent. 

In other words, an act of killing has a greater reprehensibility-factor 

or is inherently IRore evil than an act of letting die (e.g. killing 

rates a 10, letting die, rates a 9, and petty larceny rates a 3). This 

accords with the above discussions of the connection between assessments 

of an act and an agent, and of the lack of a direct correlation between 

the cOIRparat1ve assessaents of each. Even when both acts are wrong, the 

act of killing is 'IRore evil' (worse, or has a greater reprehenslbillty

factor) than the act of letting die, such that, given thst other things 

are equal and that the affect that the perfor.ed act has on the assess

IRent of the agent is not voided by a condition of insanity or s lack of 

intention to do that act, this difference in the acts will effect a 

difference in the assessIRents of the agents. In short, the clai~ that 

killing is worse than letting die entails that there is so.ething about 

an act of killing <e.g., its co •• issiveness) which .ekes it in itself 



Rore evil than an act of letting die. And it is the difference in the 

degree of evilness of the acts which Justifies a difference in the 

assess.ents of the agents when the acts occur under normal conditions 

and other things are equal. 
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Let us return to Blu.enfeld's clai. that confirmation for the 

Intrinsic Difference Principle can be found in "'one's sense" that tells 

us "'that a person who intends to kill is worse than one who intends to 

let die but 1S not prepared to kill"'. The first problem wlth this 

arguaent is that although she correctly pOints out that in a comparison 

between acts of killing and letting die we need not require that the 

person who lets die had a prior intention to kill or is now prepared to 

kill, neither must we require that he did not have this lntention or is 

not prepared to kill. With respect to intentions, the assessments are 

of what was intended or intentionally done. Whatever else the agent was 

prepared to do is simply not relevant to deteraining whether the 

intention to kill is in itself worse than the intention to let die. 

The second proble. is that "confiraation" that killing is worse 

than letting die is supposed to be derived from an intuition that the 

intention to kill is more evil than the intention to let die. We are 

thus assuaed to have prior intuitlve knowledge that there is a signifi

cant difference between the degrees of reprehensibility of the 

intentions, froa which we infer that there aust be a difference between 

the acts. But can we really consider these intentions, apart from 

particular acts, aotives, and circumstances, with enough clarity to be 

certain that one is worse? I, for one, cannot. In addition it seems 
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that if we have this 'intuition' about the intentions, then it is a 

consequence of the prior intuition that an act of killing is worse than 

an act of letting die. This accords with the fact that one of the 

reasons for considering the evilness of intentions 1s that 1f an agent 

did an act other than the one he intended to do (e.g., he threw vodka on 

the fire instead of water), we would Judge hi. as ~f the intended act 

had been perfor.ed. Thus we would need to know the moral status of the 

intended act before we could assess the agent's intention. In short. it 

~s not the evilness of the intention that deter~ines the evilness of the 

act, but the reverse. 

Perhaps sy arguaent has .issed the .ark. Perhaps the disagree

ment between Blu.enfeld and myself is a result of either ay not sharing 

her intuition, or ay not knowing why she thinks that one intention is 

aore evil than the other. Maybe she was relying on a belief that an 

agent who devises a plan to kill and then carries out this plan is aore 

reprehensible than an agent who takes advantage of an opportunity to 

further his own ends by intentionally'letting another die. But even ~f 

this were true, not all acts of killing have careful plans behind thea. 

Let us consider a co.parison example in which (a) the only relevant 

difference is that one agent intentionally killed and the other inten

tionally let die, (b) the agent who let another die was not also 

prepared to kill, (c) neither agent had prior plans nor intentions 

involving the death of another, and (d) neither agent stands to 

(significantly> benefit from the death of another. 



(1) Jones walks into a room and discovers that a machine 
which is set-up to crush the child inside has Malfunctioned. To 
re-activate the machine Jones need only push the re-set button. 
Since he is curious to see how flat a person can be, he pushes 
the button. 

(2) Smith walks into a rOOM that is si.ilar to that in (1) 

except for the fact that the machine is working properly and 
will crush a child if it is not de-activated. He knows that he 
could de-activate the machine by pushing a button but does not 
push it because he is curious to see how flat a person can be. 2 

Were Blumenfeld correct then knowledge of the fact that Jones 
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intended to kill in order to satisfy his curiosity while Smith intended 

to let die in order to satisfy his curiosity, would ~ake it intu1t1vely 

obvious that Jones is more reprehensible than Smith. At best th1S is 

not obvious, at worst it is false. If it is false that Jones is more 

reprehensible than Smith, then the Intrinsic Difference Principle should 

be reJected. And 1f it is not obvious then, then we do not have 

confirmation that killing is in itself more evil than letting die. 

There are two moves open to defend the Intrinsic Dlfference 

Principle. First one m1ght try to provide more compelling arguments for 

this principle. Yet any such argument would need to counter the above 

example and give reasons that prove that a positive act WhlCh causes a 

death is inherently aore evil than a negative act WhlCh does not prevent 

the same result. The form or content of such arguments is difficult to 

imag1ne. Second, one could admlt that no arguments could be offered to 

prove that, other things equal, killing is always worse than letting 

2. This is a version of Tooley's (1980 p. 60) 'diabolical 
machine' example. In the next section I will preeent a conflict version 
of this example. 



die, and instead make the weaker claim that we aust accept this as a 

necessary consequence of accounting for the intuition that in conflict 

situations there is a morally significant difference between killing ,tnd 

letting die (other things equal). This alternative a~ounts to claiming 

that if we have an intuition that, other things equal, acts of killing 

and letting die are sometimes ~orally equivalent. then this intuition 

must be wrong. But then we must question why we should reJect the 

latter intuition rather than the for~er. Why not reJect the Intrinsic 

Difference Principle in favor of the Moral Equivalence Principle? It was 

suggested that the latter principle has its own counter-intuitive impli

cations, but if we cannot account for all our intuitions, which ones 

have the strongest arguments in their favor? To answer thiS questlon 1 

wlll now address the arguments for and against the Moral Equivalence 

Principle. Can the defenders of thlS princlple counter the obJections 

raised against It? If not, which principle is the least problematic? 

Defense of the Moral Equivalence Prlnciple 

The Moral Equivalence Principle states that there is no morally 

significant difference, in itself. between killing and letting dle. 

Behind this view is the claim that Justified differences in the assess

ments of acts of killing and letting die can always be accounted for by 

some difference in the circumstances or consequences of the acts, such 

that when other things are equal. acts of killing and letting die 

deserve identical moral assessments. Support for this principle is 

found in the comparison examples that trouble the Intrinsic Difference 

Prlnciple, namely, those cases in WhlCh other things are equal and the 
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a.ount of effort or risk Morally required of the agent is ainiaal (e.g., 

the button-pushing exa~ple). This principle has been criticized on the 

grounds that its iaplications in conflict situations and in 30ae 

cORparison situations are untenable. Can it be defended? 

With respect to conflict situations such as Dinello's hospital-

transplant case, the Moral Equivalence Principle entails that the cho~ce 

between killing one and letting one die is morally indifferent. In 

response to those who claim that this is counter-intuitive, the defender 

of the Moral Equivalence Principle can either claim that this intuition 

is wrong, or establish that this principle does not apply to those 

conflict cases in which the intuition is correct. Rachels (1~7~ p. 170) 

takes the latter option when he argues that Dinello's hosp~tal-

transplant example is not a counter-example to the Moral Equivalence 

PrinCiple. 

Dinello's example is badly flawed, since the choice before 
the doctor is not a choice between killing and letting die at 
all. If the doctor kills Saith in order to transplant his heart 
to Jones, he will have killed Smith. But if he waits until Jones 
dies, and then transfers the kidney to Smith, he will not have 
'let Jones die'. The reason is connected with the fact that not 
every case of not saving 1s a case of letting die. (Josef Stalin 
died, and I did not save hia, but I did not let Stalin die.) •••• 
Now the doctor is in a position to save Jones only if there is a 
heart available for transplantation. But no such heart is 
available ---Smith's heart is not available since Smith is still 
using it. Therefore, since the doctor is not in a position to 
save Jones, he does not let Jones die. 

If Rachels is correct, then the class of potential counter-

examples to the Moral Equivalence Principle is smaller than expected. It 

would not include conflict cases in which something must be taken frOM X 

(something X needs to live) in order to save Y. In fact, there m~ght be 
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~ conflict type counter-examples to the Moral Equivalence Principle 

since it is in the nature of conflict examples about killing and letting 

die that saving Y always requires that X's life be taken from hia. But 

Rachels is not correct. 

It has already been noted that "letting die" does not apply to 

every case of not saving. The conditions for "letting die" include the 

agent's ability, his knowledge of the ability, and the opportunity to 

prevent the death. But in Dinello's example the doctor fulfills these 

conditions. He is in a position to save Jones since all he has to do is 

transplant Smith's heart. Rschels claims that S.ith's heart is not 

available because it 1n use. Yet the mere fact that the needed item is 

in use does not make it unavailable. To see this, imagine that what is 

in use by Smith is a coat that Jones, who is free%ing to death. needs to 

live, and that taking the coat from S.ith will leave him dangerously 

cold. If mere use made an ite~ unavailable then Williams would not be 

letting Jones die if he refrained from taking Smith's coat and giving it 

to Jones. Yet regardless of whether Williams' refraining is wrong, it 

does .eet the conditions of letting die. This suggests that the cruclal 

point in the initial example is not simply that the heart is in use, but 

that Smith needs his heart to live. Thus Rachels has begged the ques

tion. The only sense in which the heart is 'not available' is moral, 1t 

is not available because it is prima facie wrong to kill persons. So we 

are back to the original question. Is it morally permissible to kill 

Smith in order to prevent Jones's death? While most of us would say no, 

the Moral Equivalence Principle has the opposite implication. 
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Can the defense of the Koral Equivalence Principle be 

strengthened? Perhaps one aight try to find other grounds for arguing 

that the principle does not apply to transplant-type cases, caaes in 

which the conflict is a result of the fact that person Y needs so.ething 

that person X has and that X needs it as well. Although I am not sure 

how such an arguMent would proceed, and even le~s sure that it could 

succeed, the Moral Equivalence Principle may still have problems when 

applied to still other types of conflict situations. Consider the 

following conflict version of the previously discussed button example. 

S~lth walks into a rooa and discovers two Machines. One lS 
functioning properly such that unless a button is pushed to de
activate it, it will crush the child inside. The other aachine 
has malfunctioned. There is a child inside that will not be 
crushed unless the machine is re-activated. The proble~ is that 
both ~achines are operated by the same button. Thus if Saith 
pushes the button to de-activate the first aachine he will 
necessarily re-activate the second machine. Should Saith push 
the button? 

The Koral Equivalence Principle iaplies that the acts of pushing 

and not pushing the button are equivalent. This impllcation is plausl-

ble when the alternatives are assessed independently. Not pushing a 

button, when pushing it would prevent the death of an innocent Child, 

seems as evil as pushing a button that would cause the death of an 

innocent child. But the above example is a conflict situation. We are 

not merely assessing the alternatives independently, but asking whether 

there is aoral reason for choosing one act over the other. The 

defenders of the IntrinSiC Difference Principle have a reason: Salth 

ought not to push the button because bringing about ft death is More evil 

than not preventing 8 death. Yet (as hes been argued) we should be 
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hesitant about citing this reason because it co •• its us to the counter

intuitive view that pushing the button is aore evil in the cOMparison 

version of this example. 

I think that there may be another reason in favor of not pushing 

the button. To see it, suppose that Saith chose not to push the button, 

such that the first child <Fred) was crushed while the second child 

(Sue) lives, and that S~ith Muat tell Fred's parents what happened. He 

does this, and when asked why he did not prevent the death of their son, 

he explains that if he had pushed the button Sue would have been 

crushed. It seems that Fred's parents would mourn, but understand the 

predicament Smith was in and not blame him for the death of their son. 

On the other hand, suppose that Smith chose to push the button such that 

Sue was crushed while Fred lives. When asked by Sue's parents why he 

pushed the button knowing that Sue would be crushed, he explains that if 

he had not pushed it Fred would have been crushed. Would Sue's parents 

have the same reaction? I think not, for they could rightly ask why 

Smith preferred Fred to Sue. In the first case Saith could have 

regarded Fred and Sue as aoral equals with no grounds for prefering one 

to the other, and thus no Justification for reversing the order of the 

terrible situation. In the second case Smith chose to alter the 

situation and he should have a good reason for doing so. Yet since 

other things are assumed equal, there is no moral reason to Justify 

Saith's preference. 

My point here is not so Much to argue that Saith ought not to 

push the button, but to point out that there can be a reason for 
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prefering one of the choices which does not cOMMit us to the view that 

killing is More evil than letting die in every co.parison situation 

(other things equal). The reasoning applied above cannot apply to 

coaparison exaMples because such cases cannot not involve a question of 

preference between two lives. And although the claim that Smith ought 

not push the button (because he has no aorally good reason for doing 

so), coincides with the implications of the claia that the distinction 

between acting and refraining is .orally significant, it is not thls 

distinction which carries the weight, but rather that when one chooses 

to transfer hara frOM one to another, one ought to have a morally good 

reason for doing so.3 

3. Two points are in order. First. lt is not the distinction 
between acting and refraining that carries the weight, because if 
'changing the status quo' required a refraining, then the iaplications 
of the above reasoning and the distinction between acting and refraining 
would differ. (This distinction will be discussed in chapter Ill.) 
Second, suppose that one claims that what S.ith really ought to do is 
flip a coin. While this response is consistent with the Moral 
Equivalence Principle, we should question why is flipping a coin 
preferable to not pushing the button. The answer cannot be that it 
treats Sue and Fred as Moral equals because that is a reason in favor of 
not pushing the button. As moral equals, Smith has no grounds for 
prefering one child to the other and thus no reason to change the 
situation. Furtheraore, suppose that the evil person setting up the 
situation arbitrarily decided which child goes in which 8achine (he had 
no idea that one would Malfunction). If this is the case then the 
children have already, in a sense, undergone a flip of the coin. If 
their fate should rest on another flip of the coin (Smith's flip) then 
why not three out of five, five out of seven, etc. And even if the 
terrible situation was not hUManly created, there still seeas to be no 
aorally good reason for Smith to take on the Job of altering the 
allocation of bad luck when the consequence of the alteration would cot 
be Morally better. (This is consistent with believing that a flip of a 
coin can be the best aethod of decision when the choice is between 
saving one and saving one (e.g., you only have one space on the boat and 
there are two people drowning>, but in the conflict situations that 1 a~ 
here discussing, this is not the case.) 
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Thus far I have argued that the Horal Equivalence Principle has 

not been adequately defended with respect to conflict exa.ples. At the 

very least its defenders face the difficulty of explaining why the 

principle does not apply to transplant-type conflict exaMples. This 

suggests that a better way to defend the Moral Equivalence Principle 

would be to restrict its scope to cOMparison situations. Yet even if 

this restriction could be .ade without being ad hoc, the Moral 

Equivalence Principle is not in the clear. The cOMparison exaMples 

offered to support this principle are ones in which either the agents 

have very aalicious Motives, or the aMount of effort or risk required of 

the agent is ~iniMal. It is i.portant to question how this principle 

fares when applied to comparison situations in which the aotive is 

nonmalicious or the aMount of effort or risk required is constant but 

~ore than ainiMal, because such cases are (a) often the types of cases 

for which we need principles governing the cOMparative Morality of 

causing harm and failing to prevent hara (e.g., questions about euthan-

asia and Good SaMaritan duties), and (b) the cOMparison cases in which 

we are Most likely to think that there is a Justified difference in the 

moral asseSSMents of the acts. Let us exaaine two such cases. 

(la) Jones sees that SMith will be killed by a bOMb unless he 
warns hi.. But Jones is apathetic. So Smith is killed by the 
bOMb even though Jones could have warned him. 

(lb) Jones is practicing shooting his gun. Smith accidentally 
walks in the path and Jones sees Smith: but Jones's reaction is 
apathy. Jones pulls the trigger and Smith is killed. 4 

4. This is a shortened version of one of Trammell's (1975 
p. 167) examples. 



(2a) Jones is a concert pianist. While driving down an icy 
hill he sees someone dying of a gunshot wound on the roadside. 
Were Jones to slaa on his breaks his car would crash into a 
tree. Although the result of the crash would be a per~anently 
crushed left hand, he would still be able to use his right hand 
to save the stranger. Jones prefers to protect his life's 
passion of playing the piano rather that to prevent the 
stranger's death. The stranger dies. 

(2b) Jones is driving down the same icy hill. He sees a Dan 
crossing the street ahead of him. If he swerves to avoid the man 
he will crash into a tree and suffer a permanently crushed left 
hand. He decides to protect his life's passion of playing the 
piano and thus runs over and kills the man. 

Case 1 involves a nonaalicious motive and miniaal effort. Case 

2 involves a constant and high risk for the agent as well as a nonmali-

cious aotive. If the Moral Equivalence Principle is correct then the 

acts in each case are either both permissible or both ~mperm~ssible, and 

are equivalently evil (such that the agents are equally reprehensible). 

How might the defender of the Moral Equivalence Principle respond to 

those who find (any of) these implications intuitively unacceptable? 

think there are three potential responses. 

First, he could clai. that the intuitions, rather than the Moral 

Equivalence Principle ought to be reJected. Rachels (1979 p. 160) 

suggests this when he states "a thesis should ~ot be dismissed merely 

because it does not confora to all our prereflective intUitions. Rather 

than be~ng perceptions of the truth, our 'intuitions' Bight sODetimes 

signify nothing aore than our preJudices or selfishness or cultural 

conditioning." This response is most persuasive with respect to case 1, 

If we think that it is aore evil not to warn someone than it is to shoot 

that person, then aaybe we si.ply have not thought about the matter 

enough. But with respect to case 2. one could argue that the 1ntuit~on 
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that the acts are .orally different is a not a "prereflective intuition" 

but is a well considered moral Judgment founded on the value of, and 

respect given to, personal autonomy. This see~s to underlie 

Blullenfeld's clai. <1981 p. 329) that "a correct lIoral code would allow 

both Ilberty and welfare a place as ultimate values which compete in 

particular circullstances. That is, while one does have a duty to old 

the needy, one also has a right to pursue one's own goals." 

Tooley (1972 p. 60) seells to recognize the inadequacy of 

Rachels' aethod for defending the implications of the Moral Equivalence 

Principle with respect to comparison examples involvlng a high risk for 

the agent's interests, and offers the following second response. 

[Plositive actions require effort, and this means that in 
deciding what to do a person has to take into account his own 
right to do what he wants with his life, and not only the other 
person's right to life. To avoid this confusion, we should 
confine ourselves to comparisons between situations in which the 
positive action involves minimal effort. 

Yet this response is also unconvincing. first, he is asking us 

to ignore some of the ROSt promising counter-examples to the Moral 

Equivalence Principle, naaely, those in which the effort or risk is both 

significant and equivalent in the two cases. Were this a legitimate 

lIethod of defense, then the defenders of the Intrinsic Difference 

Princlple should also use it by claiaing that we need to confine our-

selves to c~nflict situations. Second, although it is true that (some) 

positive actions involve effort and risk to the agent's goals, and that 

a person should take into account what he wants to do with his own life, 

these claills do not provide a way to set aside the problematic cases. 

As in case 2 above, not killing and not letting die can each require 
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positive actions that r~sk harm to the agent's goals. The proble~ for 

Tooley is to defend a principle which entails that as long as the effort 

and risk is equivalent, it has the saae bearing on the asseSSMents of 

the acts. Finally, it is Just not clear why Tooley thinks that the need 

or right to take one's own goals into account creates an avoidable 

»confusion". Conflicts between the welfare of others and an agent's 

pursuit of his goals are an unfortunate fact. They are problems for 

which we need aoral principles about cousing hsrm and failing to prevent 

har~, and we cannot be content with saying that they are too confusing 

to deal with. 

The last response is to first recognize the counter

intuitiveness of the Koral Equivalence Principle with respect to cases 

involving aore than ainiaal effort or risk, and then, rather than reJect 

these intuitions or try to defend the Moral Equivalence Principle, argue 

that such cases si.ply are not within the intended scope of that pr1n

ciple. In short, one might try to qualify the Moral Equivalence 

Princ1ple so that it asserts that k1l1ing and letting die are aorally 

equivalent only when (a) other things are equal, (b> the effort or r1sk 

to the agents's 1nterests are .1n1aal, and perhaps (c) the motive of the 

agents are equally ~alicious (or any other qualification needed to avo1d 

counter-intuitive implications). Yet although such restrictions might 

improve th,~ Koral Equivalence Principle they would need to be carefully 

defended, for if they are ad hoc restrictions, then invoking them 

amounts to admitting that (other things equal> there is a Morally sign1-

ficant difference between killing and letting die. And even if such 
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restrictions could be defended, the Moral Equivalence Principle would 

have lost a portion of its usefulness. It could not be used to deter-

.ine the aoral status of acts of letting die (by analogies with ects of 

causing hara) in any case where the agent's interests are at stake. 

Thus far I have tried to pinpOint both the strong and weak 

paints of the Intrinsic Difference Principle and the rival Moral 

Equivalence Principle. It should now be clesr that each principle can 

account for our considered aoral Judgments in soae casls but not in 

others, and that the possibility of defending these principles against 

their counter-intuitive implications is slim. What we need, lt seems. 

is a principle that allows that (a) killing is worse tran letting dle in 

at least 60as conflict situations where other things a:lre equal. and yet 

(b) that acts of killing and letting dle are aorally erulvalent in those 

coaparative cases in which other things are equal and the degree of 

effort or risk morally required of the agent is minimal. But neither 

the Moral Equivalence Principle nor the Intrinsic Difference Principle 

can consistently account for both (a)' and (b). The upshot seems to be 

that since this debate needs to be resolved, we are forced to choose 

between these principles and adait that at least soae of our intuitions 

or considered moral Judgments are wrong. But whiCh ones? Should we 

admit that other things equal, killing is always more evil than lettlng 

die, or that in conflict situations the choice between killing one and 

letting one die is always morally indifferent? 

Before pondering these questions further, we should ask the ~ore 

fundamental question of whether we really are forced to choose. I do 
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not think we are. and in the next chapter I will flrst explain why this 

is so and then begin to develop an alternative account about the ~oral 

signlficance of the distinctlon between killing and letting die (or 

betwen causing harM and failing to prevent hara>, an account which is 

intended to capture the strong points of the two currently rival 

principles while avo1ded their problematic i.plications. 



CHAPTER III 

TOWARDS AN ALTERNATIVE ACCOUNT 

In the preceding chapter I argued that neither the Intrinsic 

Difference Principle (killing is in itself morally worse than letting 

die) nor the Moral Equivalence Principle (other things equal, killing 

and letting die are aorally equivalent> is entirely acceptable. and I 

suggested that what we need is an alternative principle which allows (a) 

that the duty not to kill overrides the duty to prevent a death in at 

least soae conflict situations where other things are equal, and yet (b) 

that acts of killing and letting die are aorally equivalent in those 

co.parative cases in which other things are equal and the degree of 

effort or risk that is .orally required of the agent is minimal. In the 

first section of this chapter I aim to establish the possibility of an 

alternative principle by establishing that the Intrinsic Difference 

Principle and the Koral Equivalence Principle are only contrary. Here I 

discuss SOMe of the probleMa with the debate between these two prin

ciples and argue that the apparent dichotoay between thea rests on a 

falae assuMption. In the aecond section I begin to develop an alter

native account about the Significance of the distinction between killing 

and letting die by discussing the notion of a Morally significant 

difference with respect to the general prohibitions against killing and 

letting die. In the final two sections I propose two ways to account 

for such 8 difference. In general, the aia of this chapter is to set 
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the foundation for a theory about aoral significance of the distinction 

between killing and letting die (and, aore generally, the distinction 

between causing hara and refraining from preventing hara) which will be 

developed in the chapters that follow. 

Problems with the Debate 

The dichotomy between the Intrinsic Difference Principle and the 

Moral Equivalence Pr~nciple is founded on the following assumption: 

If there is a morally significant difference between killing 
and letting die then killing is in itself morally worse than 
letting die. 

The supporting examples for the Intrinsic Difference Principle defend 

the antecedent by showing that acts of killing and letting die are not 

~orally equivalent in conflict situations in which other things are 

equal. And the supporting exaaples for the Moral Equivalence Principle 

deny the consequent by showing that acts of killing and letting die are 

morally equivalent in some comparison situations in which other things 

are equal. It is, thus. the assumed truth of this claim, together with 

the fact that the supporting examples for each side of the debate are 

intultively persuasive, that creates the dilemma between the Intrinsic 

Difference Principle and the Moral Equivalence Principle. But is the 

initial assuaption correct? The consequent surely captures one way for 

killing and letting die to be significantly different, but is it the 

only way? (In one uninteresting sense the answer is no. One could claim 

that there is a morally significant difference between the two because 

letting d~e is intrinsically worse than killing. But since this view is 

clear~y counter-intuitive (or aore so that than the two rival views) I 
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will assume that it is not a .orally viable alternative. To be aore 

precise then. the question is whether there can be a .orally significant 

difference between killing and letting die which entails neither the 

Intrinsic Difference Principle nor the view that letting die is 

intrinsically worse than killing.) 

I think that the reason that we are inclined to give an affir.a

tlve answer to this questlon is that we have Bade a prior supposition 

that the only possible basis for a morally significant diff~rence 

between killing and letting die must be a difference that is inherent in 

the indiVidual acts of killing end letting die (e.g., the difference 

between actlng and refraining. Vet while this assu.ption is quite 

plausible, I also think that it is false. And if this can be estab

lished then we may reJect the initial assumption that underlies the 

debate between the Intrinsic Difference Principle and the Moral 

Equivalence Principle and look for an alternative principle which is 

preferable to both. Before this possibility can be clarified and 

explored, other problems with the debate need to be discussed. In this 

section I intend to (a) suggest that the aethod of the debate prevents 

either view from being established, (b) give reasons to believe that the 

two principles are merely contrary. and (c) establish that the focus of 

the debate is misplaced. 

The first problem relates to the aeans e.ployed for defending 

each principle. The Intrinsic Difference Principle entails that other 

things equal, acts of killing are always worse than acts of letting die, 

and the Moral Equivalence Principle entails that other things equal, 
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acts of killing and letting die are always .orally equivalent. The 

primary ~eans for defending each principle has been to (a) deaonstrate 

counter-intuitiveness of the opposing principle when it is applied to 

individual cases, and then (b) infer that since the other principle 

accords with our considered .oral JudgMents for these cases then it Must 

be correct. As a Means of criticizing the principles, this Method of 

concentrating on individual cases is acceptable. All that is needed to 

refute the Moral Equiv~lence Principle is one case in which other things 

are equal and there is a Justified difference in Moral assess.ents of 

the acts. And all that is needed to refute the Intrinsic Dlfference 

Principle is one case in which other things are equal and the act of 

killing is not more evil than the act of letting die. 1 But as a Means 

of establishing either prinCiple this Method is inconclusive. Due to 

the fact that both principles entail an 'always claiM', neither prin-

ciple can be established siaply by citing a few individual examples for 

which the dictates of that prinCiple accord with our considered Doral 

Judgments. Demonstrating that other things equal, acts of killing and 

letting die are SOMetimes morally equivalent (or different>, does not 

establish that other things equal, they are always Morally equivalent 

(or different). 

One aight obJect that this Method is acceptable because the 

two principles are contradictory. But are they? While both parties to 

1. This is assuaing that our consldered aoral Judgaents are 
correct. The earlier discussed possibility of having to adMit that some 
of our considered aoral Judgaents are wrong need not coae into play 
unless we are unable to find a principle to account for these JudgMents. 
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the debate seem to have assumed that they are contradictory, I aa aware 

of no arguMent which attempts to prove this. Furthermore, the fact that 

each principle entails an 'always claia', together with the fact that 

neither principle accords with all our considered aoral Judgaents, 

suggests that it is more reasonable to expect that the two principles 

are Merely contrary. Now one aight try to strengthen this obJection by 

arguing that the principles DUst be contradictory becaus~ either (a) 

acts of killing are inherently aore evil than acts of letting die or (b) 

acts of killing are not inherently aore evil than acts of letting die. 

But now the obJection Misses the pOint. While it is true that (a) and 

(b) are contradictory, and also true that either (c) the difference 

between killing and letting die is _orally significant or else (d) other 

things equal. acts of killing and letting die are Morally equivalent. 

the important question is whether (b) entails (d). 

The defenders of the Moral Equivalence Principle think that it 

does, but I think that exposing a subtle probleM in their argUMent will 

show that either the Moral Equivalence Principle does not entail what it 

is intended to entail, or it is not contradictory to the Intrinsic 

Difference Principle. Three preliainary pOints must be Bade. First. 

the Moral Equivalence Principle, the principle that there is no Morally 

Significant difference, in itself, between killing and letting die. is 

allbiguous. On the one hand, if "'killing"' and "letting die" refer to 

individual acts, then it states that any difference in the inherent 

nature of acts of killing and letting die (e.g., the difference between 

acting and refraining) is .orally inSignificant. On the other hand. if 
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"killing" and "letting die" refer to general categories of acts, or, for 

lack of a better terM, 'act-types' then the principle entails that there 

is no difference between killing and letting die (inherent in the nature 

of the individual acts or otherwise) which can Justify a difference ~n 

the aoral asseSSMents of the acts or agents when other things are 

equal. 2 And depending on which interpretation we are discussing, the 

evidence that will be sufficient to establish that there is a aorally 

significant difference between killing and letting die will vary, as 

will the arguaents needed to establish that there is no Morally 

significant difference between the two. The second point is that this 

a~biguity cannot be resolved siaply by emphasizing that the difference 

~ust be a difference in itself. As yet, it is not clear whether a 

'difference in itself' Must be a difference in the natures of the 

individual acts or whether it can be a difference between the two act-

types. What "in itself" does make clear is that when investigating 

whether there is a significant difference between killing and letting 

die, we should not be influenced by differencos in the circumstances or 

effects of the acts. Third, regardless of the use of "killing" and 

2. While the discussions which follow in this and the next 
section will clarify the difference between these two interpretations, 
it will have to reMain vague for now. The general idea is that there 
aay be a difference between killing and letting die which (a) is not 
based on the distinction between acting and refraining and which (b) can 
Justify a difference in the aoral assessments of the acts or agents when 
other things are equal. I will later discuss the possibility of a 
difference in the general prohibit1ona ege1net killing and letting die 
(e.g., "Do not kill"), and here I aa using "act-type" to refer to 
general category of acts labeled "killing" and "letting die" to which 
the prohibitions refer. 
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significant difference" are interchangable and will be used as such. 
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Let us now consider whether the claim that there is no aorally 

significant difference, in itself, between killing and letting die 

follows fro. the reJection of the Intrinsic Difference Principle. Our 

first alternative is to interpret the Moral Equivalence Principle as 

stating that there is no difference in the intrinsic character of 

individual acts of killing and letting die that is morally significant. 

One point in favor of this interpretation is that if s morally signi£l

cant difference between killing and letting die must be based on some 

intrinsic difference between the individual acts, then it must exist in 

every comparison of those acts in siailar situations. And given the 

assumption that a significant difference will show itself as a 

difference in the deserved assessaents of the acts when other things are 

equal, then the previously discussed aethod of using individual examples 

to establish this version of the Moral Equlvalence Principle is 

acceptable; one case 1n which the intrinsic difference between the acts 

is aorally insignificant is sufficient to establish that this difference 

is insignificant in all cases (other things equal). Another pOlnt in 

favor of this interpretation is that it is the one adopted by the 

defenders of the Intrinsic Difference Principle. They are claiming that 

there is soaething about an act of killing which makes it inherently 

aorally worse than an act of letting die. For siaplicity, I will 

henceforth assume (as do both parties to the debate) that this 

'something' is the coaaissiveness of killing, such that the difference 
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between acting and refraining is the potentially significant difference 

intrinsic to and between individual acts of killing and letting die. 

This version of the Horal Equivalence Principle can be derived 

froa the reJection of the Intrinsic Difference Principle as follows: 

1) If thera is a Morally signifiqant difference between 
killing and letting die then there aust be soaething about an 
act killing (e.g., its coaaissiveness) which ~akes it, in 
itself, aorally worse than letting die. 

2) If killing is, in itself, Morally worse than letting die 
then, when other things are equal, an act of killing deserves a 
more severe aoral assessaent (e.g., it is More evil> than an act 
of letting die. 

3) There are soae co.parison situations in which other 
things are equal and the act of killing does not Merit a More 
severe moral assess.ent than the act of lett1ng die. 

4) Therefore killing is not, in itself, Morally worse than 
letting die. 

5} Therefore there is no .orally significant difference, in 
itself, between acts of killing and letting die. 

By restricting the grounds for a possible .orally significant 

difference between killing and letting die to a difference intrinsic to 

the individual acts, we begin with a pre.ise that guarantees that 1f the 

Intrinsic Differsnce Principle is false then the Koral Equivalence 

Principle is true. Assuming that the cases refer~ed to in line 3 

succeed (as I think they do), the Intrinsic Difference Principle has 

been reJected. But it is i.portant to note that the now established 

Horal Equivalence Principle (line 5) is liaited to the claiM that the 

difference between individual acts of killing and letting die (i.e., the 

difference between acting and refraining) is not Morally significant: 

It entails that this difference cannot by itself Justify a difference in 
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the moral assessments of the acts when other things are equal. If this 

were all the Moral Equivalence Principle is meant to entail then it 

would be, I think, true. 

But the Koral Equivalence Principle is intended to entail a 

broader sense of 'no morally significant difference'. It is presumed to 

entail that whenever other things are equal, the acts of killing and 

letting die are morally equivalent. That is to say, that in every 

comparison and every conflict situation where other things are equal, 

the acts of killing and letting die deserve the same moral assessment. 

This creates a proble~, because showing that acts of killing are not 

inherently worse than acts of letting die is not sufficient to establish 

that they are ~ worse, other things equal. Another argument is 

needed if the Moral Equivalence Principle (which currently entails only 

that the difference between acting and refraining i& not morally 

significant) is to entail: 

6) Therefore, whenever other things are equal, acts of 
killing and letting die deserve the saMe moral assessments. 

Before discussing the type of argument that could establish line 

6, I should point out why line 6 is a needed implication of the Horal 

Equivalence Principle. This principle is offered as a principle to 

guide and defend Judgments about the moral assessments of acts (or 

agents) in particular situations. It is thought that if the difference 

between killing and letting die is not morally significant in itself, 

then if act K deserves asseasment X in circumstances C, act L must also 

deserve assessDent X in C. (For exa.ple, this principle is used to 

defends the Judgments that if passive euthanasia is permissible in a 
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given case then active euthanasia is necessarily (other things equal) 

peraissible in that case. or that other things equal. refraining froa 

sending food to poor nations is aorally equivalent to sending poisoned 

food.) In order for such an inference to be Justified. we need to know 

aore than that acts of killing and letting die are soaetiaes equivalent. 

We need to know that, other things equal. they are always aorally 

equivalent. Thus if the Moral Equivalence Principle does not entail 

line 6. then. although it is contradictory to the Intrinsic Difference 

Principle. it will not be a Judgaent guiding principle in its own right. 

It will entail that the difference between acting and refraining cannot 

ground a Judgaent that one act is worse than another. and in this it can 

be used to criticize particular Judgaents. But it cannot be the basis 

for analogical arguaents to infer the (ia>peraissibility of acts in 

difficult cases froa other less difficult cases because it does not 

entail that other things equal. there is never a Justified difference in 

the aoral assess.ents of the acts. 

I will henceforth assuae that line 6 is an i.portant and needed 

i.plication of the Moral Equivalence Principle. Since it does not 

necessarily follow froa what has been established, we need to ask how it 

aight be established. Line 6 entails that there are no grounds, intrin

sic to the acts or otherwise. which could Justify giving different moral 

assessaents to the acts in siailar situations. In order to establish 

this one aust first give up the assuaed truth of pre.ise 1 (no argument 

has been given for the proposition that a Morally significant difference 

between killing and letting die ~ be based on an intrinsic difference 
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between the individual acts), second, recognize that the established 

sense of line 5 is too narrow, and third, expand it by interpreting the 

notion of a morally significant difference to include any grounds that 

might Justify a difference in the moral assessments of the acts in 

siailar situations. This broader sense of line 5 can be established by 

(a) interpreting "killing" and "letting die" as referring to ect-types, 

and then (b) ahowing that there is no morally significant difference 

between them. In short, the Moral Equivalence Principle can be 

established by showing that killing and letting die are aorally 

equivalent types of acts. 3 

How might this be done? The fect that killing and letting die 

are both morally prohibited types of acts suggests that the way to 

establish their Moral equivalence is to establish that the general 

3. The notions of 'aorally equivalent' and 'significantly 
different' seem more important when applied to comparisons of types of 
acts than with coaparisons of two psrticular acts. On the one hand, if 
we know that two types of acts are morally equivalent then we can use 
this knowledge to guide our assess.en~s of particular acts in particular 
circumstances. We will know that in any pair of relevantly similar 
circumstances, the individual acts deserve the same moral assess~ent. 
Or if we know that two types of scts are significantly different then we 
know that there are at least some cases in which other things are equal 
and the individual acts deserve different assessments. On the other 
hand, to know that two particular acts are morally eqUivalent is only to 
know that these two acts deserve the same assessment, and this we can 
know only if we already know what assess.ents they deserve. We would 
not be able to extrapolate to the assessaents of other acts in other 
situations, because in order to infer that the other acts are morally 
equivalent we would need to know thst other things equal, the indiVidual 
acts will always be morally equivalent (in other words, we need to know 
that the types of acts are equivalent). In short, knowledge that two 
particular acts are equivalent (or different) is of minimal help in 
guiding assessments about other individual acts, whereas knowledge about 
whether the types of acts are equivalent (or different) can be used to 
guide assessments of individual acts in a variety of circumstances. 
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prohibitions againat killing and letting die are .orally equivalent. 

Thi. would yield the desired result because if the act-types are 

governed by equivalent prohibitions then it would be true that in any 

pair of relevantly siailar circuMstances, particular violations of those 

prohibitions would deserve the saMe Mo~al assessMent. 

Yet one consequence of changing the focus of the debate from 

differences in the intrinsic characters of individual acts of killing 

and letting die to differences in the general prohibitions against 

killing and letting die, is that the Moral Equivalence Principle (which 

would now state that killing and letting die are .orally equivalent 

types of acts) is now both aore difficult to establish and easier to 

refute. The adopted aethod of defense is no longer acceptable, because 

in arguing that the prohibitions are equivalent one cannot be content 

with looking at a few individual exaaples. There aay be differences 

between general prohibitions, 'do not kill' and 'do not refrain fro. 

preventing a death', that do not ahow the.selves as differences in the 

assess.ents of the particular acts in every cOMparison situation in 

which other things are equal. (I will explain how and why this is so in 

the next sections.) And to refute the Moral Equivalence Principle there 

need be only one case in which other things are equal and the acts 

deserve different aoral assessMents. As plausible candidates we have 
r 

the previously discussed conflict exa.ples in which one act is 

perMissible while the other is iMperMissible. 

Of course"the task for SOMeone offering such a counter-exaMple 

would be to explain why the difference in these asseSSMents is not 
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grounded on the claia that the coaaissiveness of killing aakes it inher

ently aore evil than letting die. This has not yet been done, but 

neither has it been shown that it cannot be done. Furtheraore, it seeDS 

that a difference in the general prohibitions aay be Just what is needed 

to account for the intuitively plausible iaplications of the Intrinsic 

Difference Principle. If the focus is changed to differences in the 

prohibitions against killing and letting die, then we aay be able to (a) 

establish that the duty not to kill overrides the duty to prevent a 

death in conflict situations, without (b> coaaitting ourselves to the 

view that killing is evil than letting die in every coaparison exa.ple, 

other things equal. In short, if there is a difference between the 

prohibitions against killing and letting die that would allow but not 

require that an act of killing is worse than an act of letting die, 

other things equal, then it is possible for both the Intrinsic 

Difference Principle and the Koral Equivalence Principle to be false. 

In su.aary, we are left with two interpretations of "a aorally 

significant difference" between killing and letting die. On the one 

hand, if we assuae that a .orally significant difference between killing 

and letting die aust be a difference in the intrinsic character of 

individual acts (e.g., the difference between acting and refraining>, 

then although the Intrinsic Difference Principle and the Moral 

Equivalence Principle are contradictory, the truth of the Koral 

Equivalence Principle does not entail that other things equal, acts of 

killing and letting die always deserve equivalent aoral aasess.ents. On 

the other hand, if a aorally significant difference between killing and 
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letting die can be any difference between the two types of acts, or, in 

other words, any difference in the general prohibitions against killing 

and letting die that can Justify a difference in the aoral assessaents 

of the acts (or agents) when other things are equal, then the Intrinsic 

Difference Principle and the-"oral Equivalence Principle are only 

contrary. The foraer entails that other things equal, there is always a 

difference the deserved assessaents of the acts or agents and the latter 
I 

entails that other things equal there is never a diffe~ence in the 

deserved assessaents of the acts or agents. The chall~nge now is to 

develop an alternative theory about the aoral Significtnce of the 

difference between killing and letting die. In the re~t of this chapter 

I take on the first step of this challenge by explaini*g how there can 

be a aorally significant difference between the prohib~tion against 

killing and the prohibition against letting die which is not based on a 

difference in the intrinsic character of acts the individual acts. 

The Conditions for a "orally Significant 
Difference Between Two Prohibit~ons 

I have argued that by (a) recognizing that the Intrinsic 

Difference Principle and the "oral Equivalence Principle are only 

contrary, and (b) by abandoning the focus on differences between indivi-

dual acts of killing and letting die in favor of an investigation into 

whether there is a aorally significant difference between the prohibi-

tions against killing and letting die, we (c) open the possibility of 

developing an alternative principle which can account for the considered 

aoral Judgaents that support the two rival without being subJect to 
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their counter-intuitive iRplications. The ai_ of this section is to 

begin this investigation by estsblishing the grounds for a Rorally 

significant difference between the prohibition against killing 

(henceforth referred to as "PK") and the prohibition against letting die 

(henceforth referred to as "PL"). 

(It should be noted that 'PK' and 'PL' refer to the general 

Roral prohibitions 'Do not kill' and (so_e fora of) 'Do not refr8in from 

preventing a death' (both of which, I shall aSSURe, can sORetiRes be 

Justifiably violated). They do not refer to the specific Roral duties 

or obligations which are derived fro. the application of the general 

prohibitions to particular circumstances, e.g., 'do not kill that Ran' 

or 'prevent that aan's death'.) 

Establishing that there is a .orally significant difference 

between PK and PL requires an initial account of the Rinimally suffi

cient condition(s) for the truth of the claiR that two prohibitions are 

significantly different. ThiS, it seems, can be Rost eas11y deterRined 

by looking at the implications of the contradictory claiM that two 

prohibitions are Rorally equivalent. (Considering the prevalent use of, 

and weight that rests on the phrase "Rorally equivalent", surprisingly 

little attention has been given to explicating whst it entails.) 

As a general account of '.orally equivalent', as that concept 

applies to two prohibitions (a Rore precise analysiS will be provided in 

chapter VI), I propose that to claiR that two prohibitions are .orally 

equivalent is to clai. that when other things are equal, there are no 

grounds for giving different aoral assess.ents to violations of those 
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prohibitions. This aeans that, other things equal, (1) the violations 

of those prohibitions are always equally peraissible, where "equally 

perMissible" aeans that the acts are either both right or both wrong and 

for the saae reason (or for equivalent reasons), and (2) that the agents 

are equally reprehensible, where "equally reprehensible" aeans that the 

agents are reprehensible, praiseworthy, or excused to the sa.e degree 

and on the saae grounds. In short, two prohibitions are .orally equiva

lent if and only if, other things equal, violations of those 

prohibitions are identical from the Moral point of view. 

Conversely, since to claim that two prohibitions are signifi

cantly different is Just to claim that it is false that they are morally 

equivalent, then the .iniaally sufficient condition for holding that 

there is a aorally significant difference between two prohibitions is 

one case in which other things are equal and the violations of those 

prohibitions deserve different aoral assess.ents. Thus, on the one 

hand, a aoral equivalence between PK and PL requires that, other things 

equal, 8n~ two particular violations of those prohibitions are aorally 

equivalent, in the sense that the acts and ~gents deserve the saae aoral 

assessaent. And on the other hand, a aorally significant difference 

between PK and PL requires only that there are ~ cases in which other 

things are equal and the particular violations are not aorally equiva

lent (i.e., it does not necessarily require that the violations deserve 

different assessaants in all cases in which other things are equal.) 

As implied by my earlier arguaents, I do think that this 

condition for a morally aignificant difference between PK and PL 1s 
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fulfilled: there are circuastances in which letting eo.eone die would be 

peraissible while killing would not. Yet since I also think that there 

are circuastances in which the acts (and agents) deserve equivalent 

aoral assessaents, the task at hand is to ground the difference between 

PK and PL on soaething that does not require that killing is inherently 

aore evil than letting die. This can be accoaplished, I believe, by 

establishing that the difference between PK and PL is 8 difference with 

respect to the reasons that can Justify or excuse violations of those 

prohibitions in relevantly siailar circuastances. 

One way to establish th~t there is a difference in the reasons 

that can Justify or excuse violations of two prohibitions is to estab

lish thet the aoral assessaents of at least soae violations of those 

prohibitions are unequally affected by the facts of the particular 

situations, even when those facts are equivalent. If the same facts do 

not have, for example, an equivalent Justificatory effect with respect 

to violations of two prohibitions, then it is possible that in rele

vantly siailar situations, a violation of one prohibition is ~~r;iscible 

while a violation of the other prohibition is iaperaissible. And if 

this difference in peraissibility is possible, then the acts cannot be 

governed by aorally equivalent prohibitions. Thus as a aeans to 

establish that the prohlbitions against killing and letting die are 

significantly different, it is sufficient to establish that the saae 

facts can have different effects on the assess.ents of acts of killing 

and letting die. This general type of difference between two 

prohibitions can be stated as follows: 



There is a .orally significant difference between two prohi
bitions if there are soae conflict situations (other things 
equal>, or soae co.parison situations (which differ only 1n so 
far as to allow the application of the two prohibitions)r in 
which there is a difference in the Justificatory or excusing 
effect of a reason offered for violating each of those 
prohibitions. 

In the following two sections 1 shall develop two ways of 

&1 

accounting for a difference in the Justificatory or excusing effect of 8 

reason as it applies to particular violations of two prohibitions. 

Although ay focus will be on the Justificatory effect of reasons, as 

these relate to the assessaents of peraissibility, I will discuss 

'excusing-reasons' and their effect on assessaents of reprehensibility 

when they are relevant to assessing claias about the acts. It should be 

noted at the outset that these two accounts are not presented as 

autually exclusive. Instead, they are different but overlapping direc-

tions that one aight take to establish that PK and PL are significantly 

different. 

A Difference Due to the Strength ot Reasons 

The first type of difference between two prohibitions is 

developed froa an account of how the strength of a given reason can 

unequally affect the peraiss1bil1ty of violat10ns of those prohibitions 

1n relevantly siailar situat10ns. Providing this account requires a 

brief discussion of the notions of "strength" and "stronger" as these 

teras apply to reasons for Justifiably perforaing an otherwise prohi-

bited act. "Stronger" is being used to express a co.parative Judgaent 

of the strength of relevant reasons. And since the force of the present 

arguaent w1ll not depend upon precise definitions of these teras, the 
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following characterizations of "relevance" and "strength" will provide a 

rough yet adequate idea of 'stronger'. 

Relevance: A reason of the fora 'doing X would involve or 
result in 0' is relevant to asses~ing whether a prohibition 
requiring act X aay be Justifiably violated in ~he given set of 
circuastances C, if and only if (a) the reason has soae aoral 
weight in support of a violation of a aoral prohibition, and (b) 
it is connected with C.4 

For exaaple, let us suppose that the prohibition under consider-

ation is the prohibition against lying such that 'doing X' is telling 

the truth. With respect to (a), the fact that telling the truth to 

person A would involve breaking a proaise to person B has soae aoral 

weight with regards to Justifying the non-perfor~ance of X, whereas the 

fact that telling the truth to A would involve interacting with soaeone 

with blond hair would not have ~oral weight with respect to Justifying 

the non-performance of X. And with respect to (b), although the fact 

that doing X would involve breaking a pro.ise does have aoral weight, it 

is not 'connected' with the particular C if doing X would not involve 

breaking a promise in that c. 

The atrength of a reason refers to the aoral weight or Juatifi-

catory potential that it has within a particular set of circuastances. 

For present purposes we need not suppose that we have a list which ranks 

the exact strength of every relevant reason for every particular viola-

tion of a prohibition. (Making such a list would require knowledge of 

4. Since ay concern is with reasons for Justifiably violating 
prohibitions (e.g., PK and PL), I have liaited this notion of relevance 
to reasons that have a potential for Justifying the perforaance of an 
otherwise wrong act, as opposed to reasons that support a Judgaent that 
an act is wrong. 
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all the particular circumstances in which the reason aight be relevant.) 

We need only recognize that soae reasons carry aore aoral weight than 

others in otherwise identical situations. For exaaple, in a situation 

involving the prohibition against lying, considerations of severe hara 

yield reasons with a greater strength than considerations about hurting 

soaeone's feelings with respect to Justifying a lie. 

Since some reasons have a greater strength than others, a 

difference in strength of two reasons can account for a difference in 

the moral assessments of two acts when those acts (a) violate the saae 

prohibition <P) and (b) occur in two situations which differ only in 

that one contains relevant reason R while the other contains relevant 

reason S. Given that Rand S have different strengths, the violation of 

P in C-with-R may be Justified while the violation of P in C-with-S is 

unJustified. For example. let us suppose th8t C involves tho prohibi-

tion against pro~ise-breaking (P) and is such that if the agent keeps 

the given promise to A, severe hara will result to 8. 5 In this case, the 

fact that keeping the proaise would result in severe hara to 8 is a 

reason that is relevant and sufficiently strong to Justify the violation 

of P in this C. But if C is changed Just enough so that the relevant 

reason is the fact that keeping the promise to A would involve hurting 

8's feelings, we have a reason S that is relevant but not strong enough 

to Justify a violation of P in this C. 

5. This exa.ple is not to be confused with the previous exaaple 
in which (a) the prohibition is question was that against lying and (b) 
the issue of prOMise-breaking caae in as a consideration for Justifying 
a violation of the prohibition against lying. 
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With respect to a given prohibition and reasons that are 

relevant to Justifying a violation thereof. the notion of "stronger" can 

be characterized as followa: 

Reason R is stronger than reason S if and only if there are 
two situations Cl and C2 which both include duty 0 (where 0 is 
that which is required by the given prohibition) and are other
wise siatlar except that Cl involves R but not S. and C2 
involves S but not R. and R is sufficient to Justify the non
fulfillment of 0 in Cl. while S is not sufficient to Justify the 
nonfulfillment of D in C2. even though both Rand S are 
relevant. 

The _ain point of the above discussion is to show how two 

reasons which differ in strength can have different effects on acts 

which violate the saae prohibition. With a certain change in focus, 

this point can be developed into a principle accounting for a difference 

between two prohibitions. 

First. we need to recall the earlier clai_ that the ainiaal 

requirement for showing that two prohibitions are significantly 

different is showing that in at least soae relevantly siailar situa-

tions. violations of thoee prohibitions deserve different aoral 

assess.ents. Second we need to change the focus so that instead of 

comparing the effect of two reasons on violations of one prohibition. we 

are co.paring the Justificatory or excusing effect of one reason on 

violations of two prohibitions. Thus we need to be co.paring two situa-

tions Cl and C2 which (a) differ only in so far as to allow the applica-

tion of prohibitions P and Q. and (b) are such that both Cl and C2 

contain the relevant reason T. Now if it is possible that there is 8 T 

that is not strong enough to Justify (excuse) a violation of P in Cl, 

yet which can Justify (excuse) the violation of Q in C2. then P and Q 
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are not ~orally equivalent because in SOBe relevantly aimilar situations 

violations of those prohibitions are not equally peraissible. In other 

words, two prohibitions sre not aorally equivalent if a difference in 

the per~issibility of violations of those prohibitions can be effected 

by the strength of a reason that is relevant to both violations. As a 

general principle we now have: 

DS- Two prohibitions are significantly different if in 
soae relevantly siailar situations, the sssessments of 
violations of those prohibitions are unequally affected by 
the strength of a reason that is relevant to both violations. 

With respect to PK and PL the following comparative exa.ple ia 

intended to show that in situations in which (a) other things are equal, 

and (b) the act needed to coaply with PK and PL would involve grave hara 

to the agent's own intereats (or a high risk of grave har~ to his 

interests), then (c) reasons based on this fact can unequally affect the 

aoral assessments of the acts of killing and letting die. 

(1) Your child has Just had an accident and you are rushing 
hia to the hospital. Without iaMediate attention he will suffer 
serious and perManent inJury, perhaps brain-damage, but he will 
not die. While driving you notice a aan bleeding to death on the 
roadside. You could stop and save hi., and no one else is able, 
but this would aean thut your child does not get to the hospital 
in tiae. (The aan would die if you took the time to take him 
with you to the hospital.) You drive by, let the aan die, and 
thereby violate PL. 

(2) The sa.e as (1) except that on your drive to the hospital 
you are approaching a aan passed-out in the middle of the road, 
but not bleeding to death. The road is so narrow that the only 
way that you can get to the hospital on tiae is to run over this 
aan and kill hi.. You run over hi., kill hia, and thereby 
violate PK. 

In this pair of cases the motives, facts, and consequences are 

sufficiently similar. The reason (T) that you killed the 8an or let the 
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aan die was thst had you not done so, your child would surely have 

suffered serious and peraanent inJury.G Now if PK and PL are aorally 

equivalent then the presence of T aust have an identical effect on the 

assessaents of these two acts. But doee it? I do not think so. 

On the one hand, although the aoral duty to prevent hara is a 

strong one, it need not, I believe, obligate persons to sacrifice their 

own funds.entsl interests in favor of the interests of othera. An act 

of saving another, when that act poses an extreae risk to the agent, is 

co •• only Judged to be quite praiseworthy and not si.ply an act that the 

agent is required to perform. ~nd 1f this is true then sn agent aay be 

Justified in failing to prevent a hara even when the hara that he could 

prevent is greater than the (significant) hara that he would endure. On 

the other hand, when the conflict is between a duty not to cause harm 

and the agent's need to protect his own fundaMental interests the 

results will not always be the saae. An agent's need to protect his own 

fundaaental interests is not in itself a sufficient Justification for 

inflicting an even greater hara on an innocent other. 7 

G. While the above exa.ple presupposes that you have an 
interest in the welfsre of your child and that you will be haraed if 
your child is haraed, it could be changed such that it is the agent who 
will suffer per~8nent hara if he does not arrive at the hospital quickly 
(e.g., he needs an insulin shot).) The iaportent contrast is between 
(a) protecting one's own interests and preventing hara to another, and 
(b> protecting one's own interests and causing hara to another. 

7. An agent is coa.only expected to set aside his own interests 
when the pursuit of thea requires causing a serious hara to the 
interests of another. Consider, for exa.ple, the earlier case of the 
ballerina who aust suffer broken legs in order to avoid killing soaeone. 
We would, I think, consider it very unfortunate that the ballerina aust 
choose between her career and killing soaeone, but the need to protect 
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One aight obJect here that since death is such 8 great evil 

neither your act in case (1) nor your act in case (2) was Justified: 

that in both cases you ought not to have preferred the welfare of your 

child over the death of the stranger. Yet this obJection does not rebut 

the contention that PK and PL are significantly different, because we 

can consistently claim that both acts are unJustified and that one act 

is worse than the other. This difference in the acts would be reflected 

in a difference in the assessaents of the agents. In other words, if an 

agent's aotive to prevent serious hara to his own interests (including 

an interest in his faaily> can unequally .itigate the assessaents of 

reprehensibility for killing and letting die when other things are 

equal, then the condition for a morally significant difference between 

PK and PL is fulfilled: There is at least one csse in which other things 

are equal and the acts or agents deserve different aoral assess.ents. 

And this does generally seea to be the case. An agent who is willing to 

inflict serious hara on an innocent person in order to proaote his own 

interests saeas aore reprehensible than sn agent who chooses not to 

sacrifice his own interests in order to stop a harm which he has not 

initiated. With the formsr, the agent i.plies that his interests are 

better, or aore worthy of respect, than the victim's. Yet with the 

7. (continued) one's career is hardly a sufficient Justifica
tion for killing an innocent person. Also, it should be noted that this 
account does allow that there are soae cases in which the result of the 
balancing of the two claias is that the agent is aorally obligated to 
prevent a harm even at a risk to his own interests. The basic pOint is 
that the right to protect/pursue one's own interests carries aore weight 
when balanced against the duty to prevent hara than when balanced 
against the duty not to cause hara. 
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l~tter, the agent May regard the victiM aa his Mor~l equ~l, but find no 

.orally cc~pelling reason to transfer the harM to hiMself. 

In sU.Mary, one way to account for a difference between PK and 

PL is by recognizing that the asseSSMents of violations of those prohi

bitions can be unequally affected by the cirCUMstances of the acts even 

when those cirCUMstances are theMselves equivalent (save for the 

difference need to allow for the application of the two prohibitions). 

As in the COMparison exa.ple cited above, one of these cirCUMstances 

(e.g., the fact that your child is about to suffer a serious, but 

preventable, hara) will SOMetiMes be a Morally relevant consideration in 

its own right (which yields a Morally relevant reason such as T above). 

When this is the case, the co.parison exaMple aMounts to a COMparison 

between two conflict situations. On the one side there is a conflict 

between ~ aorally relevant consideration (or reason) and a particul~r 

duty to prevent a death, and on the other side there is a conflict 

between the saMe Morally relevant consideration and a particular duty 

not to kill. If the result of the balancing between any given Moral 

consideration and a particular duty not to kill, is not always identical 

to the result of the balancing between the saae consideration and a 

particular duty to prevent a death (other things equal), then PK and PL 

cannot be Morally equivalent because this consideration has a different 

effect on the assessaents of violations of those prohibitions. 

In short, there is a Morally signlficant difference between PK 

and PL in that there are soae reasons which can Justify or excuse a 

violation of PL, yet which do not have an identical effect on a 
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violation of PK. But this difference between PK and PL does not require 

that, other things equal, there is always a difference in the aoral 

assessaents of act of killing and letting die. It is consistent with 

there being (a) soae coaparison situations in which there is no aorally 

relevant reason or third coapeting consideration for violating PK or PL, 

(such that the acts are both wrong and there nothing to aitigatethe 

assessments of the agents), and (b) other situations in which there is a 

reason that is sufficient to Justify a violation of both prohibitions. 

A Difference Due to the Tvpe of Reasons 

The second way to establish that there is a aorally aignificant 

difference between PK and PL is based on an account of how the Justifi

catory potential of reasons of a certain ~ changes with respect to 

acts of causing hara and failing to prevent hara. After pointing out 

the distinguishing characteristic of this type of reason I will argue 

that while such reasons aight be sufficient to Justify violations of PL, 

they have so little Justificatory potential for acts of causing hara 

that they are never sufficient to Justify a violation of PK. 

The 'type' of reason with which I aa here concerned can be aost 

easily characterized by first discussing reasons that are not of this 

type. One coaaon Justification for killing a person is that the act was 

done in self-defense (or defense of a third party>. The reason offered 

here would be akin to "He was about to shoot/strangle/drown ae". Such 

reasons can be said to refer to s fact concerning both the victia and 

the agent. Their Justificatory effect is a consequence of there being 

soaething about the particular relationship between the victia and the 



agent that Makes the killing Justifiable. Other Justifications for 

killing can be said to refer to facts priMarily about the VictiM. For 

exa.ple, consider the case of a wounded soldier who aaks to be ahot by 

his COMrades, rather than face being captured and slowly tortured to 

death. The reason here would be akin to "He asked to be killed". 
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In contrast, there is another type of reason characterized by 

its reference to facta priMarily about the agent alone. With reasons of 

this type a reference to facts about the victiM is needed only in 80 far 

as it establishes that the agent's act was a violation of a prohibition 

(e.g., the victiM was killed or allowed to die). One exaaple of this 

type of reason is 'doing X would give ae pleasure'. (As a reason for 

causing harM or failing to prevent hara this particular exaaple has a 

weak (if any) Justifying potential.) Other exaMples of this general 

type of reason which have a greater potential for Justifying acts of 

causing hara and failing to prevent hara are ones that involve the 

agent's strongly held personal or religious convictions, for exaaple, 

the fact that doing X (ss required by the prohibition) would be 

inconsistent with the agent's strongly held religious beliefs. The 

Justificatory potential of such reasons rests on facts about the agent 

alone. In other words, the success that these reasons have as a Justi

fication for an otherwise prohibited sct does not depend upon the 

particular relationship between the victiM and the agent (as in reasons 

of self-defense), nor upon the particular cirCUMstances of the victia 

(as in reasons about the agent's consent). Instead, it depends upon 

there being 80aething about the agent which shows that his act was 
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peraissible. And it is this pri.ary reference to facts about the agent 

alone which, I contend, accounts for the change in the Justificatory 

potential of such reasons when they are offered as reasons for acts of 

causing har. and failing to prevent hara. 8 

Quite generally, in order to Justify causing (a significant) 

hara to another, one aust cite something about the particular circua-

stances of the victiM that establishes that en interference with his 

basic rights or liberty is peraissible. 9 On the other hand, failures to 

prevent a hara (when the agent is not responsible for the victim's 

8. Two pOints are in order. First, those reasons whose Justi
ficatory potential changes with respect to acts of causing hara and 
refraining froa preventing har., are not necessarily restricted to 
considerations of the agent's own welfere. They aay include, for 
example, the agent's special duty (or desire) to care for his aged 
parents. But.y primary concern here is with reasons related to the 
agent' own interests and shall I leave open the question of how the 
Justificatory potential of an agent's special duties changes with 
respect to acts of causing hara and refraining fro. preventing harm. 

Second, I should eaphasize that the present arguaent concerns a 
change in the Justificatory (or excusing) potential of these reasons. In 
other words, it entails that reasons based on the agent's fundaaental 
convictions have a greater potential for Justifying a failure to prevent 
a hara than they have with respect to causing a hara of a siailar 
degree. I aa not arguing that such reasons are always a sufficient 
Justification for letting someone die. 

9. While I think that this point is generally correct, I a. not 
claiaing that it is true of every case in which it is permissible to 
cause hara to another. On the one hand it aay be permissible to cause a 
very ainor hara to person A in order to prevent a very severe hara to B, 
even when A is innocent with respect to B's being in the perilous 
situation. I will discuss this issue in later chapters. On the other 
hand, it aay be peraissible to cause a significant hara to A in order to 
prevent a catastrophe. Here one aay wish to argue that one's noraal 
aoral duties are suspended or that the prohibitions against causing har~ 
(or against refraining froa preventing hara have exception clauses to 
deal with philosopher's exaaple in which the survival of the planet's 
entire population depends upon killing one innocent person. I shall not 
discuss this issue. 
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co.ing into the perilous situation with which the agent could now 

intervene) are soaetiMes Justifiable by reference to certain facts about 

the agent which establish that the general duty to aid May, in his case, 

be peraissibly infringed. As an exaaple, consider the following case in 

which the agent's reason for letting SOMeone die was that his act 

(refraining) was required by his aost funda.ental religious convictions. 

Saith's friend is in need of a kidney transplant, without 
which he will die. It is known that SMith will never need his 
second kidney and that he h8s the only suitable kidney to 
donate. SMith does not want his friend to die, but! his deeply 
held religious convictions proscribe the consent t~ any kind of 
surgery. (He would not consent to surgery even to lBeve his own 
life.) SMith refrains frOM donating his kidney, en~ allows his 
friend to die. As his reason for violating PL, Saith cites his 
religious convictions. 

Now contrast this with C8ses in which the agenf's personal or 

religious convictions are his reason for killing. 10 Consider, for 

axe.ple a case in which the agent is convinced that the deVil has taken 

control of a friend, and that his religious duty is to kill that person, 

or a case in which a Nazi has Just learned that one of his closest 

friends is Jewish and believes that his political duty is to kill this 

friend. Each of these agent carries out what is, according to his own 

convictions, his duty. As his reason for violating PK, he cites that the 

fact that his act was necessitated by his fundaMentel religious or 

personal convictions. 

10. In aaking this contrast we need not require that the facts 
of the two situations are siailar in all respects. The i.portant 
contrast is that the agent's desire to act in accordance with his 
funda.ental convictions is his reason for violating PK in one case and 
for violating PL in the other case. 
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In each of these three cases, a violation PK or PL occurred a8 a 

result of the agent acting in accordance with his strongest convictions. 

My intent here is not to discuss the moral quality of possible religious 

or personal convictions, nor to determine whether Smith's particular act 

was Justified. Instead, the point of these exa.ples is to support the 

claim that the Justificatory potential of reasons based on the agent's 

deSire to act accord~ng to his fundaMental convictions (whatever these 

convictions may be) changes with respect to violations of PK and PL. 

In cases in which respect for one's funda.ental convictions are 

the agent's reason for failing to prevent a har., such reasons are (it 

seeMS) potential Justifications that need to be balanced against the 

duty to prevent that hara. If this is correct, then with respect to an 

act of letting die, such reasons have a degree of Justificatory poten

tial which warrants their consideration (i.e., as potential or possible 

Justifications) when assessing the permissibility of the act, even 1f 

the reason was not a sufficient Justification in the particular case. 

Yet when respect for one's convictions is the agent's reason 

for causing a harm, such reasons have either no Justificatory potential 

(so that they are not aorally relevant reasons at all), or else they 

have 80 little Justificatory potential for causing a hara that they are 

not even potential Justifications for killing. My inclination is to 

adopt the first alternative such that such reasons are not, 1n them

selves, considerations that are relevant to deteraining whether an act 

which causes harM to another is Justified. This is not to say that the 

actual content of the conviction is irrelevant (I might firmly believe 
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that killing in self-defense is aorally peraissible>, but only that its 

status as a fundaaental conviction does not affect whether the act was 

Justified. Yet since others .ight hold that reasons based on the 

agent's funda.ental convictions are potential Justifications for causing 

ainor harDs, I have allowed for this view by discussing such reasons in 

teras of having "so little" Justificatory potentisl that they are never 

potential Justificationa for killing. In cases such as the second and 

third, it should be clear that regardless of the depth of the agent's 

belief that another person should be killed, reasons grounded on such 

beliefs cannot be sufficient to Justify a violation of PK. 

One aight obJect that although reasons based on one's religious 

or personal convictions are never a sufficient Justification for 

killing, neither are they ever a sufficient Justification for letting 

die. Citing one's convictions about, for exa.ple, the sanctity of the 

body, aay a.ount to an excuse for not donating blood or a needed kidney, 

but it cannot Justify letting so.eone die. 

This obJection aight be correct. One Might argue that reasons 

of this type, when applied to violations of PL, would not show that the 

act was aorally perDissible, but only that the agent is not blaaeworthy 

(or at least not bla.eworthy to the degree that he would have been had 

he not held these beliefs). The violation was still wrong and should 

not have occurred: a person who refrains froa aiding another when 

providing such aid would not entail a serious physical hara to hiaself, 

is acting incorrectly, and the act 1s wrong even if acting otherwise 

would have been inconsiatent with the agent's funda.ental convictions. 
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Yet there ~lso seems to be an argument for the other side. One 

might argue that due to the depth to which some persons hold their 

religious or personal convictions (some persons would rather die than 

accept medical treatment) a transgression of those convictions would be 

~ serious a harm (spiritual or emotional) to that person as would be 

the loss of a limb. And since risk of serious harm to oneself is 

commonly regarded a8 a Justification (and not a mere excuse) for not 

rendering aid, then some religious or personal convictions have at least 

a potential for Justifying a failure to prevent a death. This is 

consistent (the argument continues) with holding that these same 

convictions are never sufficient, in themselves, to Justify killing. 

Both these arguaents see~ to me to have some force, and their 

general persuasiveness would probably vary with respect to both the 

gravity of the harm not being prevented and the prevalence of the 

conviction or belief that is being offered as a reason. (The more 

prevalent the belief, the more likely we are to think of it as a poten

tial Justification.) Although I find the second argument more 

convincing, such that at least some funda.ental convictions have a 

potential for Justifying acts of letting die, a decision at this point 

a8 to whether fundamental convictions should count as potential Justi

fications or merely as potential excuses, need not be made in order to 

establish a second foundation for a morally significant difference 

between PK and PL. Since an equivalence in the assessments of the 

agents who violate those prohibitions (when other things are equal) is 

one consequence of an equivalence between the prohibitions, then in so 
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far as reason. based on the agent's fundaMental convictions can 

unequally Mitigate the assessMents of the agents for killing and letting 

die, PK and PL are not Morally equivalent. 

Can one's funda.ental convictions provide an excuse for killing? 

Let us consider the case of the agent who killed another because he 

thought that other was the devil and that it was his religious duty to 

kill him. While it seeMS reasonable to assuae that this agent would be 

excused, the relevant question is whether the excuse be grounded on the 

fact that the agent's reason for killing that person was his desire to 

uphold his fundamental convictions. In other words, would our excusing 

hlm be grounded on the view (or belief) that this reason is a reason 

which Mitigates his reprehensibility? I think not. Instead, the 

grounds for excusing this agent would most likely be a finding that the 

agent was insane. Of course, if an agent who let SOMeone die was also 

insane then he would be excused on this ground as well, rather than on 

any Mitigating effect that his fundaMental convictions might provide. 

But the iMportant point here is that while we May excuse an agent who 

kills in an effort to uphold his fundaMental convictions, we can do so 

without implying that it was the agent's interest in acting according to 

his convictions that grounded the excuse. 

So let us suppose an agent, Willia.s, was not insane and that he 

killed Johnson, not because on any malice towards Johnson, but because 

his religious convictions called for the sacrifice of 80.00ne like 

Johnson. Does his Motive to act in accordance with his funda.ental 

convictions Mitigate his reprehensibility? More importantly, even if it 
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does. would it do so to the same degree as if Williaas had failed to 

prevent Johnson's death because providing the needed aid (e.g., donating 

8 kidney> would have reqUired a transgression of his religious convic-

tions?11 While I a. not sure what answer to give the first question 

(perhaps WilliaMs would have been even more blameworthy had he killed 

Johnson for no reason>, I do think that our intuitive assessment of 

Williams in these two cases r~flects a negative answer to the second 

question. And if this is the case, then even if reasons based on an 

agent's interest in upholding his own convictions have so~e potential 

for reducing the reprehensibility of killing, they have a greater 

potential (either by being a Mitigating reason in aore types of cases or 

by mitigating the assess.ent to a greater degree) for reducing the 

reprehensibility of letting die. (At this point my concern is with a 

difference in our intuitive assess.ents of the acts and agents, in 

chapter VII I will discuss the foundation for the difference.) 

In sumaary, reasons based on an agent's religious or personal 

convictions are exa.ples of a general type of reason which is 

characterized by its priaary reference to facts about the agent alone. 

Due to this characteristic the Justificatory or excusing potential of 

these reasons can change when they are reasons for killing or letting 

11. I am assuming that the physical risk to Williams is negli
gible. The important point is that the donation is inconsistent with 
his religious convictions. Also, I have not specified the content of 
the convictions because the arguaent does not rest on what convictions 
the agent holds, but on whether the fact that his act was called for by 
his convictions can have different effects on the reprehensibility of 
killing and letting die. I want to avoid the possibility of asseSSing 
the agents on the morsl quality of their convict1ons. (See note 10) 
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die. Since Justifications for killing need to cite SOMe fact about the 

victia which establishes that an interference with his is perMissible 

(e.g. his consent, or his threat to the agent's or another's life), then 

reasons whose Justificstory potential rests upon facta about the agent 

alone are not aufficient to Justify a violation of PK. Yet 80Me of 

these reasons have a potential for Justifying (excusing) a violation of 

PL, and this potential requires that they be considered when assessing 

the peraissibility of such acts. Thus PK and PL are significantly 

different because there is a difference either in the types of reasons 

that are potential Justificatio~s (or excuses) for violstions of those 

prohibitions, or a difference in the degree of potential that reasons 

based on facts about the agents alone have for Justifying (or excusing) 

acts of killing and letting die. As a general principle we now have: 

DT- Two prohibitions are significantly different if there is 
a difference in the ~ of reasons that have a potential for 
Justifying or excusing violations of those prohibitions, or if 
the degree of Justificatory or excusing potential of relevant 
reasons changes with respect to violations of those 
prohibitions. 

Conclusion 

The main aias of this chapter have been to establish that the 

Intrinsic Difference Principle and the Moral Equivalence Principle are 

only contrary principles, and to suggest the content of an alternative 

view (to be developed in the following chapters) which locates the 

morally significant difference between killing and letting die at the 

level of the general prohibitions against such acts. I have proposed 

the following three principles to explain the clai~ that there is a 
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morally significant difference between PK and PL, because, other things 

equal, the assessments of violations of those prohibitions can be 

unequally affected by the attending and .orally relevant circuastances 

of the acts. 

There is a .orally significant difference between two 
prohibitions if there are some conflict situations (other things 
equal>, or some cOMparison situations (which differ only so far 
as to sllow the spplication of the two prohibitions), in which 
there is a difference in the Justificatory or excusing effect of 
a reason offered for violating those prohibitions. 

DS- Two prohibitions are significantly different if, in so.e 
relevantly similar situations, the assess.ents of violations of 
those prohibitions are unequally affected by the strength of a 
rea~on that is relevant to both violations. 

DT- Two prohibitions are significantly different if there is 
a difference in the types of reasons that have a potential for 
Justifying or excusing violations of those prohibitions, or if 
the degree of Justificatory or excusing potential of relevant 
reasons changes with respect to violations of those 
prohibitions. 

If my arguments to the effect that PK and PL exhibit the 

differences captured in the above principles are correct, then the Koral 

Equivalence Principle is false: There is a morally significant 

difference between killing and letting die because (a) they are viola-

tions of significantly different prohibitions, where (b) this entails 

that there are soae situations in which other things are equal and acts 

of killing and letting die (or the agents who kill and let die) deserve 

different moral assessments. Further.ore, since the proposed difference 

between PK and PL is not based on a difference in the intrinsic 

character of acts of killing and letting die, then it should not coaait 

us to the Intrinsic Difference Principle's troublesoae i.plication that 

acts of kliling are always worse than acts of letting die, other things 
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equal. Yet one aight obJect that if PK and PL differ in the ways I have 

suggested, then we are com.itted to this iaplication because the above 

account is simply a restateaent of the Intrinsic Difference Principle. 

More specifically, one aight argue that if it is true that in 

soae relevantly siailar situations violations of PL can be Justified (or 

excused) by reasons that are not strong enough to Justify (or excuse) a 

violation of PK, and if it is true that there are soae reasons which, in 

virtue of being of a certain type, have a (greater) Justificatory poten

tial with respect to violations of PK than with respect to violations of 

PL, then it is also true that killing is in itself Morally worse than 

letting die. Thus, the obJection continues, the proposed difference 

between PK and PL cannot be the basis for a .orally preferable alterna

tive to the Intrinsic Difference Principle, because the two views have 

the very saae iaplications. 

While this is a serious obJection, it is also, I shall argue, a 

misgUided one. The sense in which 'killing is worse than letting die' is 

iaplied by the proposed differences between PK and PL, is iaportantly 

different in both its foundations and iaplications froa that which is 

entailed by the Intrinsic Difference Principle. Yet before these 

differences can be adequately explained and the obJection thereby dis

solved, the alternative principle aust be developed. And this requires 

that 8 number of other issues be covered. So in the reaainder of this 

chapter I will simply sketch part of the basis for a response to this 

obJection and then outline the steps that will be taken in the next 

chapters towards developing a principle which I shall defend as 
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Principle snd the Morel Equivalence Principle. 
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As developed in the preceding chspter, the Intrinsic Difference 

Principle entails that there is some difference intrinsic to and between 

individual acts of killing and letting die (i.a. the difference between 

acting and refraining) which grounds the claim that an act of killing is 

in itself morally worse <more evil) than an act of letting die. And it 

is because this difference lies in the intrinsic character of the acts 

the.selves that the Intrinsic Difference Principle entails that whenever 

other things are equal, an unJustified act of killing is .orally worse 

(has a greeter-reprehensibility factor) than an unJustified act of 

letting die. Thus, although the truth of the Intrinsic Difference 

Principle would entail that PK and PL are significantly different, this 

difference between the prohibitions would be a consequence of a 

difference between the individual acts of killing and letting die. 

On the other hand the difference between killing and letting die 

which is entailed by my prior arguments does not rest upon a difference 

in the intrinsic character of the acts themselves. It is not developed 

by first considering two individual acts of of killing and letting die, 

then arguing that there is soae difference in the intrinsic character of 

these two scts which is .orally significant, and then concluding that, 

due to this difference, PK is significantly different froa PL. Instead, 

it is a difference in how the circumstances of the acts (which provide 

reasons for doing an otherwise prohibited act) affect the moral aseeas

aents of peraissibility and reprehensibility. It is (in a aense to be 
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to discussed) a difference in how the general prohibitions against 

killing and letting die fit in our aoral network. Thus it is not the 

case that PK and PL are significantly different because acts of killing 

are inherently aore evil than acts of letting die. Rather, in relevant

ly siailar situations, soae acts of killing are aorally worse than soae 

acts of letting die (e.g., one is unJustified while the other is 

Justified) because PK and PL are significantly different. 

Yet if the propoaed differences between PK and PL ~re not 

grounded a aorally significant difference in the intrinsic character of 

the acts of killing and letting die (i.e., the difference between acting 

and refraining), then what is its foundation? What difference is at the 

base of the clai. that there is a aorally significant difference in the 

Justificatory or excusing effect of soae reasons when they are reasons 

for killing and letting die? In chapter IV I will begin to answer this 

question by first discussing the aora! significance of the distinction 

between acting and refraining and then introducing and clarifying the 

distinction between negative and positive duties. In chapter V I will 

explore the reasons for and against the view that this latter distinc

tion is .orally significant. This will include a discussion of the 

received view that negative duties are stricter than positive duties and 

an exaaination of different ways by which we can account for the 

considered aoral Judgaents which appear to support this view without 

actually invoking it. Then, 1n chapter VI, I will rely on 80ae of the 

arguaents of the preceding five chapters to propose an account of the 

aoral significance of the difference between causing hara end refraining 
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fro. preventing hsr. which includes a principle that, I will contend, is 

preferable to both the Intrinsic Difference Principle and the Horal 

Equivalence Principle. 



CHAPTER IV 

ACTING, REFRAINING AND THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN 
NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE DUTIES 

In the preceding chapter I argued that the aorally significant 

difference between killing and letting die is a difference in the 

general aoral prohibitions against such acts and that this is evinced by 

the difference in the Justificatory or excusing effect of reasons 

offered in support of violations of those prohibitions. The ai. of this 

chapter is to introduce and clarify the distinction between negative and 

positive duties. It is this distinction which underlies the proposed 

difference between killing and letting die and which will be at the base 

of the alternative principle which I will develop and defend as aorally 

viable alternative to the Intrinsic Difference Principle and the Moral 

Equivalence Principle. Clarifying the distinction between negative and 

positive duties requires an initial discussion of the distinction 

between acting and refraining. In the first half of this chapter I will 

discuss the .oral significance of this latter distinction as well as the 

relevance of this distinction to the characterizations of killing and 

letting die. In the second half of this chapter I will return to the 

distinction between negative and positive duties, first discussing how 

this distinction i8 cast, and then discussing the class of positive 

duties which, for the present investigation, are properly contrasted 

with negative duties. 

84 
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The Distinction Between Acting and Refraining 

In chapter III I suggested that the dichotoMY between the 

Intrinsic Difference Principle and the Moral Equivalence Principle rests 

upon the assuMption that if there is a Morally significant difference 

between killing and letting die then there aust be sOMething about an 

act of killing which Makes it in itself aorally worse than an act of 

letting die. The 'soaething' thst is cO.Monly thought to Mark the 

difference between these two acts is the difference between a positive 

act and a refraining. Thus the crux of the debate between the Intrinsic 

Difference Principle and the Moral Equivalence Principle is whether the 

distinction between acting and refraining is Morally significant. 

In proposing the basia for an alternative account (which locates 

the Morally significant difference between killing and letting die at 

the level of the general Moral prohibitions against such acts) I have 

denied this assuMption by claiMing that there can be a aorally Signifi

cant difference between killing and letting die which does not entail 

that the distinction between acting and refraining is Morally signifi

cant. Yet one Might obJect that even if the significant difference 

between killing and letting die is a difference in the prohibitions 

against such acts, this view does presuppose that the distinction 

between acting and refraining is aorally significant. For what else, the 

obJection continues, could be the basis for the claiM that SOMe reasons 

have different effects on the asseSSMents of acts of killing and letting 

die, if it is not that the action involved in killing is aorally worse 

than the refraining involved in letting die? 



Underlying this obJection are the following two assuaptions: 

1) The distinction between killing and letting die aust be 
cast along the lines of the difference between acting and 
refraining, thus, 

2) The following claia8 au&'~ be either both true or both 
false: (a) the distinction between acting and refraining i& 
aorally significant, and (b) there i& a aorally significant 
difference between killing and letting die. 

The response to this obJection is a long one. Yet it is 
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iaportant for at least two reasons. First, were the obJection correct, 

then (contrary to ay clai.s in the last section of chapter III) the 

proposed difference between the prohibitions sgainst killing and letting 

die would have the ssae troublesoae iaplications as the Intrinsic 

Difference Principle. Second, the steps of the response constitute the 

groundwork for clarifying the distinction between negative and positive 

duties. In the first part of this section I will discuss the aoral 

significance of the distinction between acting and refraining, and then, 

in the aecond part, consider the effect that this has on the distinction 

between killing and letting die. My present aia is to establish that 

both of the above assuaptions are false. 

The Significance of the Distinction 
Between Acting and Refraining 

Deteraining whether the distinction between acting and 

refraining is aorally significant requires that we are reasonably clear 

about (a) what is entailed by a clai. that the distinction is signifi-

cant, and (b) what counts as evidence or sufficient proof that the 

distinction is or is not significant. To say that the distinction is 

aorally significant should be at least to say that whether an act falls 
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on one side of the distinction or the other is relevant to deterMining 

the aoral status of the act or agent. And if the claiD is that the 

distinction is significant in itself. then should entail at least that 

the distinction is relevant independently of any other considerations. 

Though both these account. are overly siaple. Dy focus is on the latter. 

The two probleMS with this (ainiMal) explanation are that "is 

relevant to deteraining the aoral status of the act or agent" is open to 

two interpretations with respect to both (a) and (b) aJiove. With 

respect to (a) it aay entail that the difference betwe~n a positive act 

and a refraining is a aorally iaportant Matter in ever" cOMparison of 

two otherwise parallel situations. or it aay entail th t the difference 

between a positive act and a refraining is a aorally illportant aatter in 

~ such situations. And with respect to (b), the cl ia that the 

distinction between acting and refraining is aorally significant May 

entail either that the difference between a positive act and a 

refraining always effects a difference in the actual assessments of the 

acts or agents (other things equal). or only that it sOMetiaes effects a 

difference in the asseSSMents. 

Let us begin with the second problea. assuming for now (as I 

think is correct) that if the distinction between acting and refraining 

really is aorally significant in itself then it i8 8 aorally relevant 

consideration in every case to which it applies. To opt for the first 

interpretation is to assert that the distinction between acting and 

refraining is aorally significant in itself if and only if it always 

effects a difference in the actual 20ral aseeeeBents of the acts or 
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agents when other things are equal. Yet this requireaent is, I think, 

too strong (in other words, it aakes the task for the critics of thlS 

distinction too easy>, because our "evidence" for whether the distinc

tion is aorally significant co.es froa a coaparison of our intuitive 

assessaents of two acts in a particular set of circumstances. For 

exaMple, if our intuitive assessaent of refraining R under circuastances 

C is the saae as our intuitive assessaent of positive act A under C, 

then we have evidence that the difference' between R and A is not Morally 

significant. While I a. not denying the need to rely on our well

considered aoral JudgMents, the problea here is that since the acts 

occur under particular CirCUMstances, our assessMents of the two acts or 

agents can soaettaes be affected aore by these circuastances than by the 

distinction itself. For example, even when other things are equal, the 

agents aay be so despicable and the act or refraining so heinous that 

these circuastances have a "sledge-haamer" affect on our intuitions 

which thereby prevents the significance of the distinction between 

acting and refraining fro. being realized as a difference in our intui

tive aoral assessaents. Thus were we to require that the difference 

between acting and refraining Must effect a difference in the actual 

assessaents of the acts of agents in every comparison situation in which 

other things are equal. then we would have allowed the insignificance of 

this distinction to be established by citing a case in which any affect 

that this difference May have had on the assessments of the acts or 

agents is aasked by the i.pact that the circuastances of the acts have 

on our aoral sense. 
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This proble. can be easily avoided. We need only weaken the 

above requireaent such that the distinction between acting and 

refraining is aorally significant in itself only if it effects a 

difference in the aoral assessaents of the acts or agents 1n every 

situation in which other things are equal and these assess.ents are not 

overwhelaingly influenced by the circuastances of the acts. To put the 

·polnt Dore siaply. we should have restrictions on what lIay serve as test 

cases for whether the distinction is significant. Cases ln which the 

circullstances have a "sledge-haamer" effect on our intuitions (e.g •• 

both agents had an extre.ely 8alicious prior intention to kill). or 

cases in which there is no difference in the assess.ents of permis

sibility and reprehensibility because the acts are both wrong and the 

agenta are both insane. should not count as sufficient proof that the 

distinction between acting and refraining is aorally insignificant. 

Assuming now that the claiM that the distinction between acting 

and refraining is Morally significant in itself entails that (a) it is 

signiflcant in every coaparison situation to which it applies. where (b) 

evidence of its significance will be found in every coaparison situation 

in which other things are equal and our intultive assessments are not 

overwhelaingly influenced by the circuMstances of the acts (l.e •• every 

'fair' test case), the critics of the distinction have the easier task. 

The clai. can be refuted by citing one fair test case in which, other 

things equal, the assessaents of the acts and agents are Morally equiva

lent. Ae a plausible candidate we have the previouely discussed 

co.parieon exa.ple (p. 31) in which each agent happens into a room 
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where, by pushing or not pushing a button, he could activate or 

de-activate a aachine set-up to crush the child inside. (Neither agent 

had a aalicious nor prior intention to kill or let die, each did the 

deed out of .ere curiosity to see how flat a person could be.) 

Assuaing, 8S I think we .ust, that the acts are both wrong and that the 

agents are equally reprehensible, this case is sufficient to establish 

that tne .ere presence or absence of bod~ly .ove.ents is Si.ply not in 

itself a .orally relevant consideration. 

Perhaps I have moved too quickly. Perhaps the defenders of the 

distinction are aaking the even weaker clai. that whether an act falls 

on one side of the distinction of the other is soaetimes a .orally 

siynificant consideration. (This is the second interpretation of the 

first problea discussed in the first and second paragraphs of this 

section.) This would entail that within the restricted set of test 

cases, the distinction soaetiaes does and soaetiaes does not effect a 

difference in the aoral assess.ents of the acts or agents (other things 

equal). If this view is plausible th~n the burden of proof has shifted. 

For now the defender of the distinction will have the "easier" task of 

providing one case in which other things are equal and there is a 

difference in the aoral assessaents of the acts or agents. But Just how 

easy it is reaains to be seen. 

Defending the weaker claia requires that one can (a) establish 

that the distinction is aorally significant 1n only soae otherwise 

parallel situations, (b) specify at least one such set of conditions in 

which there is a difference in the assess.ents of the acts or agents, 
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and (c) establiah that the difference between acting and refraining is 

what accounts for this difference in the assess.ents. This would be a 

.ost difficult task. It is not clear how one would go about arguing, as 

oppoaed to asserting, that the distinction is .orally significant in 

soae cases but not in others. The defender of this weaker claiM can not 

rely of the above discussion (about the 'evidence' problem and its 

resolution) to show that there are S08e cases in which the distinction 

is not signlficant. The fact that there 8ay be soae situations in which 

the actual assessments of the acts or agents do not provide evidence 

that the distinction is significant does not necessarily establish that 

the distinction was not significant in these cases. Instead, it shows 

only that the effect that the difference between acting and refraining 

would have on the assessments of the acts or agents (were this 

difference morally significant) .ay soaetiaes be hidden frOM our view by 

the particular circuastances of the acts. Thus the defender of this 

weaker clai. is forced to argue against the plausible assu.ption that 

any distinction which is aorally significant in itself will provide a 

morally relevant consideration in every pair of cases to which it 

applies. He has the burden of establishing exactly when and, nore 

importantly, why this distinction is and is not significant. 

Although I have my doubts, let us grant for the moaent that this 

could be done, by assu.ing that an argument has been offered which 

asserts that the distinction between acting and refraining is morally 

significant in itself only under condition(s) C, and that we have been 

offered a palr of otherwise parallel situations (each containing C) for 
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which there does seem to be a difference in the ~oral assess.ents of the 

acts or agents. Would this be sufficient to establiah that the 

distinction between acting and refraining is sometimes .orally signifi

cant in itself? I think not. The proble. is that the difference in the 

assessments of the acts or agents no longer rests solely on the distinc

tion between acting and refraining. The fact that act A-under-C .ay 

deserve a different aoral assessaent than refraining R-under-C, at Most 

establishes that the distinction is a Morally relevant consideration 

when it is co~bined with other aorally relevant considerations. Cis, 

in virtue of the above assumption, itself a Morally relevant considera

tlon because C is what establishes the relevance of the distinction 

between acting and refraining. Thus, since such a case would not 

establish that the distinction between acting and refraining is morally 

significant independently of other moral conSiderations, it does not 

show that the distinction is _orally significant in itself. Also, such 

a case is not even sufficient to establish that the distinction between 

acting and refraining is a _orally significant distinction when it 1s 

co.bined with other considerations, because it still an open question 

whether the difference in the aoral assess.ents of the acts or agents 

can be accounted for by SOMe other morally relevant conSideration which 

coincides with the difference between acting and refraining under condi

tion C, but not necessarily under other conditions. Setting aside this 

possibility, the important point here is that even if the defender of 

the weaker claim could prove what thus far has merely been granted (an 

onerous task at best), he still would not have shown that the 
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distinction between acting and refraining is Morally significant in 

itself .1 

Before exa~ining the effect that this arguMent has on the 

distinction between killing and letting die, two paints need to be aade. 

First, it is important to note what is and is not (according to this 

writer) implied by the the clai. that the distinction between acting and 

refraining is not ~orally significant in itself. It i.plies that, other 

things equal, a difference between acting and refraining is never suffi-

cient, in itself, to ground or Justify a difference in the .oral 

assessments of the acts or agents. In contrast, it does not necessarily 

i~ply thst whenever other things are equal. there is no ground for a 

difference in the moral assessments. As suggested earlier, it is 

possible that (a) there are some conslderations which, when combined 

with the distinction between acting and refraining, are together suffi-

cient to Justify a difference in the assessments, or (b) that in so.e 

pairs of relevantly similar situations, which overtly differ only in 

that one involves a positive act and the other a refraining, there is 

another distinction which coincides with the distinction between acting 

and refraining and which can ground the difference in the assessments of 

1. While I have not discussed the individual arguaents offered 
by those who think that the distinction is significant (and instead have 
criticized some of the general ways that it aight be interpreted) I am 
aware of none that is successful in showing that the distinction is 
significant in itself. For example, Richard Trsaaell (1975) suggests 
that by killing a person, one cuts off options that sre not cut off by 
refraining fro. preventing a death. But here he see.s to confuse "left 
to die" with "let die", snd also relies on other considerations that .sy 
violate the "other things equal" clause (e.g., the possibility that the 
death could be prevented by a third party>. 
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the acts or agents. Second, although my focus has been on reJecting the 

clai~ that the distinction between acting and refraining is Morally 

significant in itself, I will not be claiming that the distinction is 

morslly significant when comblned with other considerations. To put lt 

bluntly, I do not think that the mere presence or sbsence of bodlly 

~ove~ents is ever a ~orally important matter. Thus I do pot intend to 

invoke the possibility suggested in (a). Rather, I will (later) rely on 

the possibility suggested-in (b), arguing that the difference between 

positive and negative duties often coincides with the difference between 

acting and refraining but is significantly different. 

The Distinction Between Killing 
and Letting Die 

That the distinction between acting and refraining has a 

prominent place in the literature on the difference between killing and 

letting die is incontrovertible. As o. H. Green states (1980 p. 95), 

"both critics and defenders of the Moral importance of the distinction 

between killing and letting die have often taken the distinction to be 

one between doing something to cause death and doing nothing to prevent 

death and even more basically between moving and not Moving". It is 

also incontrovertible that killing generally requires a positive act and 

letting die generally requires a negative act (refraining). Vet at 

least two problems arise when the difference between moving and not 

moving carries the weight of the distinction between killing and letting 

die. In this section I will discuss these probleMs. 
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It should first be noted that I do not intend to assess the 

nu~erous proposals for drawing the distinction between killing and 

letting die. Some of them are, I believe faulty, while others are 

inforllative and accurate given the nature of the investigation under 

which they were proposed. This is not to say that the issues I ignore 

(e.g., the difference between "letting die" and "left to die", or the 

difference between a non-doing and a refraining) are trivial, but only 

that they are not essential to the present inquiry.2 Since the ai. of 

this dissertation 1S to determine the nature and extent of the moral 

duty to prevent harm through a comparison with the duty not to cause 

harm, I will continue to use acts of killing and letting die as charac-

teristic examples of causing harm and refraining from preventing harm. 

My present aims are to show why the characterizations set forth in 

chapter II need to be amended to remove their focus on presence or 

absence of bodily .ovements, and to suggest how this can be done. 

In chapter II I relied on Dinello's characterization of "X 

killed V" both because it (or sOlie related version) appears to be the 

one adopted in the most influential literature on the debate between the 

2. The nature and the goal of the investigation one is 
conducting will affect both the degree of specification that is needed 
and the issues that are relevant. For exallple, were our focus on 
"motivational structure", as it is for Laurence Thollas (1982) we wOOlld 
need to assess his claill that one can let die out of indifference (he 
admits that this is not 8 refraining> but cannot kill out of 
indifference. Others focus their attention on analyzing alternative 
conditions for letting d1e and question whether it applies only to 
refrain1ngs (I have assulled that it does). Or were our focus explicitly 
on the application and different senses of "to kill", then we lIight need 
to examine Robert Audi's (1978) claill that one can cause a death without 
also killing, but one cannot kill without also causing a death. 



Intrinsic Difference Principle and the Moral Equivalence Principle, and 

because it is (for this investigation) al.ost adequate. Dinello clai.ed 

that "X killed Y if X caused Y's death by perfor.lng .oveaenta which 

affect Y's body such that Y dies as a result of these .oveaents". 

It is clear that Dinello regards the presence of bodily aove

~ents as a critical feature of kililng. The problea is that although 

this account captures the .ost obvious cases of killing, there are other 

cases in which "X killed Y" seells appropriate yet it is at least ques

tionable whether the death can be said to have resulted froll 1I0veaents 

that affected Y's body. For exaaple, suppose that X and Yare on a 

scuba diving trip. Y is about to take a deep dlve for which he will need 

a full tank of air. When Y asks X whether he has filled the air tank 

which is now on Y's back, X responds that he has done so, when in fact X 

knows both that the tank is only half-full and that Y would fill the 

tank were he told the truth. Y takes the dive and dles. 

In order for thlS case to fit Dinello's account of "X kllled Y", 

the phrase "perforlung Blovellents whictl affect Y' s body" will have to be 

given a generous interpretation. We would have to say that the .ove

~ents of X's vocal cords when X lied to V affected V's body. While such 

an interpretation aay be supportable, it does see. to be off the lIark. 

X's affect on V was due to what he said, and not the aoveaents involved 

in saying it. This problem is eaphasized when we see that X could have 

had the salle effect on V's body without perforaing any .oveaents at all. 

Suppose that the exallple is changed such that X, who cannot speak, is 

told to move his head if he haa not filled the tank. By refraining froa 
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Moving his head X 'tells' Y that the tank is full, such that Y, in light 

of this 'knowledge' proceeds with his dive and dies. 

Did X kill Y? Of course in one sense we could say "no" and 

argue that what killed Y was a co.bination of factors, including the 

depth of the dive, the lack of air, and the absence of another diver 

with a spare air tank. But this response aisses the po~nt, for even the 

most obvious cases of kllling could be described in this manner. Had W 

shot Z, one could argue that the cause of Z's death was a puncture of 

the heart, the loss of blood, and the lack of aedical care. The 

currently i.portant point is that in each of these casea the agent's 

behavior (W's pulling the trigger, X's lie and X's refraining) had a 

central role in creating the potentially har.ful situation (Z's 

punctured heart, Y's diving with too little air) that led to the 

victi.'s death. Even if X's lying or his refrain~ng did not physically 

effect a change in Y's body it is still the case that had X not 

responded as he did, indeed, had X not been present at all, Y would 

never have been in the potentially fatal Situation because he would have 

filled the tank hiaself. Thus, to the degree that W's pulling the 

trigger can be said to have created the dangerous situation culainating 

in Z's death, X's behavior can be said to have created (or placed Yin) 

the dangerous situation that resulted in Y's death. 

To say that X killed Y in this case is not .erely to say that X 

is aorally blaaeworthy for Y's death (the bla.e-ascription use of "X 

killed Y" was ruled out in chapter II). It saya that X played a 

prominent role in creating or placing Y in the dangerous situation or 
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process which, since it was not interrupted, killed Y. In short, it 

says that X was "causally responsible" for Y's death. 3 This idea that 

one can cause a harM without perforMing so.e physical action that 

directly initiates the hara (e.g. by hitting, pushing or stabbing) is 

not new. The often cited cases of inciting a riot with one's political 

speech, or creating a frenzy by shouting "Fire!" in a crowed theatre 

bear the sa~e Mark. And if these speech acts can be causes of the hara 

that ensues then so can X's lie that the tank is full as well as his 

refraining from shaking his head which 'stated' the very sa.e thing. 

The point of the two versions of the scuba diving case is to 

show that one can kill without "performing move.ents which affect Y's 

body". The important ingredient is not siaply that X had the opportun-

ity, the ability, and knowledge thereof, to prevent Y froa diving with a 

partially full tank, but rather that X was causally responsible for Y's 

diving under dangerous conditions, To see this, contrast the above 

cases with a third version in which (a) Y has not bothered to consider 

whether his tank is full. (b) Y is in the process of diving with a 

partially full tank, (c) X is aware of both this and his ability to 

3. In contrast, and to be discussed shortly, X is not causally 
responsible for the death when he finds Y already in a dangerous 
situation and could, but does not, intervene. Here X's refraining is 
not what placed Y in the perilous Situation, instead, it was a 
refraining to prevent a hara that was 'already in train'. 

Also, there will of course be other conditions for the ascrip
tions of oX killed Y". The duration between X's behavior and Y's death, 
as well as the actions of other persons during this time aay be 
relevant. But this is not unique to the present issue whose point is 
that it is not incoherent to apply "X killed Y" to 8 case in which 
either X did not Move at all, or X's Movement is not what affected Y's 
body (e.g., it was what X said, not the movement involved in saying it). 
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interrupt the process, and (d) X does not stop Y's dive and Y dies. In 

short, X finds V already in a potentially fatal situation (or process) 

and X does not intervene. Although it seems clear that X is aorally 

blameworthy for refraining fro. an act which would have precluded Y's 

death (and perhaps as blaaeworthy as if he had covertly let the air out 

of the tank that Y had Just filled), I think that it is wrong to say 

that X killed V, or that his refrainlng was causally responsible for V's 

death. 4 Granted, X's failure to interrupt V's dive is one of the aany 

necessary conditions for Y's death, but this is true of any case in 

which one finds another in a potentially fatal situation and does 

nothing to intervene. The refraining of a "bad saaaritan", who walks 

by a aan attacked by others and left for dead on the roadside, is a 

necessary condition for that aan's death. Vet were we to claia that his 

refraining caused the death, we would run a serlOUS rlsk of collapsing 

the distinction between killing and letting die. To avoid this risk 

(without relying on the dlstinction between acting and refraining) we 

need only distinguish between cases in which the agent is causally 

responsible for the existence of the potentially har.ful situation 

plaguing Y (either by initiating it or by placing V in it), and cases in 

4. Green (1980) seeas to disagree. He claias that a necessary 
condition for bleae is that the refraining "causally contributed" to the 
death, and that an agent who refrains froa preventing a hara which he 
has not initiated is not as blaaeworthy as if he had caused the hara. 
But I think that it is a Distake to assuae that causing a hara is a 
necessary condition for blame. What seeas necessary is that the agent 
did what he should not have done or did not do what he should have done. 
And this allows that the agent can be as blaaeworthy for refraining froa 
preventing a hara as he would have been had he caused the hara. 
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X finds Y already in a perilous situation or potentially fatal process 

which will result in Y's death unless he interrupts it. 

In the scuba diving cases the difference between being causally 

responsible for a death and refraining froa preventing a death is 

subtle. In other cases (e.g., "bad saaaritan" cases) it will be aore 

obvious. And in still other cases there aay be additional considera-

tions which affect the assessaents of X's behavior. 5 But at this stage, 

the main·point of these exaaples 1s to support .y contention that X need 

not perfora .oveaents which affect Y's body in order to kill Y; an agent 

who refrains froa doing an act which would have precluded the victia's 

death can soaetiaes be causally responsible for that death. 

It aight here be obJected that this contention underaines the 

distinction between killing and letting die. Yet if this obJection is 

persuasive, it is because one has already aesuaed that the distinction 

between killing and letting die aust be cast according to the distinc-

tion between acting and refraining. Furthermore, the obJection is 

wrong. There are (a) clear cases of killing (X shot Y and Y died froa 

the wound> and clear cases of letting die (X ca~e upon Y bleeding to 

death froll a gunshot wound), and (b) ways to distinguish "X did not do 

5. I have not yet discussed one type of consideration which 
aight cloud our Judgment of whether a given agent was causally respon
sible for a hara or whether he failed to prevent hara. Na.ely, did the 
agent have any special obligations toward the victim? For exeaple, was 
K a diving instructor with an obligation to see to it that Y had a safe 
dive? Was X in charge of filling all the tanks? Or was X Just another 
person on a well-staffed expedition? I will later address issues 
concerning the presence and effect of special obligations. For now I aa 
ignoring any consideration (or weight) that aight be given to the 
presence of special obligations. 
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A and caused a death" froll "X did not do A and let die", one key factor 

being the role that the non-perforMance of A had with respect to 

creating the perilous situation affecting the victim. As a general test 

for deteraining whether an agent was causally responsible for a hara in 

a particularly difficult situation we aight imagine the same situation 

save for the presence of the agent. If the harm would have occurred in 

the imagined case. then the agent ln the initial case was not causally 

responsible for the harm; he did not create (or initiate the process, or 

place V in) the perilous situation which resulted in V's death. (This 

test will not work in every case. for example, it yields the wrong 

result if the vlctim is slowly bleeding to death and the agent shoots 

hi. before he dies. But here we would not question whether the agent 

let the victi. die.) 

The problem, then, in Dinello's account of "X killed V" is its 

emphasis on the presence of Movements which affect the victim's body. 

This problem can be neutralized if. as I have argued, we change the 

emphasis to X's being causally responsible for V's co~ing into the 

perilous situation. with the understanding that "causally responsible" 

does not entail that the agent perfor~ a physical act on the victim's 

body. In other words. ln order for X to kill V. it is necessary that X 

be causally responsible (either through a positive act or a refraining>, 

for V's being in the potentially fatal state of affairs such that if 

they are not altered Y will. and does, die froa these conditions. 

One possibly troublesolle consequence of thlS account is that 

when it is contrasted with the adopted characterization of "X let V die" 
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it allows for cases in which the agent both killed and let die. To 

borrow an example froa Green (1980 p. 198>, if X strangled Y to death, 

then X is causally responsible for V's death. Yet X also fulfills the 

conditions for letting Y die when, after he begins to strangle Y, he 

refrains from releasing his hold on Y's neck: X had the opportunity, the 

ability and the knowledge thereof to interrupt the process that 

culainated in V's death. G The possibility that an agent can both kill 

and let die does not raise conceptual problems because lit can be dealt 

with by distinguishing between the act which placed Y in the dangerous 

situation from the act (refraining) which did not remo~fe the danger, and 

then assessing the acts individually. Still, when the focus is on 

examining a comparison of acts of killing and letting elie in si.ilar 

Situations, this possibility can create the need for ctmbersoae 

specifications as to whether one of the situations involved both killing 

and letting die. To avoid the specification problems I will concentrate 

on cases in which the agent who let the victim die was not also causally 

responsible for the presence of (or the victlm's coming into) the 

perilous situation which led to his death. 

G. While Green thinks that this particular case establishes 
that one can kill by a refraining, I think that it is quite implausible 
to attribute the appropriateness of "X killed Y" in this case to the 
'refraining'. What killed the victim was the agent's positive act of 
strangling him. The agent put his hands around the victia's neck and 
squeezed so tight that the victim could not breath. (A very dangerous 
situation indeed.> The fact that the agent "refrained" froa releasing 
his hold. and the fact that no one else tore the agent away from the 
victim is what allowed the initial act to bring about the victim's 
death. At aost we should say that the agent both killed and let die: 
not that the agent killed by refraining from preventing a death. 
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The second and related problea that arises when the difference 

between a positive act and a refraining carries the weight of the 

distinction between killing and letting die is that it allows the moral 

status of an act to change depending upon how the act is described. 

Whether an agent kills or refrains from preventing a death. his "strand 

of behavior" (to borrow Judith Lichtenberg's phrase (1982» is open to 

aany descriptions. Some of the descriptions will differ in their 

specificity. while others will differ according to which feature of the 

behavior they highlight. For example, the same situation in which you 

ran over a person, might be actively described as "you killed hi." or 

"you crushed hill with your car", or passively described as "you 

refrained froll applying the car brakes". Similarly, an act of letting 

die could be passively described as "you refra~ned froa throwing hill a 

rope", or actively described as "you walked away while he was drowning". 

Vet given that our knowledge about the strand of behavior remains the 

salle, the specificity of the chosen description, and whether it cites an 

active or passive feature of the strand of behavior. should be aorally 

irrelevant to both the classification of the act and the moral assess

aents of the act and agent. What is iaportant is whether there is a 

Justification or an excuse for whatever the agent was dOing (or not 

doing) in the course of killing or letting die. 

The problea then is that if the appropriateness of "X killed Y" 

and "X let Y die" rests upon whether X's behavior involved a pOSitive 

act or a refraining, then either sOlie strands of behavior csnnot be 

classified as acts of killing or letting die, because they involve both, 
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or the classification of the strand of behavior will change according to 

which feature is highlighted in the description. And any .oral theory 

which gives weight to the distinction between killing and letting die, 

and yet allows that the classification of an act can change when it is 

given different descriptione, is highly suspect. 

One .ight offer the following obJection. "0£ course the 

partlcular description of a strand of behavior should not make a 

difference to its aoral assessment or to its classification ~s an act of 

killing or letting die. But all this says is that trivial differences 

between, for example, actively twiddling ones thumbs and passively 

standing still, are irrelevant. It is not a criticisa of casting the 

distinction between killing and letting die along the lines of the 

distinctlon between acting and refraining. For if an agent lets someone 

dle our focus is on one important thing that he did not do, namely, that 

act which would have prevented the death. And Similarly, if an agent 

killed so.eone our focus is on one important thing that he did, namely, 

the act which caused the death. Thus if we restrict our description of 

the act to the aorally i.portant feature of the act then the difference 

between a positive act and a refraining is what makes the difference 

between kUling and letting die." 

This obJection accounts for why an agent's attempt to avoid 

blame for letting someone die by proclaiming "But I didn't do anything!" 

is so unconvincing. For clearly there is one very i.portant thing that 

he did, namely, he refrained from an act which would have prevented the 

death. But this aside, the obJection .isses the point. While it is 
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true that Most acts of killing have positive acts at their core, and 

also true that most acts of letting die have a refraining at their core 

(in the next section I will discuss how one can refrain froa preventing 

a death by performing a positive act), we should not allow the classifi

cation of a strand of behavior to depend upon whether its 'important 

feature' is a positive act or a refraining. For even if we exclude the 

trivial features from the descript1on, we can still debate over which 

feature is the 'i.portant' one. Iaagine that an agent has been driving 

at a steady pace for quite soae tiae, end that no positive act is needed 

to continue in this way. When he sees a aan on the road in front of hi. 

he refra1ns fro. applying the brake or turning the steering wheel and 

thus runs over the aan and the man dies. While it seeas intuitively 

clear that the agent killed the victia, the view I am criticizing is 

aabiguous according to how this strand of behavior is described. If we 

focus of the positive act of dri.ving and describe the situation as "he 

drove over and crushed the victi.", then it accords w1th "X killed V". 

But 1f we focus on agent's refraining'from steering or braking then it 

seeas that we should have to 88y that the agent let the aan die because 

he refrained from a positive act which, had it been done, would have 

precluded the victi.'s death. 

There seeas to be no way to establish that the important feature 

of this situation "really should be" the positive act of driving rather 

than the passive act of refraining froa applying the brakea. Both are 

iaportant features of the situation. Had the agent not been driving, or 

had the agent applied his brakes, the death would not have occurred. 
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But if this is the case, and 1f the dlfference between killing and 

letting die rests on the distinction between acting and refraining, then 

the way the strand of behavior is described can influence its 

classification as an act of killing or letting die. 

In sua.ary, I have argued that the distinction between killing 

and letting die does not rest upon the distinction between acting and 

refraining. Although positive acts are often correlated with acts of 

killing, it is not the presence or absence of a positive act which 

deter~ines whether an act 1S one of killing or letting die. Thus, in 

response to the initial obJection of this chapter, the claim that the 

distinction between killing and letting die is morally significant does 

not entail (neither as a by-product nor as a presupposition) that the 

distinction between acting and refraining is morally significant in 

itself. Instead, the important difference between killing and letting 

d1e is the difference between being causally responsible for a perilous 

situation which culainates in a death (either by creating the situation 

or by placing the victim in the situation), and refraining fro. 

stopping, reversing or intervening with a potentially fatal process (or 

perilous situation) before it is actually fatel. And the aoral signifi

cance of this difference rests, I will srgue, on the difference between 

"what we owe people in the form of aid and what we owe thea in way of 

noninterference", or rather, in the difference between positive and 

negative duties. 7 

7. The quotation is froa Phillipa Foot (1967 p. 162) 



The Distinction Between Negative 
snd Positive Duties 

The difference between negative and positive duties is, quite 
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generally (and for our preaent purposes), the difference between duties 

not-to cause hara and duties to aid by preventing harm. (Soae aay view 

the class of positive duties as broader than this, including duties of 

beneficence which are independent of the prevention of harm. For 

example, we aight have positive duties of kindness or friendship, such 

as a duty to share ay water with a thirsty fellow hiker who will merely 

feel uncomfortable if I fail to do so. But since the focus of this 

investigation is on the aoral duty to prevent hara, I will restrict my 

attention to those positive duties to aid which involve the prevention 

of hara.) And as one would expect, philosophic discussions sbout the 

distinction between negative and positive duties tend to parallel the 

discussions about the distinction between killing and letting die. 

Thus, on the one hand, we have the view that it is morally worse to 

violate a negative duty than it is to violate a positive duty (other 

things equal), and on the other hand, we have the view that since the 

distinction between negative and positive duties is not in itself 

aorally significant, then when other things are equal, Violations of 

negative and positive duties deserve equivalent aoral assessments. As 

my earlier arguaents suggest, I think that both these views are wrong. 

Though I will defend the claim that the difference between 

negative and positive duties is morally significant, such that the 

former are, in soae morally important sense 'stricter' than the latter, 

the sense in which I think that this claim is true differs from other 
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interpretations in (a) how the distinction between positive and negative 

duties is cast. (b) the level at which the distinction is significant, 

and (or) (c) the iaplicationa of "stricter". As the backdrop for 

developing ay account I will discuss soae of the arguaents offered by 

Phillipa Foot (1967, 1977) to defend her version of the saae claia. 

While I think that Foot's arguaents contain the kernels of the correct 

aoral theory about the comparative aorality of causing hara and failing 

to prevent hara, I also think that they are seriously flawed. In the 

reaainder of this chapter I will clarify the distinction between 

negative and positive duties, pointing out two aain probleas in how Foot 

casts the distinction. Questions about how and why the distinction is 

aorally significant will be saved for the next chapter. 

Drawing the Distinction Between 
Negative and Positive Duties 

In a discuasion about the aoral significance of the distinction 

between killing and letting die, Foot states <1977 p.lOl), "it is not 

that killing is worse than letting die. but that the two are contrary to 

distinct virtues [Justice and charity] which gives the possibility that 

in soae circuastances one is peraissible and the other is iaperais-

sible". As evinced by this claia. Foot and 1 agree that (8) the 

distinction between killing and letting die is aorally Significant, (b) 

its significance does not rest on a difference in the intrinsic charac-

ter of the acts, (c) it does rest (in soae sense) on how the general 

types of acts fit within our aorel network. and (d) it allows that, 

other things equal, acts of killing and letting die soatiaas deserve 



different assesaaents. When the focus is on the difference between 

causing hara and failing to prevent hara, she follows a siailar line. 

[Wle should ssk whether there is a any difference froa the 
aoral point of view, between what one does or causes and what 
one aerely allows. It aeeas that clear that on occasions one is 
Just as bad as the other •••• A aan aay aurder his child or his 
aged relativea by allowing thea to starve as well aa by giving 
poison. In another case we would, however, aake a distinction. 
Host of allow people to die of starvation in India and Africa, 
and there is surely soaething wrong with whst we do •••• But [it 
is not aorally equivalent] to sanding thea pOlsoned food. There 
ia worked into our aoral system a distinction between what we 
owe people in the fora of aid and what we owe thea in the way of 
noninterference. (1957 p. 151)8 
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Foot suggest that we use "positive duties" to refer to our aoral 

obligations to prevent hara, ("what we owe people in the fora of aid"), 

and "negative duties" to refer to the aoral obligations not to cause 

harll ("what we owe thea in the way of noninterference"). As a general 

claim about the difference between negative and poe!tive duties I think 

that this is correct. The divergence between our views begins with her 

lIore specific characterizations of negative and positive duties. She 

borrows the following analysis froa John Salaond (1955 p. 283): 

A positive right corresponds to a positive duty, and is a 
right that he on whoa the duty lies shall do soae positive act 
on behalf of the person entitled. A negative right corresponds 
to a negative duty, and is a right that the person bound shall 
refrain froa soae act which would operate to the preJudice of 
the person entitled. The foraer is a right to be positively 
benefited; the latter is aerely a right not to be haraed. 

8. Foot (1957 p. 151) describes the relevant sense of 'alloW' 
as "forbearing to prevent. For this we need a sequence thought of as 
soaehow already in train and soaething the agent could do to intervene." 
This accords with ay earlier discussion that not all refrainings froa 
doing an act which would have precluded the occurrence of a hara count 
as allowing that hara to occur. The refraining cannot be what initiates 
the haraful situation; ahara .uat already be in progress. 
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One problea with this quotation is that it provides aore 

confusion than clarity. While the distinction between causing harm and 

refraining from preventing hara seems to be what Foot wants (or, at 

least, what I think she should want), Salmond's analysis of the distinc

tion between negative and positive duties e.phasizes the role of the 

distinction between negative and positive acts. It i.plies that 

positive duties are duties to benefit another by performing a positive 

act. And this iaplies that there cannot be positive duties which enJoin 

the agent to benefit another through a negative act (refraining). 

Conversely. it suggests that negative duties are duties to refrain froa 

a positive act which would cause hara. And this iaplies that one cannot 

cause hara without perforaing a positive act. If ay arguaents in the 

preceding section succeed, this account cannot be correct. 

Instead, negative duties are duties not to cause hara, they are 

duties of "noninterference" in the sense that one has a (priaa facie) 

duty not to detriaentally interfere with another's good or interests. 

The aoral obligations iaposed by negative duties are not necessarily 

obligations to refrain froa a positive act. Fulfilling a negative duty 

can soaetiaes require that the agent perforB a trivial positive act 

(e.g., putting one's foot on the car brake) as well as a positive act 

which entails considerable effort, risk, or hara for the agent. If the 

road is icy, slaa.ing on the brakes in order to avoid killing a person 

Bight cause the car to run into a ditch and result in inJury to the 

agent and da8age to his car and pocketbook. (This is not to 8ay that 

the violation of the negative duty would be Justified.) The point is 
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that whether the hara was initiated by a positive act, as is aost often 

the case, or a refraining, is Morally irrelevant. 

Now it Might be thought that even if negative duties can require 

agents to perfora both negative and positive acts, positive duties 

always require the agent to perf ora positive acts. But even though 

there is an eapirical correlation between positive acts and preventing a 

hara there is nothing in the concept of a positive duty which precludes 

it froa requiring a negative act. Consider the following two cases. 

You are sn off-duty police officer, still wearing your 
bullet-proof vest and helaet, and waiting at the bus stop for 
your husband to pick you up. When you hear a car horn you look 
up froa your newspaper and see a sniper posed across the street 
and in the process of shooting in your direction. Although you 
do not know whether he wants to kill you or the deaf person a 
few yards behind you, you do know that if you reaain perfectly 
still (a swat teaM is on the way) no one will be seriously 
haraed because you have your vest and you are shielding the 
other person behind you. 

After an afternoon of fishing in the aiddle of a very large 
lake, you are getting ready to head for shore. Before you start 
to leave you see a very tired swiaaer heading towards you and a 
capsized boat in the distance. If you postpone leaving for Just 
two aore ainutes the awi.aer will reach your boat and will be 
able to cliab in. If you leave now he will surely drown. 9 

These exa.plea sre intended intended to show that it is at least 

possible for an agent to have a positive duty to prevent a hara which 

requires a negative act. If they succeed, then we can conclude that 

Salaond's analysis is too restrictive in its characterization of both 

positive and negative duties because the distinction between these types 

of duties does not lie in the passive or active character of the acts 

9. This exaaple was suggested to ae by Ronald Kilo. 
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needed to fulfill thea. An additional probleM in Foot's own account is 

that although she employs Salaond's analysis, she also seeMS to agree 

with the above arguMents. She claiMs (1967 p. 161) that "allowing 

requires an oaission, but there is no other general correlation between 

omission and allowing, cOMMission and bringing about or doing. An actor 

who fails to turn up for 8 perforMance will generally spoil it rather 

than allow it to be spoiled. I aention the distinction between OMission 

and cO.Mission only to set it aside." So the extent to which Foot 

endorses Salmond's analysis is not clear. My guess is (aSSUMing her 

own arguMents to be indicative of her view) that she would be willing to 

give it up. But even if My guess h wrong, I will henceforth aSSUMe that 

the distinction between negative and positive duties is independent of 

the distinction between negative and positive acts. 

The Class of Positive Duties 

Other probleMS in Foot's account are due to her exaMples of 

negative and positive duties. As paradiga exaMples of negative duties 

she offers <1967 p. 162) the "obligations to refrain frOM such things as 

killing or robbing" and as the paradiga of a positive duty she offers 

the duty "to look after children or aged parents". By theMselves these 

examples seea unprobleaatic, but when they are combined with her other 

claiMS they create probleMS which range frOM confusion to inconsistency. 

After pointing out a few of these probleas I will discuss the flaw in 

Foot's view which gave rise to theM. 

According to Foot's account, not feeding one's child should be a 

violation of a positive duty. Yet she also states (1967 p. 163) that 
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were we to intentionally allow a beggar to die (we refrain froa offering 

hia food because bodies are needed for research), "we are inclined to 

see this as a violation of a negative duty". At least on their surface, 

these claiRs are counter-intuitive in that they iaply that a duty to 

feed a beggar is stricter than a duty to feed one's child. 

Foot does hint at an explanation for these claias, suggesting 

that the fact that we are ai.ing at the beggar's death is what aakes the 

act a violation of a negative duty. But this suggestion that an agent's 

intention deteraines whether the act is a violation of 8 positive duty 

or a negative one raises its own proble.s. First, we should be able to 

deteraine whether an agent's duty is a duty not to cause hara or a duty 

to prevent hara prior to knowing what reasons the agent aight have for 

violating the duty. We should not adopt a view that allows that the 

very saae duty changes its classification according to the aental state 

of the agent. Second, Foot's suggestion seeRS to iaply that an agent 

cannot intentionally violate a poaitive duty. This either raises the 

probleas of distinguishing between direct and oblique intentions 

<probleas which she endeavors to avoid), or iaplies that an agent cannot 

refrain fro. fulfilling a positive duty. And if this is the case, then, 

third, we could no longer rely on coaparison exa.ples in which other 

things are equal and one agent intentionally killed while the other 

intentionally let soaeone die, as the aeans to exaaine the aoral 

significance of the distinction between positive and negative duties. 

It aight see. that Foot could dispel the counter-intuitiveness 

of her claias by oifering a different explanation entailing that a 
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parent who refrains froa feeding his child has, as in the beggar 

exa.ple, violated a negative duty. Perhaps she could clarify the "the 

positive duty to care for one's children" so that it refers only to care 

above a certain ainiaua. The benefit of this explanation is that it 

seeas to accord with her claia (1967 p. 161) that a parent aay aurder 

his child by starvation. <Though it 1s not clear whether "murder" is 

being used only to ascribe blaae). But this account is not open to Foot 

because she also claias (1967 p. 162) that "it is not peraissible to 

co.ait a aurder to bring one's starving children food", and uses this as 

an exaaple of a conflict between negative and positive duties. 

An easy way to avoid the counter-intuitiveness of Foot's claias 

is to ad.it that she was aistaken about the beggar exaaple. We have a 

positive duty to aid the beggar, and the intentional failure to aid hi. 

can be both unJustified and unexcused without entailing that we caused 

the hara that ensued. Of course, were we to grab the beggar, lock hi. 

in a roo., and then refrain froa feeding hia until he died, then we 

would have killed hia and violated a negative duty. But now the circua

stances are quite different. Our "refraining froa feeding hia" coaes 

after we are causally responsible for the beggar being 1n the perilous 

situation which led to his death. 

Even if we set aside Foot's co.aent about the beggar exaMple. 

probleas reaain. In the re.ainder of this chapter ,I will explain why I 

think that Foot has incorrectly cast the class of positive duties. 

Let us first recall that "what we owe people in the fora of aid" 

is Foot's own general description of positive duties, and that she 
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describes an agent who violates a positive duty as one who "forbears to 

prevent" a har. that is already "in train". Given these general points 

(with which I agree) there is so.ething unsettling about regarding the 

duty to care for one's child as the paradiga exa.ple of a positive duty 

to aid. It suggests that a parent has this duty only after the child is 

in a potentially har.ful situation, such that a parent who neglects his 

child has aerely "allowed" an already-in-train hara to occur. It also 

seeas to suggest that parental neglect is on par with failing to aid 

strangers. But Foot denies this by recognizing another sort of positive 

duty. 

After offering her paradiga exaaple of a ponitive duty, Foot 

suggests (1967 p. 162) that "it will be useful to extend [eaphasis 

added] the notion of positive duty beyond the range of things that are 

strictly called duties, bringing in acts of charity under this heading. 

These are owed only in a rather loose sense". In so far as this clai. 

is aeant to avoid questions about the use of 'owes' and whether duties 

are always correlated with rights, it'is unprobleaatic. My concern is 

with its i.plications about a contrast and ranking of two "types" of 

positive duties. After clarifying the difference between these types of 

positive duties I will argue that the second type is the one that is 

properly contrasted with the negative duties not to cause hara. 

On the one hand, we seea to have positive duties which are 

duties to aid, benefit, or prevent a hara to persons who, in soae "non

loose" sense, have a chi. against a certain agent to do the act 

required by the duty. As Foot's exaMple suggests, they are duties which 
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the agent has in virtue of his special relationship to the victia (e.g., 

via a role, Job, or proaise). I will refer to these as "special 

positive duties". On the other hand, we have what Foot refers to as 

positive duties to be charitable. In the present context, these are 

duties to prevent an i.pending hara to a person who stands in no special 

relationship to the agent. They are duties an agent has siaply because 

one ought to prevent a hara when one is able. The case of the "good 

saaaritan" who aids a stranger on the roadside after others have left 

hia to die is a paradiga exaaple of fulfilling this type of positive 

duty. (In the biblical parable, the "good saaariten" went well beyond 

the call of the positive duty.) I will refer to these as "general 

positive duties". The distinguishing feature between special and 

general positive duties is whether there is soae aorally relevant consi

deration, other than the fact that the agent can prevent a given hara by 

doing act A, which gives the agent the duty to do A. For exaaple, a 

neighbor aight have a general positive duty to feed a aalnourished 

child, while the parent of that child has a special positive duty to do 

the saae act. 

In "extending" the class of positive duties to include general 

positive duties Foot does not aean to iaply that the two types are of 

equal aoral status. She cbbs <1967 p. 164) that "it clearly .akes a 

difference [to the assessaent of an act] whether our positive duty is 8 

strict duty or an act of charity: feeding our own children or those in 

far away countries". Thus according to Foot (but to use the present 

terainology>, we have three general classes of duties which stand in the 



relationship that while negative duties are stricter than positive 

duties, special positive duties are stricter than general positive 

duties. 

Foot is correct that a negative duty not to kill takes 

precedence over the positive duty to feed one's children. It is also 

safe to assert that the duty to feed one's children takes precedence 

over the duty to feed a beggar. But I think that it is wrong to view 
I 
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special positive duties as an interaediate class on soae saooth scale, 

distinct froa negative duties on the one side and general positive 

duties on the other. Special positive duties lack a f_!ilature co •• on to 

both negative duties and general positive duties. Andithey have their 

own features which add a new diaension, and soaetiaes ~onfusion, to an 

exaaination of the contrast between duties not to caus$ hara and duties 

to prevent hara. Special positive duties differ, I will argue, froa 

negative duties and general positive duties, not by being soae 

interaediate class, but by being another sort of aoral consideration 

which in soae circuastancea will overlap or coincide with a negative 

duty or a general positive duty. Let ae explain. 

Loosely speaking, negative duties and genersl positive duties 

share the feature of being duties which each agent has to each ind1vi-

dual. And if we resolve the issue of whether persons have a "right to 

be saved" in favor of the potential victi., then they will also be 

siailar in that any person has a claia against any other person not to 

do an act which would cause hi. hara or fail to prevent an iapending 

har. (when the agent is in a position to prevent that hara). In a 
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sense, general positive duties can be said to airror negative duties in 

that any agent A haa a <priaa facie) negative duty not to cause hara H 

to person P in circuastance C, and any A has a <priaa facie) positive 

duty not to refrain froa preventing H to P in C.9 The point here is 

that these duties e~ist independently of any special relationship 

between the agent and the potential victia. And while I aa not clai.ing 

that these duties are aorally equivalent with respect to when and why 

they aay be Justifiably Violated, I do think that the issue of the aoral 

significance of the difference between causing hara and refraining froa 

preventing hara turns on the question of whether negative duties are 

aorally equivalent to general positive duties. 

On the other hand, special positive duties are auch aore than 

duties to prevent a hara when one is able. They depend upon the 

presence and type of relationship between the specific persons involved, 

be it the agent's role as a parent, his Job (e.g., as a lifeguard), or a 

contract or proaise. Due to this relationahip, the presence of a special 

positive duty adds an extra consideration which can change the status of 

a given act. Any agent has a general positive duty to rescue a person 

who is drowning in turbulent waters, but the lifeguard also has a 

special positive duty. He has accepted the responsibility to endure a 

9. My concern is with the general siailarities of these two 
types of duties. I aa ignoring specific questions such as whether an 
agent can have a duty not to cause hara to past or future persons <a 
version of this question would apply equally well to general positive 
duties). The sillilarity could be described as duties "one would have" 
were one in a position to cause a hara person P or prevent a hara to P. 
Alao, I aa not clai.ing that these rights cannot be overridden, nor that 
a "right to be saved" applies to all degrees of har •• 
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greater risk of hara to hiaself (before the failure to ssve would be 

Justified) than would be required of a bystander in a aiailar situation. 

Thus, while a risk of hara of degree X would be sufficient to Justify or 

excuse the bystander who failed to save, a siailar risk aight not have 

the saae affect on the sssessaent of the lifeguard who also failed to 

save. 

Furtheraore, special positive duties are not always duties to 

prevent an iapending hara froa becoaing actual. 10 The relationships in 

virtue of which one has a special positive duty often exist prior to the 

potential victia's being in a dangerous situation. And the special 

positive duty can be one which enJoins the agent to act in a aanner 

which precludes the would-be-victia froa even coaing into the perilous 

situation. The swiaaing instructor (but not the person reeding by the 

poolside) has a duty to see to it that his pupil does not fall into the 

deep-end. His duty is not siaply 8 duty to rescue the youngster after 

the fact (but the lounger aight have this duty). Siailarly, a parent 

has a special positive duty to feed his child every day, not Just when 

death is lurking froa aalnutrition. 

10. Soae special positive dutiea aay not involve haras at all. 
1 asy proaise to do soaething for you which is neither a hara nor a 
benefit for you. Yet since I earlier restricted ay attention to pOSi
tive duties that involve haras (i.e. p I set aside positive duties of 
beneficence which are such that a hara would not occur were the duty 
violated), and since ay concern here is with establishing that special 
positive duties are a not subset set of 'positive duties to prevent 
hara', it is only fair to set aside special positive duties that do not 
involve haras. The present arguaent is that, given this restriction on 
the relevant class of special positive duties not all special positive 
duties which involve haras, are special positive duties to prevent an 
iapending hara froa becoaing actual. 
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Since special positive duties can require the agent to prevent 

the potentially haraful situation froa ever coaing about, an agent who 

violates a special positive duty can soaetiaes be causally responsible 

for the hara that ensues. In other words, special positive duties can 

overlap with negative duties in that the violation of one is also a 

violation of the other. Suppose that Jones has a contract with Saith to 

fill all the air tanks for a scuba diving expedition. When Saith 

arrives at the shop to pick up the tanks, Jones gives hia tanks which 

are alaost eapty. Later, in the aiddle of a dive, Saith dies froa lack 

of air. Jones was causally responsible for Saith's death because it was 

Jones's failure to fill the tanks that placed Saith in the d«ngerou& 

situation that led to his death. 

Thus the class of special positive duties does not cohere with 

the basic conception of positive duties as 'duties to prevent an 

i=pending hara when one has the ability, the opportunity, and the know

ledge thereof, to prevent that hara'. They are aore than this in that 

they can (a) enJoin a specific agent to act in a aanner which prevents s 

given individual froa even coaing into a perilous situation, as well as 

(b) obligate the agent to go to greater lengths (than would be required 

of a person who does not stand in a special relationship to the victi.) 

to prevent an iapending hara froa beco.ing actual. Deter.ining Just 

what is required by a specific special positive duty, such as the duty 

to care for one'a children, i8 s coaplex task. We would need to consi

der the conflicts that arise with other negative duties and general 

positive duties, as well as the agent's other special positive duties 
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and the particular relationship froa which they arise. (Would on agent's 

duty as a parent take precedence over his duty as a lifeguard?) And it 

aight not always be clear whether an agent who violates a special posi

tive duty haa caused the hara that ensues (in the sense of being 

causally responsible for the harD by creating or placing the victia in 

the perilous situation). or allowed it to occur. For exaaple, while a 

parent who used his toddler's drinking aug to spply insecticide to the 

plants and then left the unrinsed aug on the coffee tabl~. would seea to 

be causally responsible for the death, it is not clear whether we would 

say the 8aae of a parent who hides the airplane glue in the cupboard but 

then does not keep a watchful eye on his curious fourteen year old. 

But ay concern here is not with unraveling the coaplexities of 

special positive duties, nor with deteraining Just when their violations 

are Justified or excused. Instead, the point is that an agent who 

violates a special positive duty can soaetiaes fail to prevent ahara 

and other tiaes be causally responsible for that hara. We can look at 

it this way. Soae violations of general positive duties are also viola

tions of special positive duties. The parent who refrains froa 

preventing his child's iapending hara violates both a special positive 

duty and a general positive duty, while the neighbor who does the saae 

refraining violates only the latter. And soae violations of negstive 

duties are also violations of special positive duties. A parent who 

locks his child in the closet without food and water has both killed the 

child and failed to fulfill his special positive duty as a parent. In 

short, special positive duties are not distinct froa negative duties and 
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general positive duties in the sense of being an interaediate class 

between thea. They are distinct in that they are a different sort of 

duty which one owes only to specific individuals, and which can exist on 

top of the other two. 

In this chapter I have argued that the distinction between 

negative and positive duties does not rest on the distinction between 

negative and positive acts. Though it is not clear whether Foot agrees 

with this claia, I have assuMed that she does. Second, I have argued 

that Foot is aistaken in taking, what I have terMed a 'special positive 

duty' to be the paradigM exaaple of positive duties. In doing so she 

has created unnecessary confusion and cOMplications for defending the 

claia that the distinction between negative and positive duties is 

aorally significant, as well as aaking her argument vulnerable to the 

charge of inconsistency. Third, I have distinguished between special 

positive duties and general positive duties, arguing (aMong other 

things) that the foraer do not always fit within the notion of a duty to 

prevent an iapending hara froa becoMing actual. Finslly, I have argued 

that, given that the point of exaaining the distinction between negative 

and positive duties is to determine whether our aoral obligation to 

prevent hara is equivalent to, or significantly different from, our 

aoral obligation not to cause hara (which in turn is the means to 

deteraine the extent and relative stringency of the foraer obligation), 

the proper contrast for negative duties are general positive duties. I 

will henceforth refer to these siaply as "positive duties". 



CHAPTER V 

THE MORAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DISTINCTION 
BETWEEN NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE DUTIES 

In the preceding chapter I argued that the distinction between 

negative and positive duties does not rest on the distinction between 

negative and positive acts. Instead, it rests on the aore general 

difference between causing hara (either by an oct, an oaission, or a 

coabination thereof) and failing to prevent hara (either by an act, an 

o~ission, or a combination thereof), such that nega'tive duties are 

duties not to cause harm and positive duties are duties to prevent hara. 

In this chapter I will exa.ine whether the difference between such 

duties is .orally significant. In other words, is the fact that a given 

duty is positive or negative a aorally relevant consideration? Can it 

aake a difference to the assessmenta of the acts or agents? 

In the current literature, the question of whether there is a 

aorally significant difference between duties not to cause hara and 

duties to prevent hara is standardly addressed in teras of whether the 

former are, in SORe aense, 'stricter' than the latter. Thus the 

question at hand aaounts to deciding between the view that negative 

duties are stricter than positive duties (the distinction is .orally 

significant), and the view that negative and positive duties are, other 

things equal, morally equivalent (the distinction is not significant. 

But anwsering this question is not as simple as stating it. We need to 
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both (a) exaaine the grounds for and against recognizing that there is a 

.orally significant difference between duties not to cause hara and 

duties to prevent har., and (b) unpack and assess the apecific iaplica-

tiona of the central notion of "stricter". I will address these issues, 

concurrently, as follows. In the first section I will discuss so.e of 

Foot's coa.ents about the general claiM that negative duties are 

stricter than positive duties, as a backdrop for aaking a few points 

about how this claiM needs to be understood if it is to be a .orally 

plausible principle. In the second section I will evaluate some argu-

ments for and against adopting a specific principle that negative duties 

are stricter than positive duties, here relying on the prevalent analy-

sis of "stricter". In the final section I will exa.ine a proposal for 

resolving the problem brought out in the second section. In general, 

the aias of this chapter are (a) to clarify the areas in which, and the 

reasons why, our considered Moral Judgaents suggest that negative duties 

are, snd are not, aorally equivalent to positive duties, and (b) to 

deter.ine the strong and weak points of the different proposals that 

have been offered to account for our apparently inco.aensurable intui-

tions about the cOMparative stringency of negstive and positive duties. 

Clarifying the ClaiM that Negative Duties 
are Stricter than Positive Duties 

In general, what does one aean to iaply by asserting that 

negative duties are stricter than positive duties? A partial answer to 

this question can be found in the following set of coaaents offered by 

Foot (1967 pp. 162-3). 



To refrain froa inflicting inJury ourselves is a stricter 
duty than to prevent other people fro. inflicting inJury, which 
is not to say that the other is not a very strict duty indeed • 
••• One does not in general have the sa.e duty to help people as 
to refrain fro. inJuring the ••••• lt is interesting that even 
where the strictest duty of positive aid exists, this still does 
not weigh as if a negative duty were involved. 
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Though Foot does not offer a precise account of "stricter", the 

above quotations ahed SOMe light on the general i.plications of the 

claiM that negstive duties are stricter than positive duties. It 

i.plies, for example, that negative duties override positive duties, 

such that if an agent faces a conflict between causing hara to one 

innocent person and preventing the harM of another person (e.g., the 

agent Bust kill A in order to prevent "other people fro. inflicting 

inJury" to B), then he ought to fulfill his negative duty. His alter-

natives are significantly different because one act would be Justified 

while the other would be wrong. Still, these comments provide a dim 

light at best, because each one gives rise to a troubling issue which. 

until clarified, Makes the claim that negative duties are stricter than 

positive duties vulnerable to miSinterpretation and strong criticism. 

With respect to the first part of the above passage we might 

question whether or how the stringency of a given duty, and the assess-

ment of a violation of that duty, are affected by factors other than 

whether it is a duty not to cause harm or a duty to prevent a harm. For 

exa.ple, would the origin of an impending harm make a difference to the 

stringency of the positive duty to prevent that hara? Would the posi-

tive duty be stricter when the i.pending harm was intiated by a natural 

event or an accident (e.g., the planks on a pier gave way and a 
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non-swim~er fell into the water) than when the harm was intentionally 

inltiated by another person? Would this he due to the fact that in the 

latter case there is another person to bla~e <i.e., the agent who caused 

the har~) if the hara was not prevented? And if, for example, an agent 

is aore blameworthy for failing to rescue a person who fell into the 

water than a person who was pushed into the water by another person, 

would he be as blameworthy for the former act as he would have been had 

he pushed the victi~ into the water? While I will not address these 

questions individually, it seems to me that the orlgin of an impending 

harm should have no affect on the strictness of the agent's posltive 

duty to prevent that hara. An agent has a positive duty to prevent a 

harm simply because he is in a position to prevent that harm and this 

duty is Just as strict in the case of person-initiated harm as is the 

case of a naturally initiated harm. Whether the agent is Justified, or 

to what degree he is excused, for violating this duty will be a function 

of what the prevention itself entailed (e.g., whether the needed act 

would have required the agent to cause a severe harm to hiaself or 

another innocent person). It would not be a function of whether another 

person can be cited as the cause of that hara. 

This is not to say that the origin of an impending harm is never 

a morally relevant consideration. It aay be relevant when our focus is 

on the overall, or final, assessments of blameworthiness, or when we are 

trying to explain why a harm occurred when it could have been prevented. 

In a case of naturally initiated hara we seem aore inclined to explain 

the occurrence of the preventable harm by citing X's failure to prevent 
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that har •• than we would be in a case in which another person can be 

blamed for causing the hara. For exaaple. contrast a case in which a 

wave swept non-swiamer Y off the dock and X watched hi. drown, with 8 

case in which Z pushed Y off the dock and then X and Z watched Y drown. 

While X aight be blameworthy in both cases (and his refraining cited in 

the explanation of why the death occurred), in the second case there are 

two persons to blame. one of which was causally responsible for Y's 

death. Deteraining whether X and Z deserve equivalent assessments of 

blame would raise too many peripheral issues. The point here is that 

X's duty to rescue Y is as strict in one case as in the other. Whether 

his refraining was Justified depends upon what the rescue would have 

entailed and not on the origin of the harm and whether there is someone 

else to bla.e. 

A aore important problem in the above passage lies with the 

third clal. (i.e., "even where the strictest duty of positive aid 

eXlsts, this stlll does not weigh as if a negative duty were involved"). 

It suggests that negative duties are always stricter than positive 

duties, that in any conflict situatlon ln which an agent .ust choose 

between causing a harm to A and failing to prevent the occurrence of a 

harm to B, agent has a stricter duty not to cause the harm. If Foot 

intended this claim to be as strong as it stands (and my guess is that 

she did not), then I find it counter-intuitive. It is does seem permis

sible to run-over a person's little toe, or perhaps even steal a car for 

an hour, in order to rush a heart attack victim to the hospital. But 

since this would be to violate a negative duty in order to fulfill a 
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i~per.issible. 
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The way out of this problea is to qualify the claiM that 

negative duties are stricter than positive duties so that it applies to 

cOMparisons of duties involving reasonably si~il8r levels of har~. For 

exa.ple. it should assert that the duty not to kill is stricter than the 

duty to prevent a death. and the duty not to inJure a li.b is stricter 

than the duty to prevent a si_ilar inJury. I will refer to these as 

~similarn duties. On the other hand. it should not assert that any 

negative duty is stricter than any positive duty. It is iaportant to 

note that in this qualification. the ~level of harm" which must be 

siailar is the level of harm wlth which the duties are concerned (e.g., 

a duty about killing and a duty about preventing a death), as opposed to 

the total a~ount of hara that would result in a particular situation 

were a given duty fulfilled or not fulfilled (e.g., if the agent 

fulfills his negative duty then X a~ount of harm results to others. and 

if the agent fulfills his positive duty then Y amount of harM results to 

others). This interpretation is needed if the clai. that negative 

duties are stricter than positive duties is to capture the intuition 

that, for exaMple, it is not permissible to kill one innocent person in 

order to transplant his organs to two other persons and thereby save two 

lives. In other words, the clai. that negative duties are stricter than 

positive duties aust be understood as entailing that the duty not to 

kill is stricter than (overrides) the duty to prevent a death even 

though a violation of the for.er Might result in a saaller amount of 



total hara than would the violation of the latter. I will henceforth 

aSSUMe this qualification about siailar duties. 
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The last problea (that I will discuss) in the above pa8sage is 

that it i8 not clear what Foot intended to iaply by italicizing 'in 

general' (in "One does not 'in general' have the sa.e duty to help 

people as to refrain froa inJuring thea"). On the one hand it .ight 

iMply aoae eapirical claia to the effect that in Most actual situations 

persons have a stricter duty to refrain frOM inJuring than to bring aid, 

or, that in Most actual situations an agent is aore bla.eworthy for 

causing a hara than for failing to prevent a hara. But were this all 

one aeant to iaply by claiaing that negative duties are stricter than 

positive duties, then, while the clai. is probably true, it is pointless 

as a aorel principle. In coaparison of actual cases, 'other things' are 

rarely equal. There is often a difference in the factual circuastances 

as well as in the aotives of the agents who cause harM and fail to 

prevent hara, and these differences should not be the bases for a aoral 

prinCiple. On the other hand, Foot aight be implying that, other things 

equal, one duty is usually stricter than the other, while allowing that 

there are S08e situations in which other things ~ equal and persons do 

have Morally equivalent duties. This explanation seeMS to accord with 

her claiae about the significance of the difference between killing and 

letting die (e.g., the acta are soaetiaes aorally equivalent). Vet its 

conSistency with the other parts of this passage is not readily 

apparent, because they iMply that, other things equal, negative duties 

are always stricter than (siailar) positive duties. Thus, while the 
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cl~i. that negative duties are stricter th~n positive duties should be 

Meant as ~ claiM about the cOMpar~tive stringency of these duties when 

other things are equal, it is not cle~r whether Foot intends this cl~i. 

to be true of every such c~se. (Nor is it clear whether she could 

consistently defend the claiM as only being true "in gener~l") 

In sUMaary, the ~bove p~ss~ge provides soae indication of what 

follows froM the general claiM that negative duties are stricter than 

positive duties. It entails that the duty not to kill overrides the 

duty to prevent a de~th, such that it would be .or~lly worse to viol~te 

the negative duty. And exaainitig the probleMS in this passage has 

helped to clarify how this claia should be understood if it is to be 

defended as a Moral prinCiple: it should be taken as ~ clai. about 

cOMparative stringency of siail~r duties when other things a~e equal. 

Still, without a specific account of "stricter" we do not have enough 

inforMation to fully deteraine what is and is not intended to follow 

froa this claiM. We are required to fill in the blanks ~nd extrapolate 

to ~ More detailed analysis of the claia th~t negative duties are 

stricter than positive duties. In what follows I will discuss this 

claiR in light of what appears to be its standard interpretation. At 

the outset I should note that since I think that this interpretat10n 1s 

~ quite pl~usible reading of the claia, ay concern lies not with deter

Mining how it was derived. Instead,.y aia is to explore the argUMents 

for and against the claiM that negative duties ~re stricter th~n 

positive duties (given this standard interpretation) in order to 

deteraine ita st~tus as a aor~l principle. 
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The claiM that negative duties are stricter than positive duties 

1s comMonly taken to be a claiM about particular duties. By "particular 

duty" I Mean the specific Moral obligation which results froM the 

application of a general duty or moral prohibition to a particular 

situation. In other words. it is the duty which a given agent has. in a 

given situation. to do or not do some act(s). Thus. for exaMple, the 

general duty not to kill (or the aoral prohibition against killing) 

yields the particular duty 'do not strangle (shoot, stab, etc.) that 

man' in a given situation. and the general duty to save a life yields 

'prevent that man fro. drowning' in another situation. For simplicity I 

will here use 'duty' and 'duties' to refer to one or aore particular 

duties or aoral obligations. And for brevity I will refer to the claim 

that negative duties (particular obligations not to cause harD) are 

stricter than positive duties (particular obligations to prevent ahara> 

as the 'Stricter Obligation Principle' (SOP>. 

What does it mean to say that negative duties are stricter? One 

popular answer is that stricter duties are ones that are "stronger" or 

".ore binding". But while this may be true. it does little to clarify 

the concept. A aore inforMative answer is found in Bruce Russell's 

(1977) arguments against the SOP. His view provides a good basis for 

assessing the SOP for two reasons. In addition to employing paradig_ 

counter-exa.ples to this principle, Russell offers a definition of 

"stricter" which captures (what I take to be) the standard interpreta-

tion of this terM. and proposes an alternative principle to account for 
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the considered aoral Judgments which support the SOP. In what follows I 

will first present Russell's account of "stricter", and then in the 

second subsection, discuss the strong points of the SOP given this 

account. The third subsection will concern the arguments against this 

principle. The analysis of Russell's alternative principle will be 

saved for the next ~ain. 

The Notion of "Stricter" and the 
Stricter Obligation Principle 

Russell defends the view that negative duties ~re not stricter 

than positive duties and provides the following analysts of "stricter" 

to sharpen his argument (1977 p 217). 

1) Horal Culpability: Duty S is stricter than ~uty T if. and 
only if, other things being equal, one is more cull)able for not 
having performed S than for not having performed T+ 

2) Utilitarian Overrides: Duty S is stricter thsn duty T if. 
and only if. other things being equal, a greater amount of non
moral good (e.g., plessure. freedom fro. pain and suffering, 
etc.) is required to Justify non-compliance with S than with T. 

3> Perfect vs. Imperfect Duties: Duty S is stricter than 
duty T if. and only if, other things being equal the amount of 
sacrifice owed to relevant inclividuals in the perfor~ance of S 
is greater than that for T. 

The second analysis is not relevant to the present inquiry (nor 

is it an integral part of Russell's arguments) and I shall not discuss 

it further. Russell explains the third analysis by saying that the 

amount of sacrifice owed to relevant individuals is greater in one case 

than in the other if either an agent would be aore culpable for the 

nonperformance of S (sense 1). or if a greater aMount of non-aoral good 

would be needed to override S (sense 2). We need only consider the 
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first option. The rest of his explanation of 3 is confusing, but if I 

understand him correctly, sense 3 is intended to accord with the 

principle that he later offers to replace the SOP. I will eet it aside 

for now and concentrate, as Russell does, on the first analysis. 

RUBsell's "aoral culpability" definition of 'stricter' raises 

two related probleMs which need to be resolved before we can proceed 

with the aaseSSMent of the SOP. Firat it is counter-intuitive when 

applied to cOMparison cases in which one of the "other things" that are 

equal is that both agents are insane. Since neither agent would be 

culpable for the nonperforMance of the duty, this definition allows that 

any two duties (e.g., a duty to rescue a drowning person and a duty to 

prevent a rock froa crushing a person's little toe>, are equally strict. 

(This probleM was discussed in more detail in chapter II.> Second, it 

has a siailar problem when applied to comparison cases in which (a) duty 

S and duty T are clearly significantly different, (b) Sand Teach 

conflict with stricter duty R, and (c) each agent did not perform 5 or T 

because he wss perforaing R. Since neither agent i8 culpable (assuming 

proper Motives, intentions, etc.) Russell's anslysis requires that are 

Sand T equally atrict. These problems can be avoided if we .odify this 

analysis of 'stricter' such that one agent would be aore culpable than 

the other agent were the agents culpable. (If, according to this Modi

fied account, R was stricter than S but not stricter than T, then we 

Might need to add a disJunctive clause for cases in which both agents 

are sane and only one is culpable because the other was Justified in the 

nonperforMance of S.> I will henceforth assume this aodification. 
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Given that "stricter" is defined in teras of the relative degree 

of aoral culpability that accoapanies the nonfulfillaent of the duties, 

the parallel between the SOP and the Intrinsic Difference Principle 

(killing is in it.elf aorally worse than letting die) is clear. A 

difference in the strictness of two duties entails that, other things 

equal, a violation of one duty is aorally worse Caore evil) than a 

violation of the other. Due to this parallel, a detailed account of the 

most com. on arguaents for and against the SOP is not needed. Instead, I 

will here sketch the structure of the arguments discussed in chapter II, 

and concentrate on soae arguments that have not yet been addressed. 

In Support of the Stricter 
Obligation Principle 

As with the Intrinsic Difference Principle, the SOP finds its 

strongest intuitive support in cases in which a duty not to cause ahara 

conflicts with a siailar duty to prevent a hara. Foot offers a case in 

which the lives of five patients can be saved "by the aanufacture of a 

certain gas, but this ineVitably releases lethal fuaes into the rooa of 

another patient whom for sORle reason we are unable to l1Iove" <1957 

p.163). The SOP accounts for the Judgment that it would be wrong to 

produce the gas (and that the agent would be culpable) by entailing that 

one's obligation not to cause harm is stronger than one's obligation to 

prevent harm. In short, the SOP captures the prevalent intuition that, 

in conflict cases, negative duties override siailar positive duties. 

The SOP also finds intuitive support in soae co.parison cases, for 

exaaple, ones in which the hara (or risk of hara> that the agent would 
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incur were he to fulfill his duty is significant, but still les8 than 

the harm that the victi~ would incur were the agent to violate his duty. 

The SOP sccounts for the Judgment that while an agent Bay be culpable 

for failing to prevent a serious hara in order to protect his own 

interests (from a less serious hara>. he is even aore culpable if he 

causes a serious hara to an innocent person for the saBe reason. 

Trammell offers the following such case (1975 p. 166). 

If someone threatened to steal 51000 froa a person if he did 
not take a gun and shoot a atranger between the eyes, it would 
be very wrong for hi. to kill the stranger to save his 51000. 
But if someone asked from that person 51000 to save a stranger, 
it would seem that his oblig~tion to grant this request would 
not be as great as his obligation to refuse the first de.and -
even if he had good reason for believing that without his 51000 
the stranger would certainly die. 

Also, if the harm that the agent would incur is quite grave, the 

SOP explains why an agent aay be Justified 1n his refraining froa 

preventing an even graver harm, even though an identical hara to the 

agent would not Justify his causing an even graver hara to an innocent 

person. Suppose, for example, that saving B's life requires that agent 

A donate one of his lungs to B, and that doing so will entail that A 

becomes weak and bed-ridden for the rest of his life. In this case it 

is, I think, permiSSible for A to choose to protect his own i.portant 

interests even though he could prevent a greater hara were he to 

sacrifice them. But when the example is changed such that the only way 

that A can avoid being weak and bed-ridden for the reat of his life is 

by killing B (perhaps he needs B's lung to cure his own illness>, then 

our Judgment should be quite different. It would be wrong for A to 

choose to protect his own interests at the cost of forcing B to 
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sac4iiice his. Thus, by adopting the SOP we can account for the 

intuition that an agent need not sacrifice his own i.portant interests 

whenever he could prevent a greater hara to so.eone else's interests 

(the size of the evil is not the only guide) without entailing that an 

agent aay cause a grave hara to an innocent person if that har. is 

needed to prevent a lesser hara to his own i.portant interests. In 

short, and with respect to co.parison exa.ples involving a constant but 

significant risk for the agent, the SOP accounts for the difference in 

our aoral assessaents of the acts which, or the agents who, violate 

siailar negative and positive duties. 

Before turning to the arguments against the SOP, two general 

coaments are in order. First, it will be important laler to note that 

the comparison cases which support the SOP are ones in which the two 

dutles being compared each conflict with a third aorally relevant 

consideration. This consideration will sometimes be another duty such 

that the comparison is between two conflict situations: On one side of 

the comparison we have duty negative duty N conflicting with duty 0, and 

on the other side we have positive duty P conflicting with 0 (and 0 can 

be either positive or negative). And other tiaes it will be the 

protection of the agent's own interests that conflicts with the fulfill

ment of N or P. (Though it seems aore natural to speak of an agent's 

"right" to protect his own interests, we can speak of an agent's 'duty 

to hiaself' so that this type of example fits the above fora.) 

Second, the intuitive support that such coaparison examplea lend 

to the SOP seems to be either leas persuasive or less prevalent than 
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that which is derived froa the conflict exaaples supporting the saae 

principle. Rachels (1979 p. 170) indicates the foraer when he adMits to 

the intuition that, in Traamell's example, shooting the stranger ia 

worse than refraining froa donating the S1000, yet claias that he does 

not have auch confidence in his intuition. And Russell (1977 p. 223) 

indicates the latter when he argues that great risk to the agent does 

not mark a difference in the stringency of negative and positive duties, 

because such a risk reduces the stringency of both types of duties. I 

will return to this argument later. The point here is that, thus far, 

the strongest grounds for recognizing the greater stringency of negative 

duties lies in our considered aoral Judgments about conflict case 

involving siailar negative and positive duties. 

Against the Stricter Obligation Principle 

There are three basic ways to criticize the SOP. One is to show 

that it has counter-intuitive iaplications, another is to criticize the 

arguments or exaaples that seem to support this principle, and a third 

is to show that it is not needed to account for the above discussed 

considered moral Judgments. I will address these in turn. 

The most common criticisms of the SOP also parallel those of the 

Intrinsic Difference Principle. Comparison exaaples are offered in 

which (a) the only relevant difference between the two cases is that one 

involves a violation of a negative duty while the other involves a 

violation of a positive duty, and (b) the effort or risk morally 

required of the agent is ainiaal. Russell suggests such a case when he 

aodifies Tram.ell's exaaple such that in one case the agent stands to 
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lose 51 if he does not shoot a stranger, and in the other case he could 

prevent the death of a stranger by donating 51. And since it is assumed 

to be intuitively clear that the acts are both wrong and that agents are 

equally culpable, then it follows that the agent's positive duty to 

prevent a death is as strict as his negative duty not to kill. 

In contrast to the conflict situations that provide the 

strongest support for the SOP, these cOMparison exaMples provide its 

~ost da.aging criticisa. They show the SOP to be counter-intuitive in 

that entails that there are no cases in which other things are equal and 

the acts or agents which violate siailar negative and positive duties 

deserve equivalent aoral assessaents. I will refer to such cases as the 

'standard' counter-exaMples to the SOP, and assuMe, as I think is 

correct, that the SOP cannot be defended against these charges. In 

other words, if we adopt this principle in order to account for our 

(above discussed) considered moral Judgments in conflict situations and 

in comparison situation~ involving a significant risk for the agent, 

then we must accept its problematic implications when applied to other 

co~parlson situations as well. 

Russell compounds the argument against the SOP by criticizing 

its implications 1n the area that (I have suggested) is the stronghold 

for the greater stringency of negative duties. He discusses two 

conflict situations involving siailar negative and positive duties and 

argues that "absurd consequences result if the refraining from 

inJuring/bringing aid distinction is taken to be .orally significant" 

(1977 p. 215). If Russell's arguaent about these examples succeeds, 
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then the SOP is much less plausible than it initially appeared. I will 

argue that it does not. 

When discussing an exa.ple about a runaway railway tram Russell 

argues (1967 p. 226): 

If the driver has to do something (e.g., turn a wheel~ pull 
a lever, etc.) to steer down track A upon which one person is 
tied, but can remain on track B, where one person is also tied, 
without doing anything (e.g., by keeping his hands off a wheel, 
a lever, etc.), then by the principle under consideration he 
would have a greater duty to stay on B than to steer down A 
(other things being equal). However, 1 think that .ost of us 
would Judge that it is .orally indifferent which alternative the 
driver adopts. 

There are two problems with this argument. First, Russell 

correctly notes that the presence or absence of movements does not 

effect a morally significant difference in the above cases. But since 

the distinction between negative and positive duties does not rest on 

the distinction between negative and positive acts, it 1s at least not 

obvious that this example involves a conflict between a negative and a 

positive duty. And if it does not, then it is not even a test case for 

the SOP. Given that the driver is in charge of the tram, this case 

seems most plausibly viewed as a conflict between a negative duty not to 

run over and kill A and a negative duty not to run over and kill B. 

This is especially clear if the driver could have prevented the tram 

from going out of control in the first place. But even if the driver 

was not at fault, it would still be the case that he had two negative 

duties. The difference now would be only that he would be excused for 

running over A or B, not that he would have a conflict between a 

negative duty to A and a positive duty B. 
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The second problea is that the persuasivQness of Russell's 

arguaent depends on whether we agree that it i8 .orally indifferent 

which alternative the agent adopts. While I share Russell's intuition 

that agents' alternatives are aorally indifierent when they are 

evaluated independently, I do not think that it is absurd to assert that 

the agent ought not to pull the lever. In chapter II I suggested that 

in conflict cases such as the one above, there aay be a reason for 

prefering one choice to the other. namely. that since other things are 

equal, the driver has no Morally good reason to prefer A's death to B's 

death. and thus no aoral reason to transfer the iapending hara fro. B to 

A. (Were he to do so we should. I think. expect an explanation.) This 

view does not necessarily defend the SOP, because it is not based on the 

greater stringency of negative duties (it applies even if the agent has 

two positive or two negative duties). But it does show that if the 

above exaaple were a conflict situation between a neg~tive and a 

positive duty. then the i.plication of the SOP (that the agent ought not 

to pull the lever) need not be as counter-intuitive as Russell suggests. 

Russell's second conflict counter-exaaple to the SOP (1977 

p. 220) is a modified version of one of Foot's supporting exeaples. 

Suppose that the innocent aan the Judge has in custody ls a 
diabetic. Now he can obtain the release of five hostages by (i) 
letting the diabetic die through refusing hi. insulin or by (11) 
killing hi. through hanging, shooting, etc. On the other hand. 
he can (iii) refuse to either kill the diabetic or let hia die 
and thereby let the hostages be killed. 

Let us cell this cases the 'hostage' exa.ple. Russell's arguaent is 

that if the distinction between negative and positive duties is taken to 

be aorally significant, then it leads to the "absurd consequence" that 
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the Judge would have a "stricter duty to let the diabetic die than to 

kill hia" (1977 p. 221). 

One probleM with Russell's arguaent is that he creates confusion 

by offering what appears to be one conflict exaaple involving three 

alternatives. The Judge could fulfill any two of his duties snd violate 

a third. But Since the SOP is silent when applied to a conflict between 

two positive duties. this exa~ple can only be evaluated if we view it as 

a comparison example of two conflict situatione. The duty to the 

hostages needs tb be viewed ss 8 third aoral consideration (T) such that 

the comparison is between (a) a conflict between T and a duty not to 

kill. and (b) a conflict between T and a duty to prevent a death. 

A second problem is that the SOP is supposed to be counter-

intuitive because it iMplies that killing in order to aid the hostages 

is worse than letting die in order to aid the hostages. But to get this 

cOllparison started, Russell Must assulle that "refuslng" the diabetic 

insulin 1S a Violation of a positive duty, i.e., it is not a case of 

killing. This is not obvious given the liaited inforMation in the above 

example. FurtherMore, when the second conflict is clearly one between 

two positive duties, some persons do not find the SOP to be counter-

intuitive. Blumenfeld suggests that we compare the negative-positive 

conflict with the following POSitive-positive conflict <1981 p. 325). 

Suppose that the prisoner will die unless he has an 
operation perforMed by a certain doctor who practices in 0 

distant city. The doctor would not normally aake himself 
available under such circuastances, but he happens to be a close 
friend of the Judge. Only if the Judge prevalls upon his friend 
to do so would the doctor 8ake the Journey and perform the 
operation. From his window, however, the Judge can see five 



hostages held at gunpoint. He is told that if he so auch as 
picks up the phone the five will be shot. 

BluMenfeld claiMs that while it would be wrong for a Judge to 
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kill the diab~tic. it is not wrong for hi. to refrain froa securing the 

prisoner's operation, even though the lives of five others depend on the 

Judge's choice in each case. And if this is the case, then Russell's 

exaMple (assu.ing that refusing the diabetic insulin is a case of 

letting die) actually supports the SOP. 

The last probleM in Russell's arguaent lies in how he views the 

Judge's duties. Recall that Russell's contention is that the 

distinction between negative and positive duties cannot be aorally 

significant because if it were then the Judge would have "a stricter 

duty to let the diabetic die than a duty to kill hi." (eaphasis added). 

While I agree with Russell that this consequence is "absurd", our 

reasons are iaportantly different. 

Russell assuaes that the Judge has a duty to kill the diabetic 

and (questionably> a duty to let hi. die because the diabetic~s death is 

needed to prevent the death of the hostages. The problem lies not with 

whether the duties are overridden, rather, the probleM is that the Judge 

si.ply does not have 8 duty to kill the diabetic nor a duty to let hi. 

die. What he does have i8 a duty to prevent the death of the hostages 

and a duty not to kill the diabetic either by action or o.ission. <If a 

case could be aade that refusing insulin is a violation of a positive 

duty, then the Judge would also have a duty to prevent the death of the 

diabetic.) And the proble. for the Judge (and moral philosophers) is to 

deter.ine which of these duties aay be Justifiably violated. 
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Let us suppose, counterfactually, that the morally correct act 

is one which kills the disbetic and prevents the death of the hostages. 

To say that it is the correct sct is not to say that the Judge has a 

duty to kill, and that in acting correctly he fulfills ~ duty to klil. 

Rather, it is to say that the duty not to kill is, in this conflict 

case, Justifiably violated or overridden by the duty to prevent the 

death of the hostages. Were the Judge to act incorrectly by refusing to 

kill the diabetic then he unJustifiably violates his duty to the 

hostages. What he does not do is unJustifiably violate a duty to kill 

the diabetic and unJustifiably ful!lll a duty to let the hostages die. 

He never had these duties. 

More generally, we need to distinguish between positive duties 

to prevent harm and negative duties not to cause harm on the one hand, 

and the acts needed to fulfill these duties on the other. In (nor~al) 

conflict Situations the agent does not have four moral duties: one not 

to kill X. one to prevent V's death. one to kill X and one not to 

prevent V's death. He has only the first two dutles and the reason that 

he is in a conflict situation is because the act needed to fulfill one 

duty will also violate the other duty. In short, to say that an agent 

Justifiably kills or Justifiably lets SODeOue die is not to say that he 

fulfilled a duty to kill or let die. It says that he had sound moral 

reason for perforaing an otherwise prohibited act. 

So Russell has not presented persuasive conflict counter

examples to the SOP. To reJect this principle we have. thus far, only 

the standard coaparison counter-examples, such as the Sl-10s8 case. 
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Litchenberg (1981) offers a different approach when, instead of offering 

counter-exa~ples to the SOP. she crlticizes the arguments and exaap1es 

offered to support this principle. In particular, she reJects the 

intuitive support that see~s to come froa Trammell's 51000-10ss case, 

and in general argues that the significance of the distinction between 

negative and positive duties is not supported by conflict cases 

involving a significant risk for the agent. 

With respect to Trammell's example she argues. (a) it is not a 

proper co~parison exaMple because one case involves a threat while the 

other does not. (b) proper co~parison cases in which the "sacrifice 

involved in fulfilling the duty are approximately equivalent and 

significant •••• are so hard to imagine that this is itself a reason to be 

suspicious about the significance of the distlnction" (1982 p. 27), and 

that (c) if fulfllling a negative duty involves great sa~rifice then 

this would diminish its strlngency as well. Thus Litchenberg seems to 

be suggesting that our intuitions about situations involving a signifi

cant risk for the agent are misguided. Such a risk to the agent would 

not Justify a difference in the assessaents of the acts or agents, 

because this risk would have an equivalent effect on the stringency of 

both types of duties. In other words. we should not be assuming that 

the stringency of the positive duty must COMe up to the level of the 

negative duty (it aight be counter-intuitive to require this auch of the 

agent). but rather, we should recognize that a significant risk to the 

agent reduces the stringency of the negative duty to the (already 

reduced) level of the positive duty. 
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In response to this argument, I do not think that the threat 

aspect of Tram.ell's example .arks a morally i.portant difference 

between the two cases. But even if it did, it could be easily reMoved 

and replaced with, for example, an assumption that the agent .ust 

destroy an invention in which he has invested $1000 in order to avoid 

killing an innocent person. The iMportant contrast is that in one case, 

the agent needs to suffer a $1000 dollar set-back to his interests (or 

any other set back that is significant and equivalent in the two cases) 

in order not to cause a harm, and in the other case he needs to suffer 

an equivalent set-back ~n order to prevent a hara. And contrary to 

claim (b), such cases are not that difficult to imagine. 

More iMportantly though, claim (c) (that great sacrifice reduces 

the stringency of a negative duty) will not do the work Litchenberg 

intends for it. Arguing that a great sacrifice diminishes the strin

gency of a duty (e.g., it is worse to kill (or let die) to save $1 than 

it is to kill (or let die) to save $1000) does not show that regardless 

of the degree of sacrifice involved, negative and positive are equally 

strict. The crucial quest~on about these comparison examples is whether 

the same degree of risk or sacrifice for the agents in the two cases (or 

the same duty that conflicts with the other two) has an identical effect 

on the stringency of the negative and the positive duty. Our intuitions 

tell us that it does not, and there is nothing which precludes us from 

agreeing with claim (c) and also holding that the reduction is even 

greater when the duty involved is positive. (This .ay be Just what 

Traamell intended: shooting the stranger in order to prevent a 
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Sl set-back to the agent's interests is more reprehensible than shooting 

hi. in order to prevent a S1000 set-back, which in turn is aore repre

hensible than letting the stranger die in order to save the S1000.) 

Thus Litchenberg has not established that those who find Traa.ell's 

exa.ple persuasive are mistaken, nor that such comparison cases do not 

support the greater stringency of negative duties. Further~ore, were it 

the case that great sacrifice had an identical effect on the stringency 

of siailar negative and positive duties, then we could not account for 

our considered aoral Judg~ents about differences in when a violation is 

Justified. (This was elaborated in the second section above.) Either an 

agent would be required to sacrifice his own i~portant interests when

ever he could prevent a hara that is greater that that which he would 

incur, or violations of negative duties would be Justified much aore 

often than we seem willing to accept. 

The third way to criticize the SOP is to argue that it is not 

needed to account for our considered moral JudgMents about particular 

cases. When combined with the standard counter-examples to the SOP, 

this is the aost promising aethod for refuting this principle. If 

successful, it allows us to recognize the intuitive persuaslveness of 

the Judgments that support the greater stringency of negative duties 

(Litchenberg's and Russell's criticisms had problems in this respect), 

without actually defending the SOP. Tooley (1972 p. 59) adopts this 

line when he explains why we are mistakenly led to believe that the 

distinction between negative and positive duties is aorally significant. 

He argues that the appeal of the SOP: 



••• arises from an intuitive response to exaaples such as the 
following. Even if it is wrong not to send food to starving 
people in other parts of the world it is More wrong still to 
kill soaeone. And isn't the correct conclusion, then, that one's 
obligation to refrain fro~ killing so~eone is a more serious 
obligation than one's obligation to save lives? 

I want to argue that this is not the correct conclusion •••• 
The difference in our intuitions about situations that involve 
giving aid to others and corresponding situations that involve 
not interfering with others is to be explained by reference to 
the probable difference in the aotivations operating in the two 
Situations, and not by reference to the distinction between 
positive and negative duties. For once it is epeci1ied that the 
aotivation is the same in each case we realize that (violating 
the positive duty] is as wrong in the one case as ~violating the 
negative duty] is in the other. 
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Tooley is arguing that the distinction between negative and 

positlve duties is not Morally significant, and that w1 are mistakenly 

led to believe that it is significant by considering celses in which we 

have implicitly assumed a significant difference in thEI agent's motives. 

He offers a standard counter-example to the SOP, and concludes that when 

other things (including the agents' aotives) really are equal, it is 

clear that negative and positive duties are &orally equivalent. Thus, 

if Tooley is correct, the arguaent against the SOP is much stronger. 

Not only is it counter-intuitive when applied to so~e comparison situa-

tions, it is not even needed to account for the intuitive Judgments that 

see. to support this principle. The difference in our intuitive assess-

ments of violations of negative and positive duties can instead be 

accounted for by recognizing (our implicit assumption) that the agents 

had significantly different motives. 

Does Tooley's argument succeed? He correctly notes both that 

agents often have different motives for causing harm and refraining froD 
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preventing har., and the aoral significance of the distinction between 

negative and positive duties should not be defended by citing coaparison 

cases in which this is true. But the success of his argu.ent requires 

that all (or the .ost persuasive) the cases that seem to support the SOP 

are ones in which the agents have significantly different aotives. In 

other words, his view requires that there are no cases in which other 

things are equal and the difference between causing har. and failing to 

prevent har. (intuitively) Justifies a difference in the assessments of 

the acts or agents. 1 will argue that his arguaent cannot succeed. 

First, it is at least questionable whether, as Tooley suggests, 

every co.parison case which appears to support the significance of the 

distinction between negative and positive duties can be "explained by 

reference to the probable difference in the aotivations" of the agents. 

In Tram.ell's $1000-10ss case, for exa.ple, the agent's .otive is the 

same in each case. He shot the man or allowed the man to die in order 

to retain his $1000. Here Tooley would need to either (a) argue that 

the aotives are in fact different, (b) argue that, contrary to (soae of) 

~ur intuitions, the agents do deserve the saae assess.ent, or (c) 

provide another argu.ent for why our intuitions about coaparison cases 

involving significant sacrifice for the agent do not support the SOP. 

Second, and aore iaportantly, Tooley ought not apply his 

arguaent to those conflict situations which support the significance of 

the distinction between positive and negative duties. To claim that we 

are led to false conclusions in these conflict cases, because we have 

failed to recognize a difference in the agent's aotives, is to refute 
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his own position (i.e., that, other things equal, there lS no .orally 

significant difference between causing hara and failing to prevent 

harM). Consider, for exa.ple, the alternative scenarios of Dinello's 

hospital-transplant exaMple (chapter II p. 16). In the first, the agent 

killed X and his aotive was that he wanted to prevent V's death. In the 

second, the agent let V die and his aotive was that he wanted to avoid 

killing X. Our intuitions tell us, I assume, that these two cases are 

not aorally equivalent, that killing X in the first case is worse than 

letting V die in the second case. And it is because of this Judgaent 

that Dinello's exaaple supports the SOP. Now Tooley's arguaent requires 

that to account for this Judg.ent (without defending the greater 

stringency of negative duties), it must be the case that the agents' 

aotives in the two scenarios are significantly different. Yet if this is 

the case. if the motive 'to avoid letting V die' is significantly 

different froa the aotive 'to avoid killing X' then this .ust be because 

the difference between killing and letting die (or between the duty not 

to kill X and the duty to prevent V's death) is morally significant. 

Thus Tooley is in the following dileMma. On the one hand. if 

the aotives are equivalent (as Tooley requires of any example offered to 

support the SOP), then the intuitive support that this exaaple does lend 

to the SOP cannot be explained by citing a difference in the agent'a 

aotives. And this shows that, contrary to Tooley, there are some cases 

in which other things are equal and our considered .oral JudgMents do 

support the greater stringency of negative duties. On the other hand. 

if the aotives are Significantly different (as is required to show that 
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this example aistakenly supports the SOP>, then this aust be because the 

difference between killing and letting die is Morally significant. But 

this is also inconsistent with Tooley's view. In short, since in S08e 

conflict situations involving siailar negative and positive duties, the 

aotives are significantly different only if negative and positive duties 

are significantly different, then a difference in the agents' aotives 

cannot be used to explain why we are aistakenly led to believe that the 

distinction is significant. Tooley needs to go between the horns and 

argue that our intuitions about conflict situations are not to be 

trusted. And this he has not done. 

I have been considering three general ways to argue against the 

SOP and found only one of them to be successful. Namely, this principle 

has been shown to be counter-intuitive in that it entails that in 

coaparison situations involving miniaal risk <cost, trouble, etc.), for 

the agent, an unJustified violation of the negative duty .ust be morally 

worse than an unJustified violation of the siailar positive duty. But 

the critics of this principle have not shown that it is not needed to 

account for our considered aoral Judgments in other areas, nor that 

these Judgaents are miaguided. More specifically, I have argued, first, 

that the SOP does not have absurd iaplications when applied to conflict 

situations, and that this area is the stronghold for the SOP. Second, I 

have argued that, contrary to Litchenberg, our considered aoral Judg

aents about coaparison situations involving 8 significant risk for the 

agent do support the greater stringency of negative duties, and that 

this is true even if such a risk reduces the stringency of both types of 
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duties. And third, I have argued that while agents often have different 

aotives for causing hara and refraining fro. preventing hara, this 

eapirical fact cannot always explain the difference in our intuitive 

assessMents of such acts, nor establish that we are only Mistakenly led 

to believe that the difference betweeen the duties is significant. 

Thus while we have reason to reJect the SOP, we also have reason 

to reJect the rival view that negative and positive duties are always 

(other things equal) aorally equivalent. If we adopt the foraer, then 

we Must adMit that causing harM is always worse than failing to prevent 

harM (other things equal). Yet if we adopt the latter, then we aust 

adMit that positive duties are as strict as negative duties, and this 

leaves us unable to account for those considered aoral Judgments that do 

support the SOP. Russell (1977 p. 215) offers a way out of this problem 

by positing a principle which can account "for the intuitive Judgaents 

we make in those cases generally thought to support the claiM that 

negative duties are stricter than positive duties" yet which does not 

rely on the distinction between causing hara and refraining froa 

preventing harm. This principle will be the focus of the next section. 

Russell's Principle 

After criticizing the SOP RU6seil draws the conclusion that as 

long as other things are equal. positive duties are as strict as 

negative duties. and that "Just as Much effort or risk is required in 

the one case as in the other" (1977 p. 226). He claims that those cases 

which seem to support the greater stringency of negative duties are all 

conflict cases in which death or inJury to one is needed to prevent 
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death or inJury to another. He posits the following principle to 

account for our considered Moral Judgsents in these case8 (1977 p. 227). 

Other things equal, it ia worse (Morally> to adopt a plan 
which calls for harming 80Me in order to aid others than it is 
to let those others be harMed regardless of whether (a) the harM 
to aOMe is brought about through an action or an oMiasion and 
whether (b) the harM is logically necessary or only physically 
inevitable given the successful execution of the plan. 

In what follows I will evaluate this principle (henceforth 

called "Russell's Principle") with the aia of deterMining whether it is 

a Morally preferable alternative to the SOP. The superiority of his 

view will depend upon whether it Meeta the following three requireaents. 

One, it sust be able to account for at leaat the core set of considered 

Moral JudgMent. that support the SOP. Two, it Must be able to fulfill 

the firat requireMent without being SUbJect to the probleMatic iaplica-

tions of the SOP. And three, it Must be able to fulfill the first two 

requireMents without having its own counter-intuitive iMplications that 

are More daMaging than those that plague the SOP. Though.y attention 

will be on the third requireMent, a discussion of the first two is 

needed to clarify the differences and siailarities between Russell's 

Principle and the SOP. 

One initial difficulty in COMparing these principles is due to 

the fact that Russell's Principle speaks only of causing harM and 

failing to prevent harM without reference to the duties involved. The 

problem this raiaes concerns the relationship between the "other things 

equal" clause and the level of harM involved in the agent's alterna-

tives. I have suggested that a defender of the greater stringency of 

negstive duties should require that this clause includes an equivalence 
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in the level of hara with which the duties are concerned, as opposed to 

an equivalence in the total amount of hara that would result in either 

alternative. This enables one to explain why it is iaperaissible to 

kill one innocent person in order to prevent the death of five. But in 

Russell's Principle it is not clear whether the "other things equal" 

clause extends to the amount of hara in each alternative. On the one 

hand, it seems that it should or else the principle would prohibit 

causing (or allowing) a very ainor hara in order to prevent a aaJor 

hara. On the other hand, it seems that it should not requires such an 

equivalence or else the scope of application of his principle would be 

so restricted that it could not account for aany of the considered aoral 

Judgaents that support the SOP. For exa.ple, it would not apply to any 

case in which one alternative involved the death of two or aore persons 

and the other alternative involved the death of one person. To avoid 

this difficulty I will assume that Russell's Principle can be aodified, 

or at least understood in a way that parallels the SOP. More specifi

cally, I will assume that "other things equal" covers an equivalence in 

the level of hara to individuals in the two alternative plans, as 

opposed to an equivalence in the total aaount of hara that would ensue 

were either plan adopted. 

With respect to the first requireaent, it should be clear that 

both Russell's Principle and the SOP account for our considered aoral 

Judgaents in conflict situations involving siailar positive and negative 

duties. Indeed, perhaps the aost striking feature of Russell's 

Principle is its siailarity to the claiR that negative duties are 
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stricter than positive duties. Both assert that W~ ought not to bring 

inJury to one (violate a negative duty) in order to bring aid to another 

(fulfill a positive duty). Russell's Principle explicitly etates that 

the Manner in which the negative duty is violated (either by an action 

or an omission) is irrelevant, but given the previous analysis of the 

distinction between negative and positive duties, the SOP iaplicitly 

entails the saae claim. Still, it would be a aistake to assume that 

Russell's Principle is simply the SOP restated so that it applies only 

to conflict situations. 

The wording of Rusaell's Principle is misleading. He states that 

"it is 1lI0rally worse to adopt a plan which calls for har.ing soae in 

order to aid others ..... , and that it is irrelevant whether "the hara to 

some is brought about through an action or an oaission" (emphasis 

added). This illlplies that he is only concerned with conflicts between a 

negative and a positive duty. Yet Russell (1977 p. 228) explains his 

principle as entailing that "it ia worse to kill ~ let die in order to 

save others than it is to simply let those others die", which shows that 

he wants his principle to apply to conflicts between two positive duties 

(emphasis added). Furtheraore, his principle aust be applicable to 

conflicts between two duties of the same type because it is intended to 

supplement the general view that, other things equal, there is no 

morally significant difference between causing hara and failing to 

prevent hara. (To restrict the principle to conflicts between a 

negative and a positive duty would be to adait that there is a signifi

cant difference between such a csse and one in which the conflict is 
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between two duties of the saae type.> Thus Russell's view coaaits hi. 

to holding that violating negative duty N in order to fulfill duty a is 

aorally equivalent to violating siailar positive duty P in order to 

fulfill 0, as long as other things are equsl, and regardless of whether 

a is positive or negatiye. This brings us to the first critical 

difference between Russell's Principle and the SOP: While the foraer 

Rust be understood as applying to negative-negative conflicts, negative

positive conflicts and positive-positive conflicts, the latter is silent 

when the conflict is between two duties of the saae type. 

There is a second i.portant difference between the scope of 

application of Russell's Principle and that of the SOP. While Russell's 

Principle applies only to conflict situations, the SOP applies to both 

conflict and coaparison situations. This difference provides Russell's 

Principle with the initial benefit of escaping the SOP's probleaatic 

iaplications for coaparison cases involving ainiaal risk for the agent. 

And since this is the area in which the SOP finds its aost da.aging 

iaplications <i.e., it entails that the agent is aore culpable for 

violating the negative duty than the positive duty>, then Ruasell's 

Principle fulfills the second require.ent. But it would be preaature to 

assuae that his principle can have n2 troublesoae iaplications with 

respect to coaparison situations. Although it applies only to conflict 

situations, Russell's Princi~le can be evaluated via so.e coaparison 

situations, naaely, those in which we are co.paring two siailar conflict 

situations. And aince, as I have argued, the SOP finds intuitive 

support in coaparison cases in which the negative and the positive duty 
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each conflict with a third aorally relevant consideration, the 

superiority of Russell's Principle will depend, in part, on whether it 

yields the intuitively correct implications in these cases as well. 

In short, then, the initial plausibility of Russell's Principle 

lies in the fsct that (a) it captures SOP's proscription against 

violating a negative duty in order to fulfill a siailar positive duty, 

without (b) asserting that the distinction between causing hsrm and 

refraining froa preventing harm is aorally significant in itself, such 

that (c) it is able to avoid the counter-intuitive iaplications of the 

SOP. I will now argue that it achieves this plausibility at a price. 

Russell's PrinCiple entails much more than that negative duties 

override siMilar positive duties (other things equal). Since nothing 

can rest on the difference between causing hara and failing to prevent .. 

har., it applies to any type of conflict situation and entails that: 

1) An agent ought not to cause hara to A in order to prevent 
a siailar hara to B (a negative-positive conflict>: 

2) An agent ought not to refrain froa preventing harm to A 
in order to prevent a siailar hara to B (a positive-positive 
conflict); 

3) An agent ought not to refrain froa preventing hara to A 
in order avoid causing a similar harm to B (a positive-negative 
conflict); and 

4) An agent ought not cause hara to A in order avoid causing 
a siailar hara to B (a negative-negative conflict). 

These extra implications cause probleas for both the consistency 

of Russell's general view and the intuitive acceptability of his 

prinCiple. In discussing these probleas my aain aim is to establish that 

Russell's Principle does not fulfill the third requirement for being a 
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aorally preferable alternative to the SOP, i.e., it has ita own counter-

intuitive iaplications that are at least as, if not aore, aerious than 

those of the SOP. My secondary aia is to sharpen the prior arguaenta, 

as well as suggest additional reasons, for why we need to recognize a 

aorally significan·t difference between duties not to cause hara and 

duties to prevent hara. 1 

Before Russell's Principle can be evaluated a few points need to 

be clarified. These concern the second clause of his principle and the 

notion of "adopting a plan". Let us take another look at his principle. 

Other things equal, it is worso (aorally) to adopt a plan 
which calls for haraing soae in order to aid others than it is 
to let those others be haraed regardless of whether (a) the 
hara to soae is brought about through an action or an oaission 
and whether (b) the hara is logically necessary or only phYSi
cally inevitable given the successful execution of the plan. 

Russell's reason for adding clause (b) is to avoid counter-exaaples in 

which an agent seeas to escape the dictates of his principle by 

proclaiaing that the hara that he caused or allowed to occur to A was 

not really part of what he 'planned' to do, but was instead a foreseen 

but unintended consequence of preventing B's hara. For exaaple, Ruasell 

wants to preclude a defense such as "all 1 intended to do was to take 

A's organs and tr~nsplant thea to B, A's death was certainly not part of 

1. When evaluating the iaplications of Russell's principle. I 
will (unless otherwise noted) rely on cases in which the hara that B 
would incur is one which the agent refrains froa preventing. This is 
done to eiaplify diacussions about Russell's principle and to facilitate 
the coaparison between it and the SOP. (The cases that have been offered 
in support of the SOP have been either type 1 conflict. or coaparisons 
between 1 and 2.) I do not aean to i.ply that Russell's principle is 
trouble-free when the conflict is between two negative duties. 
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My plan!". Thus for Russell#a Principle, it ia not iaportant whether 

the agent wanted or intended the hara to occur to A, nor whether that 

hara to A was caused or allowed to occur. What is iaportant ia whether 

A's hara is physically inevitable given the coapletion of the agent's 

plan for preventing hara to 8. This explanation suggests three 

additional points about his principle. First, "a plan" refers to the 

steps, or course of events, that is needed to achieve a given end, 

rather than to the agent's own intentions about those steps. Second, 

that "to adopt" a plan is to undertake these steps or eabark on a 

particular course of action, rather than to have a particular attitude 

towards this plan. And third, the phrase "in order to" refers to the 

whole plan which the agent adopts as a aeans to preventing 8's hara, 

rather than to the particular hara that was caused or sllowed to occur 

to A (i.e., the agent adopted plan P in order to prevent B's hara and 

part of P entailed that hara was caused or allowed to occur to A).2 By 

theaselves, clause (b) and these points of clarification are unprob-

leaatic. They are in accord with our aoral intuitions and they allow 

2. In other words, it is not that the agent caused or allowed 
hara to A in order to prevent hara to B, but rather that the agent 
adopted a plan as a aeans to, or in order to, prevent hara to B, and 
this plan was such that its COMpletion entailed that hara to A was 
caused or allowed to occur. This interpretation is needed to to account 
for our Judgaenta in caaes auch as Foot's aedicine exaaple 1n which the 
production of a gas that would save five live. would also produce fuaes 
that are lethal to one. In this case the death of one ia not the aeans 
to preventing the others' hara, but rather, the aeans to preventing the 
others' hara entails the death of one. Also, the phraae "in order to" 
should not be thought to carry any aoral iaplications about the agent'. 
intentions (e.g. whether he wanted or aiaed at A's hara) nor the logical 
necessity of A'. hara (e.g., whether A's hara was logically necesaary or 
only physically inevitable given the execution of the plan). 
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Russell's Principle to avoid a nUMber of probleMs (e.g., abuse of the 

notion of a "plan"p the significance of the difference between direct 

and oblique intentions, and having the assessaent of an act influenced 

by the agent's intentiona). But when they are cOMbined with Russell's 

cOM.itMent to the Moral equivalence of causing harM and refraining froa 

preventing harM (other things equal), serious probleas arise. 

The first proble. is one of consistency. Russell's Principle 

asserts that (in a conflict situation in which other things are equal) 

an agent ought not to adopt a plan for preventing B'. hara in which it 

is physically inevitable that harM to A will be caused or allowed to 

occur. Instead, the agent ought to adopt the alternative plan in which 

harM to B is allowed to occur. The proble. is that this is inconsistent 

with his earlier defense of the aoral equivalence of negative and 

positive duties. He has used exaMples such as that of the 'run-away 

railway traa' and the 'diabolical Machine' (cases 1n which the death of 

one can be prevented only by perforMing a siMple act which in turn 

brings about the death of another) to establish that the difference 

between negative a~d positive duties cannot be Morally Significant, 

because the agent's alternatives in these cases are .orally equivalent. 

Yet his principle has the opposite iMplication for these exaMples. It 

entails that it is worse for the agent to adopt the plan in which he 

pushes the button or pulls the lever, in order to prevent B's death, 

than it ia to adopt the alternative plan in which he refrains froa 

preventing B'a death, because the forMer alternative aMounta to bringing 

about A's death in order to prevent B's death. 
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This inconsistency aight see a to be a ainor and easily avoided 

problem. Earlier I suggested that there is a reason for prefering one 

alternative to the other in the above cases (i.e •• that the agent has no 

aorally good reason for transfeTring the har. froa one to the other) 

which does not entail that causing hara is in itself worse than failing 

to prevent hara. Thus Russell could aodify his claias about these cases 

while still reJecting the SOP. But the defense of his overall view ie 

not this siaple. In addition to iaplying that the agent's alternatives 

are significantly different in cases in which ~ claias they are aorally 

equivalent, his principle iaplies that the agent's alternatives are 

significantly different in any case in which har. to A is a physical 

inevitability of preventing hara to B. This is a proble. for two 

reasons which I will first state and then explain. First, Russell's 

PrinCiple will apply to every conflict situation and thus be 

inconsistent with our considered aoral Judgaents in those conflict 

situations in which the agent's alternatives are clearly aorally 

indifferent (whereas the SOP will accord with theae Judgaents). Second. 

his principle has the absurd consequence that for one conflict situation 

in which other things are equal. each alternative can be siaultaneously 

worse than the other. 3 

3. I will be saying that Russell's principle "applies" to a 
situation as a siapler way to say that with respect to that conflict 
situation the principle entails that the agent's alternatives are 
significantly different. Conversely, to say that Russell's principle 
does not apply to a given conflict situation is short for saying that 
the truth of Russell's principle is consistent with the aoral 
equivalence of the agent's alternatives in that situation. 
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At the base of these problems is the fact that for any conflict 

aituation A's incurring hara is always a physical inevitability of B's 

not incurring hara and vice versa. 4 This is a necessary condition for 

classifying the situation a conflict situation. In the examples we have 

been considering the agent .ust choose between (a) pulling a switch, 

producing a gas, refusing to the give diabetic insulin, or transplanting 

A's organs, with the result that one person dies, and (b) not doing the 

any of the above with the result that another person(s) dies. So, with 

respect to the resolution of any conflict situation, if B is free of 

harm, then he is in this state because the agent adopted a plan whose 

cOMpletion entailed that hara was either caused or allowed to occur to 

A. And if it was B that incurred the har., then this is because the 

agent adopted the alternative plan which precluded harm to A and had B's 

harM as physically inevitable. Thus Russell's Principle applies to 

every conflict situation, because, regardless of which plan the agent 

adopts, harM or death to one party is always caused or allowed to occur 

in the course of preventing (or refraining frOM causing) harM or death 

to the other party. 

Given the above, Russell's Principle is counter-intuitive when 

applied to conflict situations in which the agent's alternatives are 

incontrovertibly indifferent. Consider the following case. 

4. That is, any conflict situation of the type I have been 
discussing, i.e., ones in which there are two conflicting duties, no 
alternative which would allow the agent to fulfill both duties, and the 
agent is a aoral agent. Thus by the nature of a conflict Situation, one 
person's hara is physically inevitable. 



The only available plane has been sent to rescue two 
survivors of a shipwreck, who are in need of ia~ediate aedical 
care and who are believed to be stranded on island I. Midway in 
flight the pilot learns that although one of the survivors is on 
island I, the other has in fact drifted to island I'. The plane 
has only enough fuel to reach one island or the other and return 
to the hospital at the hoae base. 5 
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Let us refer to the survivor on I as 'A' and the survivor on I' 

as 'B', and, for later reference, to this exaaple as the 'shipwreck 

exsmple'. Given Russell's Principle, the pilot is in deep trouble. If 

he chooses to rescue B, then he adopts a plan which calls for allowing A 

to die in order to prevent B's death, such that this plan is morally 

worse than his alternative plan in which he refrains flrom preventing B's 

death. But if he chooses to rescue A, then he adopts f plan which 

allows B to die, such that this plan is morally worse than the 

alternative plan in which he refrains froa preventing I~'s death. The 

pilot cannot win! His only other alternative is to rescue neither A nor 

s, but this i8 clearly the worst alternative and one that is not even 

open to a aoral agent. 

The problea for Russell's Principle is that while it correctly 

entails that, in a negative-positive conflict situation, it is worse to 

cause a hara than it is to fail to prevent a similar hara (other things 

equal), it also entails that when the conflict is between two similar 

positive duties it is worse to fail to prevent 8 harm than it is to fail 

to prevent a siailar hara. And not only does it imply that one alterna-

tive is always worse than th~ other, it has the absurd iaplication that 

5. This exaaple is borrowed froa Blumenfeld (1981 p. 323). 
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when the duties are aorally identical (as in the above exeaple), 

alternative 1 is worse than alternative 2, while, at the saae ti~e, 

alternative 2 is worse than alternative 1. The source of these probleas 

is Russell's coaaitaent to the aoral equivalence of causing hara and 

failing to prevent hara. While our intuitions tell us that there is a 

aorally significant difference between a case in which the agent kills 

one person so that he can prevent the death of another, and a case in 

which an agent fails to prevent the death of one person so that he can 

prevent the death of another, Russell's view cannot account for this. 

He cannot distinguish between a plan in which preventing B's har. 

requires the agent to cause hara to A and a plan in which preventing B's 

harp. requires the agent to refrain froa preventing A's hara. In siapler 

teras, he cannot recognize a aorally significant difference between an 

negative-positive conflict and a similar positive-positive conflict (or 

a aiailar negative-negative conflict). Thus, given that it would be 

wrong to kill an innocent person in order to rescue another person, it 

would also be wrong to fail to prevent the death of an innocent person 

in order to rescue another person (other things equal). This leads to 

the untenable iaplications that, when the agent cannot fulfill both 

positive (or both negative) duties, each of his alternative plans is 

wrong, and each ia worse than the other. 

These probleas are not faced by those who recognize a aorally 

significant difference between negative and positive duties. When the 

conflict is between two duties of the 88ae type, principles such 8S the 

SOP are silent. And this allows a defender of this view to claim either 
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that (a) the two duties are siailar and the agent's (aorally acceptable) 

alternatives are equivalent, (b) the two duties are similar and, 

although neither alternative is in itself .Qre evil than the other (when 

considered separately), the agent has no reason to change the course of 

events by choosing to prevent B's har. instead of A's harm (or by 

choosing to cause B's har. when the conflict is between two negative 

duties>, or (c) the two duties are not si.ilar and the size of the hara 

to the prospective parties may deter.ine what the agent ought to do. 

The first claia applies to aost conflict situations involving two 

si.ilar duties of the sa.e type (e.g., the shipwreck exa.ple). In these 

cases the agent cannot prevent (or cannot not avoid causing> both har.s 

and since other things are assu.ed equal, it is indifferent whether he 

chooses to prevent one or the other. What would be wrong would be to 

choose to prevent neither har.. The second claim applies to cases in 

which the conflicting duties are both positive or both negative cases 

and the agent is, in a sense, already in a train of events that will 

cause (or prevent) harm to one of the two parties. An example would be 

one where the agent is about to run over and kill A but he has time to 

turn the wheel and instead run over and kill B.6 And claim (c) applies 

6. This exa.ple involves two negative duties. For a case which 
involves two positive duties would could aodify the shipwreck exa.ple 
such that the pilot learns, after e.barking north to island I (where he 
believes both survivors to be stranded) he learns that one survivor is 
actually on an island due south. 

Admittedly, claim (b) see.s .ost plausible when the conflicting 
duties are both negative. The difference between the cases covered by 
clai. (a) and those covered by (b) can be sketched along the following 
lines. In the for.er, the agent needs to 8ake a choice between A and B 
or else both harMS will occur. He needs to somehow change the course of 
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to cases in which the conflicting duties, though they are both positive 

or both negative, involve significantly different levels of hara. Though 

these cases are not, by theaselves, fair test cases for principles about 

the coaparative .orality of causing hara and failing to prevent hara, 

because "other things" are not equal, they do suggest additional grounds 

for recognizing a aorally significant difference between negative and 

p06itive dutie6. Consider the following case which involves a conflict 

between non-siailar duties of the sa.e type. 

Jones and Saith becaae stranded while ice-cli.bing. When 
Williaas finds thea, both are unconscious and Jones is such that 
he will lose both legs fro. frostbite if WilliB.lRS does not aid 
hia, and Saith is such that he will lose all four liabs if 
Williaas does not aid hia. A rescue tesa is on the way which 
will arrive in tiae to prevent the death of both aen but not in 
tiae to prevent the effects of the frostbite. The problea is 
that Williaas has sufficient .eans (a sleeping bag, clothing, 
his own body heat) to prevent hara to only one of thea, and if 
he tries to divide it between Saith and Jones neither harD will 
be prevented. 

Let us assuae that Williaas ought to prevent the greater hara by 

aiding Saith. (If one thinks that Williaas ought to flip s coin in this 

case, then the exaaple can be changed so that the disparity between the 

haras is larger.) Since the conflict here is between two positive 

&. (continued) events so that only one person will be haraed. In 
the latter the agent is already in a process that will cause (or 
prevent) hara to one person and he has no grounds to defend his choice 
to transfer the hara to another person. These cases can be viewed as 
ones in which hara to one person or the other will occur but not both. 
(When the conflict is between two positive duties we will need to ignore 
the agent's alternative of changing his course but saving neither person 
(e.g., the pilot flies due west>. With this in aind, the latter sort of 
conf licts are ones in which "not changing'· leads to A's death and 
"changing" leads to 8's death. If the agent is going to transfer the 
hara froa A to B he should have a reason for doing so.) 
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duties, the SOP is consistent with this Judgaent. Russell's Principle 

is also consistent with this Judgaent because even though aiding Smith 

aaounts to adopting a plan which allows hara to occur to Jones, the 

levels of hara ere not equivalent (such that the "other things equal" 

clause is not fulfilled). Now COMpare this case with the following one. 

SMith becaMe stranded while ice-cliabing. When Williaas and 
Jones find hiM, Saith 1s such that he will lose all four liabe 
fro. frostbite if Williaas does not aid hiM. The only aeans 
available to Williaas is to take Jones's gear (clothing etc.) 
froa hia and give it to Saith. Since a rescue tea. is on the 
way, and since Jones will have been exposed to the cold for a 
shorter period of tiae, the upshot of this alternative will be 
that Saith's iapending hara will be prevented while Jones will 
lose both legs to frostbite. Williaas' other alternative is to 
refrain froa causing harD to Jones and thereby allow harM to 
occur to Saith. (Saith will not die.) 

In this case we have a conflict between a negative duty and a 

non-siailar positive duty. Though, as a principle, the SOP is silent 

because the duties involve different levels of hara, the underlying 

view, that there is a aorally significant difference between causing 

hara and failing to prevent hara, allows for a balancing which considers 

both the types of duties involved and. the level of hara with which they 

are concerned. This enables a defender of this view to account for the 

intuition that Williaas ought not to cause a grave hara to Jones even 

though he could thereby prevent a aore serious hara to Saith. (It also 

allows for the opposite Judgaent were it the case that the hara to Jones 

was quite ainor.) But Russell's Principle cannot tolerate a change in 

our aoral assessaents froa one exaaple to the other. As long as the 

hara to Jones is the saae in each case it is irrelevant whether Williaas 

allows it to occur so that he can prevent hara to SMith, or causes it to 
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occur for the aaMe reason. Thus Russell's Principle is either counter-

intuitive in the second case because it entails that even in a negative-

positive conflict the level of the harM Must always be the guide, or it 

is counter-intuitive in the first case because (following the JudgMent 

in the second case) it entails that it would be aorally ~ to prevent 

harM to SMith than to prevent hara to Jones. (At Most the agent's 

alternatives in the first case should be Morally indifferent.)7 

Previously I argued that by recognizing a Morally significant 

difference between causing hara and failing to prevent harM (or between 

negative and positive duties), we can explain why an agent's alterna-

tives are Morally equivalent in a conflict of two siailar positive 

duties (e.g., the shipwreck case), but sre not equivalent in a conflict 

of siMilar negative snd positive duties (e.g., Dinello's transplant 

case). The cOMparison of the above 'ice-cliabing' conflict exaMples 

7. Russell cannot escape this obJection by claiMing that these 
exaMples are not sufficiently siailar because only in the second case 
would Jones be haraed in order to prevent Saith's hara. First, it was 
earlier argued that "in order to" cannot iMply anything about how A's 
hara caae about <i.e., caused or allowed), nor the agent's intentions, 
nor the logical necessity of A's hara. Instead, the phrase needs to 
refer to the agent's whole plan or aeans adopted to prevent 8's harM. 
And second, given Russell's coaaitMent to the Moral equivalence of 
causing hara and refraining frOM preventing harM, he cannot recognize a 
difference between adopting a plan to prevent B's hara which entails 
causing hara to A and adopting a plan which entails that harM is allowed 
to occur to A. 

(I think that the intuitive plausibility of the claiM that only is 
one case is Jones harMed in order to prevent SMith's hara rests on an 
iMplicite assuMption that there is a Morally significant difference 
causing hara and refraining frOM preventing harM. This would explain 
why it seeas intuitively correct to say that in the negative-positive 
conflict, but not in the positive-positive conflict, one hara is the 
Means to preventing the other harM.) 
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provides another reason in support of the aoral significance of this 

distinction. Ha.ely, it allows for a difference in the aoral assess-

aents of the acts (or agents) when the coaparison is between two 

conflict exaaples each of which involves non-aiailar duties. 

When viewed froa the opposite direction, the probleM for Russell 

and others who defend the aoral equivalence of causing hera end failing 

to prevent harD is that they seea co •• itted to resolving non-si.ilar 

negative-positive conflicts on the saae grounds that they resolve non-

siailar positive-positive conflicts (or non-ai~ilar negative-negative 

conflicts). In other words, cases which fit the following general foras 

should always be resolved in the saae way. 

1) An agent is in a conflict situation in which other things 
are equal (e.g., innocence, effect on others etc.), and he aust 
choose between preventing hara of degree X to person A and 
preventing hara of degree X+4 to person B. 

2) An agent is in a conflict situation in which other things 
are equal end he auat choose between causing hara of degree X to 
A and failing to prevent hara of degree X+4 to B. 

Let us assuae that with respect to conflicts that fall under 1 

(and barring any unuaual coaplications) our intuitive Judgaent would be 

that the agent ought to prevent the greater hara. The explanation of 

this Judgaent would be (aoaething along the lines) that given that an 

agent ought to prevent hara when he is able, end given that he cannot 

prevent both of two harDs, it is better that he prevent the greater 

harm. In simpler terms, when other things are equal, the size of the 

hara is the agent's priaary guide. Vet if this is the case, and if 

negative and positive duties ere aorally equivalent, then the size of 

the harm should be the agent's priaary guide whenever his alternatives 
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involve non-siailar levels of har •• S The iaplications of this aethod 

for resolving non-siailar conflicts between negative and positive duties 

seem intuitively acceptable when the disparity between the harMS is 

great and the har~ to A is ainor. I have already suggested that a 

defender of the greater stringency of negative duties can and should 

admit that it may be permissible to cause a very ainor herM (e.g., 

running over a person's little toe) in order to prevent an extre~ely 

grave harM (e.g., death). But there are three other areas in which "the 

size of the harm" does not seea to be the intuitively correct guide for 

resolving negative-positive conflicts. 

First, there are cases in which the disparity between the haras 

is small and both haras are ainor. At best it is not obvious that an 

agent ought to choose causing a ainor hara to A over failing to prevent 

8. I am not trying to prove that the size of the harm should be 
the agent's priaary guide, but instead only stating that this seeas to 
be the basis for our intuitive Judgaents in .any cases involving non
siailar duties of the saae type <while it is not, I will argue the 
priaary guide when the conflict is between a negative and a positive 
duty). Nor do I aean to iaply that the size of the hara is always the 
correct guide. In SOMe circuastances there aay be other considerations 
that play against this one. For exaaple, in aaking this generalization 
I have simply assuaed that neither alternative entails that the agent 
causes a significant hara to hiaself or to unaentioned third parties in 
the process of preventing the hara to A or B. It aay also be relevant 
whether the agent has any special obligations to A or B. For exaaple, 
if A is the agent's child and the difference in the haras iapending on A 
and B is saall, then the aorally correct alternative aay be to prevent 
the saaller hara. Another consideration would be whether the alterna
tives involve preventing a very great hara to one person and preventing 
very aany saall haras to a large group of people. Such considerations 
aside <aost of which are excluded by the "other things equal" clause) 
the general idea is that in a conflict situation between two positive 
duties, the size of the hara is the agent's priaary guide. The 
corollary claia is that in a conflict between two negative duties. an 
agent ought to choose to cause the saaller hara. 
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a minor hara to B (e.g., diverting a falling rock so that crushes one of 

A's toes instead of two of B's toes). Second, there are cases in which 

the disparity between the haras is saall but both haras are significant. 

Here it see.s intuitively obvious that, for exaaple, an agent ought not 

to cause severe brain-daaage to innocent A in order to prevent aore 

severe brain da.age (or even death) to B. Were the hara caused to A in 

either of these areas, A could, I think, quite reasonably demand an 

explanation of why it is aorally right that he be forced to endure so 

that B can be free of hara: an explanation of why the ainor difference 

in the size of the haras Justifies transferring B's hara to hia when he 

was not at fault for B's being in the perilous situation. But there 

seeMS to be no explanation other than that B's hara would have been a 

little bit greater. Yet this, it seeas, fails to respect A and B as 

individuals with interests that deserve protection. It iaplies that the 

duty of a aoral agent is siaply to lessen the total aaount of hara in 

the world, such that neither A nor B have protected interests because, 

the only Justification needed to hara these interests is that this hara 

will preclude a greater har •• 

The third area in which a reliance on the "size of the har." 

leads to counter-intuitive iaplications concerns cases in which the act 

needed to prevent or avoid causing 8 significant hara to person C would 

require that the agent suffer a significant hara. It is generally 

accepted that an agent is not aorally required to risk 8 severe hara to 

hiaself in order to prevent 8 hara to another person, even if the har. 

the agent could prevent is greater than that which he would incur. For 
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exaMple, I aay be Justified in refraining froa donating the kidney 

needed to save your life if so doing would leave ae weak and bed-ridden 

for the rest of ay life. But if this is the case, then the size of the 

hara cannot be the agent's priaary guide. This leads to an extra 

proble. for the defenders of the aoral equivalence of negative and 

positive duties. Since siailar negative and positive duties should be 

interchangeable, then, given that it"is .orally peraissible to fail to 

prevent a hara of degree X+4 in order to avoid causing a hara of degree 

X to oneself (a positive-negative conflict), it is also aorally perais-

sible to cause a hara of degree X+4 in order to prevent a hara of degree 

X to oneself (a negative-positive conflict). For exaaple, suppose that 

B fell into shark-infested waters and that were A (who is an olyapic 

runner) to JU~P in and rescue B he would lose both his legs. If A is 

Justified in his failure to prevent B's hara, then, in a slightly 

different case, he would also be Justified in pushing B into these 

waters if that is the only way he could prevent hiaself froa falling 

in. 9 But surely there is sOMething counter-intuitive about a aoral view 

9. Russell does not see. to see this as a proble.. He claias 
that an agent does not even have a negative duty not to cause ahara 
when fulfilling the duty would result in severe hara to oneself. ("In 
general, no one has a duty to refrain froa inJuring soaeone where the 
duty is so great that it would require one to endanger oneself in a way 
co~parable to that which would result fro. Juaping into shark infested 
waters" (1977 p. 223). This i.plies that I aay kill an innocent person 
anytiae his death is needed to prevent a fierious hara to ayself. 

I find this view both counter-intuitive and inconsistent Russell's 
Principle. I think that at aost the agent would be excused for casuing 
a severe hara to an innocent person 1n order to prevent a hara to 
hiJRself. Also, it seeBS to contradict his prinCiple which entails that 
it is worse to cause a hara in order to prevent a hara that it is to 
allow that harB to occur. 
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causing a severe hara to an innocent person when this is needed to 

preclude the occurrence of a less severe hara to hiaself. 
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To avoid these probleas and account for the changes in our 

considered aoral Judgaents in the above areas, we need only recognize 

that there is a .orally significant difference between causing hara and 

failing to prevent hara. This allows us to account for (a) the general 

intuitive Judgaent that the "size of the hara" to the respective parties 

is a .orally proper guide when the conflict is between two non-siailar 

positive duties or two non-siailar negative duties, without (b) 

coamitting us to a siailar view when the conflict is between a negative 

duty and a non-siailar positive duty. With respect to all negative

positive conflicts, a general claiR about the greater stringency of 

negative duties suggests that the agent's priaary guide for resolving 

such conflicts is the general rule that it is priaa facie wrong to cause 

a hara in order to prevent a hara. On the one hand, the dictates of 

this rule accord with our considered ,oral Judgaents about conflicts 

between siailar negative and positive duties. Since other things 

(including the size of the haras) are equal, then there can be no 

contravening considerations to weigh against the require~ents of this 

rule, such that in these conflict situations it is always worse to 

violate the negative duty than it is to violate the positive duty. On 

the other hand, this general rule is also consistent with our considered 

aoral Judgaents when the conflict is between non-siailar duties. Since 

other things are not equal, (e.g., the positive duty concerns a higher 
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level of hara), then although the agent has a priaa facie obligation not 

to cause a hara in order to prevent a hara, there are other considera

tions (ones that are related to the difference between the two 

alternatives) that can be balanced against this obligation, such that a 

violation of the negative duty will soaetiaes be Justified. 

Yet this view does not entail that the size of the hara becoaes 

the priaary guide whenever the conflicting duties are non-siailar. To 

the contrary, whether an agent is Justified in causing a hara of degree 

X to innocent person A is never deterained solely according to the size 

of the hara that could be prevented to person B (i.e, by which one is 

greater). Instead, the Justification depends upon a nuaber of 

c~nsiderations including (a) the size of the disparity between the X and 

the hara that could be prevented to S, (b) the severity of X alune 

(e.g., losing $100, a finger, a li.b), (c) the effect of X on A's parti

cular interests (e.g., whether A is a aillionaire, a concert pianist, 

etc.), and (d) the possibility of coapensating A for the hara caused to 

hi.. And although I cannot defend it here, I think that it is both 

intuitively plausible and in accord with the cases we have been 

considering, to assert that if an agent is Justified in causing hara to 

A then it aust be the case that either (1) the disparity between the 

haras is great and X is a ainor hara or a hara with ainiaal affects on 

A's interests, or (2) that A can and will be adequately coapensated for 

X. In any other case it seeas wrong to force innocent A to endure a 

her. of degree X siaply so that S can be prevented froa enduring his 

i.pending hara of degree X'. 
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To suaaarize this section, I have been exaaining the principle 

that Russell offered to replace the SOP and have argued that it is 

subJect to a nuaber of serious obJections. The probleas with this 

principle are due priaarily to the fact that it is intended to 8upple

aent the general clai. that, other things equal, there is no aorally 

significant difference between causing hara and failing to prevent hara. 

It is the coabination of this claia and Russell's Principle which shows 

that the latter is applicable to any conflict situation in which the 

hara or death of one party is a physical inevitabililty of preventing 

(or not causing) the hara or death of another party (other things 

equal). And since this is a key characteristic of every conflict situa

tion, Russell's Principle iaplies that there is always a aorally 

significant difference between the agent's alternatives. This, I have 

argued, leads to the following probleas. First, the iaplications of 

Russell's Principle are inconsistent with Russell's own arguaent for the 

aoral equivalence of negative and positive duties. Second, they are 

inconsistent with our intuitive Judgaents that there are soae conflict 

situations (e.g., the shipwreck exaaple which involves a conflict 

between two positive duties) in which the agent's choice is clearly 

morally indifferent. And third, Russell's Principle hes the absurd 

iaplication that in soae conflict situations the agent's alternatives 

can each be aorally worse than the other. 

I have also argued that Russell's view has untenable iaplica

tions when it is assessed in light of soae coaparison Situations, 

because it will not allow for a change in our considered aoral Judgaents 
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when a coaparison is aade between a negative-positive conflict and a 

positive-positive conflict (or a negative-negative conflict). If the 

conflicting duties are siailar then his view entails that either the 

agent's alternatives are aorally equivalent in both cases, or the 

agent's alternatives are significantly different in both C8ses. Yet 

neither of these will do. The first option is inconsistent with 

Russell's Principle and would not allow us to account for our intuitive 

Judgaents about negative-positive conflicts (the point of Russell's 

Principle was to account for these Judgaents that support the SOP), 

whereas the second option is inconsistent with our intuitive Judgaents 

about positive-positive conflicts (and shows Russell's Principle to have 

the probleas discussed above). And if the conflicting duties on each 

side of the coaparison situation are non-siailar, then Russell's view 

iaplies either that the size of the hara should be a aorally proper 

guide for all types of non-siailar conflicts aituations (i.e., negative

negative, negative-positive, positive-positive), or that it should never 

be a aorally proper guide. But each of these alternatives is, I have 

argued, intuitively unacceptable. 

In short, while both Russell's Principle and the SOP account for 

our considered aoral Judgaents when the case in question involves a 

conflict between a negative duty and a siailar positive duty, both 

principles have probl.Datic iaplications when applied to other cases. 

In a senae, Russell's Principle and the SOP share a basic flaw: They 

both apply to too aany situations. The foraer applies to all types of 

conflict situations involving siailar levels of hara and thus has 
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probleMs when the conflicting duties are both positive or both negative. 

And the latter applies to any type ofaxaaple involving siailar negative 

and positive duties and thus has probleas when the case in question is a 

coaparison exa.ple involving ainiaal risk for the agent (and has no 

third duty which conflicts with the two being coapared). I conclude 

then, that Russell's Principle is not a aorally preferable alternative 

to the SOP because the probleas of the foraer are at least a8 daaaglng 

8& those of the latter. In fact, were we forced to choose betw~en these 

principles, then I should think that the SOP is actually the intuitively 

preferable principle. For although it entails that causing hara is 

always worse (other things equal) than refraining froa preventing har., 

we still have the option of saying that, in those csses in which this 

iaplication is counter-intuitive, the one act is not very auch worse 

than the other. 

But I do not think that we are forced to choose. In the first 

section of the next chapter I will auaaarize the areas in which and the 

reasons why we need to recognize that there is a aorally significant 

difference between negative and positive duties, even if it is not the 

difference captured by the SOP. I will then develop an alternative 

principle which can replace both the SOP and the rival view that, other 

things equal, violations of negative and positive dutie~ are aorally 

equivalent. 



CHAPTER VI 

A PRINCIPLE ABOUT THE RELATIVE STRINGENCY 
OF NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE DUTIES 

The ai. of this chapter is to propose and defend an alternative 

principle about the co..parative stringency of negative and positive 
I 

duties, whose i.plications accord with the considered •. oral Judgaents 

that aupported the other discussed prinCiples, and whic:h thereby 

provides .s ieans for resolving the debates between thos1e principles. In 

the first section I will provide a suaaary of the areas in which and the 

reasons why our considered aoral Judgaents indicate that there is a 

Morally significant difference between duties not to cause hara and 
, 

duties to prevent har., and I will conclude that the Stricter Obligation 

PrinCiple is not the proper way to account for these Judgaents. In the 

second section I will develop an alternative definition of "stricter", 

here invoking the arguaents of chapter III concerning the aorally 

significant difference between the prohibition ag~1nst killing and the 

prohibition against letting die. In the third section I will apply the 

account developed in the previous section to the issue of the aoral 

significance of the distinction between negative and positive duties, 

and propose the alternative principle. In the final sections I will 

clarify the i.plications of the developed principle, with the ai. of 

defending it as a .orally preferable alternative to the other principles 

that have been discussed. 
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A Sua.ary of the Grounds for Denyinq the Moral 
Equivalence of Negative and Positive Duties 
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The arguaents of the preceding chapter indicate that there are 

two aain areas in which our considered aoral Judgaents suggest that 

negative duties are not .orslly equivalent to positive duties. The 

first area is that of conflict situations in which an agent aust choose 

between causing hara to innocent A and failing to prevent a siailar hara 

to B. As an exaaple we have Dinello's hospital-transplant case in which 

the agent can prevent Jones's death only by killing Saith. With respect 

to such cases, our considered aoral Judgaents entail (I assuae) that it 

would be wrong for an agent to kill innocent A and thereby prevent B's 

death, and right for the agent to refrain fro. killing A and thereby 

fail to prevent 8's death. And in order to account for this intuition 

we need, it seeas, to recognize a aorally significant difference between 

the negative duty not to kill (or cause a hara) and the positive duty to 

prevent a death (or prevent a siailar hara). 

Of course critics of this view argue that we can explain these 

intuitive Judgaents without asserting that there is a aorally signifi-

cant difference between causing hara and refraining froa preventing hara 

(or between the duties thereof). But in response I have argued that 

their explanations of why these Judgaents incorrectly lead us to believe 

that the distinction is significant, are either unsuccessful or 

untenable. First, in chapter II I considered Rachels' contention that 

in cases such as Dinello's hospital-transplant exaaple the agent does 

not refrain froa preventing Jones's hara because the agent is not in a 

position to prevent that har.. Were Rachel~ correct, our considered 
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aoral Judgaents about such cases would be irrelevant because, given that 

the cases would not really involve a conflict between causing hara and 

refraining froa preventing hara, they would not be proper test cases for 

the significance of this distinction. I reJected this arguMent on the 

ground that it begs the question. The sense in which the agent is not 

in a position to prevent B's hara is a aoral sense; he cannot prevent 

B's hara because that would require that he cause harM to A. 

Second, I considered Tooley's arguaent that we are Mistakenly 

led to believe that the distinction between negative and positive duties 

is significant by considering cases in which we have iaplicitly aSSUMed 

a significant difference in the agent3' aotives. He claiaed that once 

it is specified that the aotives are equivalent, our considered aoral 

Judgaents will indicate that there is no aorally significant difference 

between causing hara and refraining froM preventing hara. I reJected 

this arguaent on the ground that it refutes his own position when it is 

applied to at least soae conflict situations, because the agent's 

aotives are significantly different only if there is a aorally signifi

cant difference between causing hara and refraining froM preventing 

hara. In other words, I argued that there are soae conflict situations 

in which the difference in our intuitive assessaents of the acts or 

agents cannot be explained by citing an aSSUMed difference in the 

agents' aotives. 

I also considered Russell's and Litchenberg's contention that 

our intuitive assess.ente of cases involving a significant risk for the 

agent do not support a significant difference between negative and 
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positive duties because 8uch a risk reduces the stringency of both types 

of duties. I reJected this arguMent on the grounds that the iMportant 

question is whether such 8 risk equally reduces the stringency of the 

duties, and noted that our intuitive asseSSMents about cases such as 

TraM.ell's 91000-10ss exaMple suggest that it does not. Finally, I 

criticized Russell's contention that by defending a Morally significant 

difference between negative and positive duties we encounter absurd 

iaplications in soae conflict situations (e.g., the diabetic-hostage 

exa~ple), and argued that while Russell's Principle can account for our 

considered aoral Judgaents about conflict cases involving siailar 

negative and positive duties, it has a nUMber of other implications that 

are untenable. 

One final way to explain our considered moral Judgaents about 

conflict situations is to admit that we have them, but deny that they 

have any aoral force. Yet this Method, it seeas, should be adopted only 

as a last resort. We do have a way to capture these JudgMents within a 

aoral theory, naMely, a theory entail~ng that there is a .orally signi

ficant difference between siailar negative and positive duties. And 

such a theory should be reJected only if it leads to iMplications that 

are more troubling than those of the rival theory entailing that 

negative and positive duties are (other things equal) morally equiva

lent. And, I have been arguing, this is not the case. Aaong other 

probleMs, the latter theory appears to entail not only that the agent's 

alternatives are aorally indifferent when the choice ia between killing 

one and letting one die, but that an agent is Morally required to kill 
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an innocent person whenever, other things equal, it would allow hia to 

prevent the death of two persona. 

The second aain area in which our considered aoral Judgaents 

suggest that negative and positive duties are not aorally equivalent is 

that of coaparison cases involving two siailar conflict situations, or, 

aore specifically, coap~rison casea in which the negative duty (N) and 

the siailar positive duty <P) each conflict with a third aorally rele

vant consideration (0). In these cases, the conflicting consideration 0 

will sometiaes be a duty (either positiva or negative) which the agent 

has towards another party. For exa.ple, if 0 is a positive duty, then 

on the one side of the coaparison, the agent faces a negative-positive 

conflict, while on the other side he faces a positive-positive conflict. 

Other tiaes 0 will concern a significant hara (or risk of hara> to the 

agent's own interests. For exaaple, he _ay need to cause a hara to 

another person (violate N) in order to prevent a hara to hiaself (e.g., 

by pushing a bystander into turbulent waters in order to prevent hiaself 

froa falling in), or he aay need to refrain froa preventing another's 

hara (violate P) in order to prevent or avoid causing hara to hiaself 

(e.g., by not Juaping into turbulent waters to rescue another person). 

And if we refer to an agent's need (or right) to prevent or avoid 

causing hara to hiaself as a 'duty' to hiaself, then this general class 

of co_parison exaaples can be subdivided according to whether duty 0 

involves a level of hara that is siailar to that of Nand P. 

Given this explanation and subdivision of cases involving a 

co.parison of two conflict Situations, we need, it seeas, to recognize a 
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Morally significant difference between negative and positive duties, not 

so auch to account for our specific assessments of the agent~s alterna

tives in each conflict, but to account for the change in our assessments 

from one side of the cOMparison to the other. On the one hand, when the 

conflicting duties are siailar, then by recognizing the significance of 

this distinction we can claia that an agent's alternatives are morally 

equivalent in some positive-positive conflicts (e.g., the shipwreck 

case) without coamitting ourselves to a siaila~. and counter-intuitive. 

response when the conflict is between a negative duty and a similar 

positive duty. In other words, this distinction allows us to aaintain 

(as Russell's principle does not) both that it is wrong to kill innocent 

A in order to prevent B's death, and that it is peraissible to refrain 

from preventing A's death in the course of preventing B's death, other 

things equal. 

On the other hand, when the conflicting duties are non-siailar, 

then by recognizing a morally significant difference between negative 

and positive duties we can account for the intuition that the size of 

the hara is a aorally acceptable guide in some conflict situations 

involving non-similar duties but not in others. When an agent cannot 

prevent both of two harms (or cannot avoid causing both of two harms) 

our intuitive Judgaent seeas to be that. in the absence of special or 

unusual circumstances. the agent ought to choose the alternative which 

allows hi. to prevent (or avoid causing> the greater hara. But when the 

conflict is between causing a hara and refraining froa preventing a 

hera, the basis for our intuitive Judgment is. I believe, quite 
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different. It is always at least questionable whether innocent A should 

be forced to endure a harm so that B will not endure a greater harm. 

And in those cases in which it would be permissible to cause harm to A, 

the Justification for this will not be based on the simple fact that B's 

impending harm was the greater of the two, but instead on a combination 

of the severity of the hara to A (i.e., that it was not a grave harm to 

A), the size of the disparity between the two harms (i.e., the would-be 

hara to A was minor while the would-be hara to B was quite severe), and 

perhaps the possibility of compensating A. 

Further.ore, were we to deny that there is a morally significant 

difference between duties not to cause hara and similar duties to 

prevent hara, then not only would we be unable to account for the 

changes in our considered moral Judgments in the above sorts of compari

son cases, we would face other counter-intuitive implications as well. 

Suppose, for example, that an agent is in a situation in which 

fulfilling a positive duty would entail that he endure a harm which is 

quite severe, but still less severe than the hara which he could prevent 

(e.g., a case in which the means for preventing B from losing four li.bs 

to frostbite entails that A loses two limbs to frostbite). On the one 

hand, if an agent is Justified in failing to prevent 8 harm when the 

prevention would cause a severe but lesser harm to hiaself (a claim that 

seems to be widely accepted), then given the view I a. criticizing, that 

agent would also be Justified in causing a severe harm to an innocent 

person in order to prevent a less severe harm to himself (e.g., in the 

above frost-bite case, A would be Justified in taking B's means of 
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protection in order to prevent hiaself froa losing two liabs to 

frostbite). Yet this seeas counter-intuitive. On the other hand, were 

we to try to escape this iaplication by claiming that severe hara to 

oneself does not Justify a failure to prevent a slightly greater hara, 

then we face the equally counter-intuitive iaplication that an agent 

aust sacrifice his own iaportant interests whenever he could prevent a 

harm which is greater than that which he would endure. 

In sua.ary, the aoral significance of the distinction between 

negative and positive duties is supported by our considered aoral 

Judgments in the following four ways. (1) It underlies the Judgaent 

that an agent's alternatives are not aorally equivalent in conflict 

situations involving siailar negative and positive duti~s. It accords 

with the intuition that other things equal, it is .orally worse to cause 

a hara to innocent A in order to prevent a siailar hara to B, than it is 

to fail to prevent B's hara. (2) It underlies the change in our 

intuitive assessaents of the agent's alternatives frOM cases involving a 

conflict between two siailar negative duties or two siailar positive 

duties. to parallel cases involving a conflict between a negative duty 

and a similar positive duty. It accords with the intuition that an 

agent's alternatives are aorally equivalent in the foraer cases (where 

the notion of "transferring the har." does not apply) but are not 

aorally equivalent in the latter. (3) When the conflicting duties are 

non-siailar, then by recognizing a aorally significant difference 

between negative and positive duties we can advocate using the "size of 

the hara" as a morally acceptable guide for resolving conflicts between 
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two positive duties or two negative duties, without committing ourselves 

to a similar procedure when the conflict is between a negative duty and 

a non-siailar positive duty. And (4), with respect to cases in which 

fulfilling a duty would result in a significant hara to the agent, the 

aoral significance of this distinction allows for the Judgment thet an 

agent is not Dorally obligated to sacrifice his own fundamental 

interests whenever he could thereby prevent a hara which is greater than 

that which he would endure, without entailing that it is morally permis

sible to cause a serious hara to an innocent person in order to prevent 

oneself froa incurring a less serious harm. 

In light of the above, I conclude that the relevant issue is not 

whether there is a morally significant difference between negative and 

positive duties, for the evidence in favor of a significant difference 

is, I believe, overwhelming. Rather, the relevant issue is that of 

determining Just what this difference is. In other words, given that 

the difference between duties not to cause harm and duties to prevent 

hara is morally significant, and assuming that this difference can be 

captured in a claim that negative duties are, in soae sense, 'stricter' 

than positive duties, how are we to unpack this notion of "stricter" 

within a aoral principle that accounts for the above four points? 

In the previous chapter I introduced the Stricter Obligation 

Principle as a Deans to capture the prevalent interpretation of the 

claim that negative duties are stricter than positive duties. The SOP 

employs Russell's "moral culpability" aense o£ "stricter", and entails 

that other things equal, it is morally worse to violate a negative duty 
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than it is to violate a siailar positive duty. With respect to the 

above points, I have argued that the SOP clearly accounts for the first 

two points (i.e., those concerning cases involving siailar duties). I 

also argued that while this principle is silent when the conflicting 

duties are non-similar, the underlying view that there is a aoralfy 

significant difference between causing hara and refraining froa 

preventing harm, allows us to account for the second two points. 

Yet the SOP is not without its problems. It has been ahown to 

have counter-intuitive implications when applied to those comparison 

situations which are not comparisons of two conflict situations. More 

specifically, it entails that in comparison cases in which there is no 

third aorally relevant consideration (e.g., a duty to another party or a 

risk of ha~m to the agent) which weighs against the agent's obligation 

to prevent a hara or not to cause a hara, it is morally worse to violate 

the negative duty than it is to violate the siailar positive duty (other 

things equal). And this is a problem because while our considered aoral 

Judgaents indicate that there is SODe aorally significant difference 

between negative and positive duties, they do not indicate that 

violating a negative duty 1s always worse than violating a similar 

positive duty (other things equal). The SOP oaa this problea for three 

related reasons. First, it is a principle about the coaparative 

stringency of particular aoral obligations not to cause hara and to 

prevent har., and thus entails that other things equal, every negative 

duty is stricter than every positive duty. Second it employs Russell's 

"aoral culpability" sense of "stricter" which entails that if one 
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obligation is stricter than another, then the violation of the foraer is 

aorally worse than the violation of the latter. And third, it is not 

clear how we could restrict the application of the SOP to the areas in 

which its iaplications are intuitively acceptable (without thia 

restriction being ad hoc), because the SOP seeas to be founded on the 

assuaption that causing hara is inherently aorally worse than refraining 

froa preventing hara. 

The basis for an alternative principle which avoids these 

probleas has already been implicitly established. The above sua.ary of 

the cases for which we need to recognize a Morally significant 

difference between negative and positive duties shows that these are all 

cases in which the agent's negative duty and (or) his positive duty 

conflicts with another aorally relevant consideration, be it the 

conflicting negative or positive duty (as in standard conflict 

exaMples), or a third aorally relevant consideration (as in coaparisonB 

of two conflict situations). This suggests that the significance of 

this distinction lies in the different effects that these conflicting 

considerations can have when they are balanced against obligations not 

to cause hara and obligations to prevent har_o. In other words, given 

that a conflicting aoral consideration provides a reason for violating a 

duty, the difference between negative and positive duties seeas to be a 

difference in the Justificatory or excusing effect of the reasons 

offered in support of the violation. A reason which derives fro. the 

conflicting consideration Ray be sufficient to Justify (or excuse) the 

violation of the positive duty but not sufficient to Justify (or excuse 
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to the saae degree) the violation of the negative duty. And this 

suggested explanation coheres with our Judgaents about those comparison 

cases in which the acts and agents seea to deserve equivalent assess

~ents, because these are cases in which there is no conflicting aoral 

consideration, and thus no aorally relevant reason to support the viola

tion, which aight unequally affect the assessaents of the two acts or 

the two agents. It also brings us back to the arguaents of chapter III. 

In the next section I ~ill first auaa6rize the iaportant points 

of chapter III and then show how they lead to an alternative definition 

of "stricter" which applies at the level of the general prohibitions 

against killing and letting die. Then in the third section I will 

expand this account to cover the aoral significance of the distinction 

between negative and positive duties, with the aill of positing a 

principle whose iaplications accord with the considered aoral Judgaents 

that support the significance of this distinction, yet which is not 

subJect to the problems of the SOP. 

An Alternative Definition of "Stricter" 

I began this investigation into whether and in what sense there 

is a .orally significant difference between duties not to cause hara and 

duties to prevent hara by addressing the question of whether there is a 

aorally significant difference between killing and letting die. In the 

second chapter 1 discussed the strong and the weak points of the 

Intrinsic Difference Principle (killing is in itself aorally worse than 

letting die) and the rival Koral Equivalence Principle (there is no 

aorally significant difference, in itself, between killing and letting 
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die>, where these principles capture two prevalent answers to the above 

question. I concluded that while each principle accords with our 

considered aoral Judgaents about soae cases, each principle is also 

subJect to untenable implications when applied to other cases. 

In the first section of chapter III I argued that the Intrinsic 

Difference Principle and the Moral Equivalence Principle are only 

contrary, with the aia of establishing the possibility of an alternative 

principle. It wos noted that since the former entails that, other 

things equal, killing is always worse than letting die, and the latter 

entails that~ other things equal, killing is ~ worse than letting 

die, then while both principles can be refuted by citing one (fair test) 

case in which our considered aoral Judgments are inconsistent with the 

implications of that principle, neither principle can be established 

si.ply by citing single cases. I then argued that the Moral Equivalence 

Principle is true if and only if the general prohibitions against 

killing and letting die are morally equivalent. This led to the 

conclusion that by establishing that the general prohibitions are signi

ficantly different we can establish that there is some morally 

significant difference between killing and letting die. 

In the second section of chapter III I exa.ined the notion of 

".orally equivalent" which respect to two prohibitions and claimed that 

two prohibitions are morally equivalent if and only if, other things 

equal, the acts which violate those prohibitions are always equally 

peraissible (where "equally permissible" aeans that the acts are either 

both right (or peraissible) or both wrong, and for equivalent reasons) 
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and the agents are always equally reprehensible (where "equally 

reprehensible" means that the agents are praiseworthy, excused, or 

blameworthy to the same degree and on equivalent grounds). The 

subsequent discussions of chapters Ill, IV snd V have provided for the 

following more detsiled account of the notion of 'moral equivalence' 

with respect to two prohibitions. 

Prohibition P is morally equivalent to prohibition Q if and 
only if in any conflict situation C, or in any comparison of 
situations Cl and C2, (where Cl and C2 differ only in so far as 
to allow the application of P and Q): 

1) the particular acts p and q, which respectively 
violate P and Q, are either: 

(a) both wrong, because the given C, or Cl and C2, 
lecks a reason for Justifiably violating P and Q, 

(b) both permissible (or the choice is morally 
indifferent) because the given C, or Cl and C2, contains 
a morally relevant consideration which Justifies a 
violation of P and Q: and the reason R which would 
permit p in C would also permit q in C, or the R that 
Justifies p in Cl also Justifies q in C2, 

2) the agent who violates P by doing p in C or Cl, and 
the agent who violates Q by doing q in C or C2, are either: 

(a) both reprehensible/blameworthy to the same 
degree, 

(b) both nonreprehensible/praiseworthy to the same 
degree (when p and q are Justified), 

(c) both excused to the same degree by a considera
tion which is present in C, or in Cl and C2. and is such 
that the excusing consideration E which reduces or 
removes the blame for doing p is the same E that reduces 
or removes the blame for doing q. 

The point of determining the implications of the claim that two 

prohibitions are morally equivalent was that this claim is contradictory 

to the claim that two prohibitions are significantly different. And 
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this shows that the aini.ally sufficient condition for a aorally signi-

ficant difference between two prohibitions (which is thereby also the 

.iniaally sufficient condition for a Morally significant difference 

between killing and letting die) is one case in which other things are 

equal and there is a Justified difference in the aoral assessMents of 

the acts or agents. 

1 then argued that in order to reJect the Moral Equivalence 

Principle, without co •• itting ourselves to the troublesome iaplications 

of the Intrinsic Difference Principle, we need a way to establish that 

two prohibitions are significantly different which (a) does not neces-

earily entail that there is SOMe .orally significant difference in the 

intrinsic character of the individual acts which violate the prohibi-

tions (e.g., the difference between 8 positive act and a refraining>, 

and thus (b> does not necessarily entail that a violation of one prohi-

bition is always and inherently worse (other things equal> than a 

violation of the other prohibition. To reach this end I proposed a 

basic principle which captures the .iniMally sufficient condition for a 

morally significant difference between two prohibitions and then 

developed two auxiliary ways to account for this difference, each of 

which was grounded on a difference in the Justificatory or excusing 

effect of reasons offered for violating those prohibitions. These 

arguaents have been sua.arized into the following principles: 

There is a Morally significant difference between two 
prohibitions if there are soae conflict situations (other things 
equal), or soae cOMparison situations (which differ only so far 
as to allow the application of the two prohibitions), in which 
there is 8 difference in the Justificatory or excusing effect of 
a reason offered for violating those prohibitions. 



DS- Two prohibitions are significantly different if, in soae 
relevantly siailar situations, the assessaents of violations of 
those prohibitions are unequally affected by the strength of a 
reason that ia relevant to both violations. 

DT- Two prohibitions are significantly different if there 
is a difference in the types of reasons that have a potential 
for Justifying or excusing violations of those prohibitions, or 
if the degree of Justificatory or excusing potential of 
relevant reasons changes with respect to violations of those 
prohibitions. 

Furtheraore, in chapter III I argued that the prohibition 
I 

against killing (PK) and the prohibition against letting die (PL) 

exhibit the differences described in the above principles. And the 
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arguaents of chapters IV and V have helped to clarify j!nd strengthen 

this arguaent. Given that the cases which support the, moral signifi

cance of the difference between killing and letting di~ are all cases in 

which the agent's duty not to kill or his duty to prevent a death 

conflicts with some other aorally relevant consideration, and given that 

the aorally relevant reasons which are potential Justifications or 

excuses for killing and letting die are reasons which derive froa this 

conflicting aoral consideration (0), PK and PL differ in that the 

conflicts between the agent's particular duty not to kill and 0 are open 

to different resolutions than the conflicts between his particular duty 

to prevent a death and 0, other things equal. As examples we have cases 

in which a special positive duty, such as a duty to prevent serious harm 

to one's child, overrides a positive duty to prevent the death of a 

stranger but not a negative duty not to kill a stranger. Second, we 

have cases in which the 'duty' to prevent serious hara to oneself 

(either a physical hara or a hara to one's interest in upholding 
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personal or religious convictions) provides a reason which can Justify 

(or excuse) a failure to prevent a greater hara but cannot Justify (or 

not excuse to the same degree) causing a greater hara. And third, we 

have cases in which 0 involves a duty that is similar to the one in 

question. For example, if 0 involves a duty to prevent C's death, then 

the reason derived fro. 0 is strong enough to perait a violation of the 

positive duty to prevent A's death (as in the shipwreck case in which 

the agent's alternatives are aorally equivalent), but not strong enough 

to Justify a violation of the negative duty not to kill innocent B. 

The differences and overlap between DS and DT are not an 

important issue here. It is not crucial, for exaaple, to decide whether 

a difference in the Justificatory effect of a reason based on a risk of 

serious hara to the agent's interests is better classified as an 

instance of DS or DT. The above principles were developed as inter

mediate principles by which to develop and explain an alternative 

account of the morally significant difference between killing and 

letting die (which will later be expanded to cover the difference 

between causing harm and refraining froa preventing a siailar hara) that 

can replace the Intrinsic Difference Principle and the Horal Equivalence 

Principle. In the remainder of this section 1 will propose this account 

by suggesting how the differences expressed by DS and DT can be captured 

in an alternative definition of "stricter". 

The defended differences between PK and PL iaply a sense in 

which the foraer prohibition is 'aore stringent' than the latter. If 

there are reasons Which, in virtue of being of a certain type, are not 
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potential Justifications for killing yet which are potential Justifica-

tions for letting die, then PK is stricter than PL in that the set of 

possible Justifications for killing is saaller than the set of possible 

Justifications for letting die. 1 Or if there are soae reasons which, 

when relevant in 8 given set of circuastances, are sufficient to Justify 

an act of letting die but not an act of killing, then PK is stricter 

than PL in that, other things equal, it can require stronger reasons in 

order to be Justifiably violated. These points suggest that the prohi-

bition against killing is stricter than the prohibition against letting 

die in that the foraer is aore difficult to Justifiably violate than the 

latter. This sense of "stricter" is defined as follows: 

Prohibition P is stricter than prohibition Q if and only if, 
other things equal, (a) there are soae reasons which can Justify 
(excuse) a violation of C yet which cannot also Justify (or 
excuse to the saae degree) a violation of P, and (b) there are 
no reasons which can Justify (excuse) a violation of P which 
cannot also Justify (or excuse to the same degree) a violation 
of C, when the reason is relevant to both violations and the 
violations occur in relevantly similar situations. 2 

1. It should be noted that the claia that, other things equal, 
there are fewer reasons for Justifiably killing, is not aeant to iaply 
that there are ~ cases in which killing is Justified but letting die 
is not. The case of a wounded soldier who asks to be shot rather than 
left to die a slow painful death at the hands of the ene.y, see.s to be 
a case in which killing is aorally peraissible while letting die is not. 
Yet in such a case, the consequences of killing and letting die are 
significantly different, and thus 'other things' are not equal. 

2. Although I have not argued that, other things equal, there 
are no aorally relevant reasons which can Justify killing a person which 
would not also Justify letting that person die, I do think that this is 
true. It seems that the cases in which an act of killing is Justified, 
while an act of letting die is not Justified, are cases in which 'other 
things' are not equal because, for exaaple, the killing is relatively 
quick and painless while the letting die is slow and painful. (See note 
1 above.) 
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This account of the comparative stringency of PK and PL entails 

that (a) killing and letting die are significantly different because (b) 

they are violations of significantly different prohibitions where (c) 

the difference between the prohibitions is a difference in the Justifi

catory (or excusing) effect of reasons offered for violating those 

prohibitions, such that <d) there are so_e situations in which other 

things are equal and the acts of killing and letting die deserve 

different aoral assess.ents. 

Before relating the above discussion to the issue of the moral 

significance of the distinction between negative and positive duties. it 

should be noted that 1.:hile this definition of "stricter" entails that 

the two prohibitions are significantly different, a claim that two 

prohibitions are significantly different does not necessarily entail 

that one is stricter than the other. For example. there may be soae 

prohibitions that are so different that either violations thereof could 

not occur in relevantly siailar circumstances. or else the saae reason 

could not be relevant to a violation of each prohibition. And there may 

be other prohibitions, such as those against lying and promise-breaking 

which, while they are not morally equivalent, do not seem to be open to 

a priority ranking on any definition of "stricter". Yet the general 

concern of this investigation is whether the difference between duties 

not to cause hara and siailar duties to prevent harm is morally signifi

cant. And the practical issues for which we need to answer this 

question (e.g., care of seriously defective newborns, euthanasia, aid to 

foreign countries, and "Good Samaritan" requirements), as well as the 
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discussed examples and intuitive Judgments that support the distinction 

(e.g., the Judgment that in conflict situations negative duties override 

siailar positive duties), imply that these duties can be assessed in 

teras of their coaparative stringency. I will henceforth assuae that 

the above definition is restricted to comparisons of prohibitions 

against causing harm and refraining fro. preventing hara. 

An Alternative Principle about the Comparative 
Stringency of Negative and Positive Duties 

In this section I will briefly parallel the above claias about 

the aoral significance of the difference between killing and letting die 

(which were defended in chapter III) to the issue of the aoral signifi-

cance of the distinction between negative and positive duties, and then 

propose an alternative principle about the relative stringency of 

negative and positive duties. 

First, as with the Intrinsic Difference Principle and the Moral 

Equivalence Principle, the Stricter Obligation Principle and its rival 

view that there is no aorally significant difference between negative 

and positive duties, are only contrary. While the Stricter Obligation 

Principle is true if and only if violating a negative duty is always 

worse than violating a siailar positive duty (other things equal), the 

rival view is true if and only if violations of similar negative and 

positive duties are always morally equivalent (other things equal). 

Second, since the claia that there is no morally Significant difference 

between negative and positive duties is contradictory to the claia that 

there is a morally significant difference, then the minimally sufficient 
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condition for the truth of this latter claia is one case in which other 

things are equal and violations of siailar duties deserve different 

aoral assessments. That this condition is fulfilled has already been 

established (see the first section of this chapter). The point here is 

that by specifying this condition we see that the Stricter Obligation 

Principle asserts aore than is needed (both by the concept of a aorally 

significant difference and by our considered aoral Judgaents) in order 

to entail that there is a aorally significant difference between 

negative and positive duties. 

Third, as with the significance of the distinction between 

killing and letting die, I noted both that the cases which support the 

aoral significance of the distinction between negative and positive 

duties are cases in which the duties in question conflict with another 

.orally relevant consideration, and that the cases which support the 

rival view are coaparison cases in which the duties in question do not 

conflict with another .orally relevant consideration. This i.plies that 

if we are to avoid the troublesome implications of the Stricter 

Obligation Principle, while still defending the significance of the 

distinction between negative and positive duties, then we need to (a) 

abandon Russell's "aoral culpability" definition of "stricter", as well 

as any definition that entails that there is always (other things equal) 

a difference in deserved assessment of the acts or agents, and (b) 

ground the difference between negative and positive duties on a 

difference in the reasons that can Justify or excuse violations of those 

duties in relevantly siailar situations. 
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In short, then, the morally significant difference between 

negative and positive duties is that in soae relevantly siailar situa

tions the assessaents of violations of those duties can be unequally 

affected by the attending and aorally relevant circuastances of the 

acts. And we can capture this account (and thereby those considered 

moral Judgaents that indicate that violations of siailar negative and 

positive duties sometimes do, and sometimes do not, deserve equivalent 

assessments) within a aoral principle stating that negative duties are 

stricter than positive duties, by taking the following two steps. 

First, in the Stricter Obligation Principle. "negative duties" 

and "positive duties" referred to particular moral obligations not to 

cause harm and to prevent hara. This caused a problea because the claim 

that negative duties are stricter than positive duties entailed that 

there is a difference in the deserved assessments of the acts or agents 

in every comparison of similar obligations in similar circumstances. To 

avoid this problem we need to change the reference of "negative duties" 

and "positive duties" to the general duties, or the general aoral prohi

bitions, against causing hara and refraining from preventing har •• More 

specifically, with respect to a principle asserting that negative duties 

are stricter than positive duties, we need to understand "negative duty" 

so that instead of referring to a particular moral obligation not to 

cause harm X to person A (e.g., an obligation not to kill A, or one not 

to aaim A), it refers to the general prohibition against causing hara X 

(e.g., do not kill, do not aaia). In turn, "negative duties" needs to 

be understood as referring to two or more general prohibitions against 
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causing different sorts of harm. For clarity I will use the capitalized 

"Negative Duty" to refer to the general duty or prohibition, and 

continue to use "negative duty" (or "particular negative duty") to refer 

to a particular Moral obligation that derives fro. the application of a 

Negative Duty to a given set of circumstances. Siailar changes will be 

adopted for "positive duty" and "positive duties". 

Given this change, the second step is to adapt the above 

definition of "stricter" to cover cOlllparisons of Negative and Positive 

Duties. This definition was developed from arguments entailing (a) that 

two prohibitions are significantly different if in sOllie relevantly 

similar circumstances, there is a difference in the strength and (or) 

type of reason that is sufficient to Justify or excuse violations of 

those prohibitions, and (b) that the prohibitions against killing and 

letting die exemplify this difference. When "Negative Duty" and 

"Positive duty" are substituted for "prohibition P" and "prohibition g" 

the definition states: 

Negative Duty N 16 stricter than Positive Duty P if and only 
if, other things equal, (a) there are some reasons which can 
Justify (excuse) a violation of P yet which cannot also Justify 
(or excuse to the same degree) a violation of N, and (b) there 
are no reasons which can Justify (excuse) a violation of N which 
cannot also Justify (or excuse to the sallie degree) a violation 
of P, when the reason is relevant to both violations and the 
violations occur in relevantly similar circumstances. 

When these two steps are cOlllbined with the earlier arguments to 

the effect that there is a aorally significant difference between duties 

not to cause hara and duties to prevent har., they suggest the following 

principle: Negative Duties are stricter than silllilar Positive Duties in 

that violations of the foraer are more difficult to Justify or excuse 



than violations of the latter. Let us call this the "Stricter 

Prohibition Principle". 
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The crucial difference between the Stricter Prohibition 

Principle and the Stricter Obligation Principle is that "stricter" now 

applies at the level of the general prohibition3 against causing hara 

and refraining froa preventing hara, and is explained in teras of a 

difference in the reasons that can Justify or excuse violations of those 

prohibitions in relevantly siailar circuastances. Thus while the 

Stricter Obligation Principle iaplies that the distinction between 

causing hara and refraining froa preventing hara is aorally significant, 

because causing hara is always worse (other things equal) than 

refraining froa preventing hara~ the Stricter Prohibition Principle 

accounts for the significance of this distinction in the following way: 

The difference between causing hara and failing to prevent hara (and the 

difference between particular negative and positive duties) is aorally 

significant because (a) the acts are violations of (and the particular 

duties are instances of) Significantly different aoral prohibitions, 

where (b) the difference between the prohibitions is that Negative 

Duties not to cauae hara are stricter than aiailar Positive Duties to 

prevent hara, where (c) this difference in strictness is exemplified by 

a difference in the Justificatory or excusing effect of reasons offered 

in support of Violations of the prohibitions in relevantly siailar 

circuastances, such that (d) there are circuastances in which a failure 

to prevent a hara would be Justified or excused by a reason that would 

not be sufficient to Justify or excuse causing a siailar hara, and (e) 



this constitutes 8 aorally significant difference because it entails 

that there are aoae cases in which other things are equal and causing 

hara and refraining froa preventing hara are not aorally equivalent. 
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In siapler teras, the Stricter Prohibition Principle entails 

that there is ft .orally significant difference between causing hara and 

refraining froa preventing hara and this is a difference in how 

obligations not to cause har., on the one hand, and obligations to 

prevent hara, on the other hand, balance against the other aorally 

relevant considerations (e.g., other duties) that May be present in a 

given situation: it is a difference in how the attending and aorally 

relevant circuastances affect the assessaents of peraissibility and 

reprehensibility for violations of siMilar negative and positive duties 

in relevantly siailar circuastances. 

The foregoing discussions <of both this and the preceding 

chapters) have indirectly provided the greater portion of the defense of 

the Stricter Prohibition Principle. On the one hand, I have argued that 

the cases for which our considered aoral Judgaents indicate that there 

is a aorally significant difference between causing hara and refraining 

froa preventing hara are all cases in which an agent's negative duty and 

(or) his positive duty conflicts with another aorally relevant 

consideration. The Stricter Prohibition PrinCiple explains the 

difference in our intuitive assessaents of the acts or agents in these 

cases, not on the grounds that causing hara is inherently worse than 

refraining froa preventing hara, but rather as due to a difference in 

the Justificatory or excusing effect of the reason which derives fro. 
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the conflicting consideration. On the other hand, the cases for which 

our considered moral Judgaents suggest that failing to prevent a hara is 

morally equivalent to causing a harm, are cases in which there is no 

conflicting moral consideration to balance against the agent's negative 

or positive duty. The Stricter Prohibition Principle accords with the 

Judgment that ths acts and (or) agents deserve equivalent assessaents in 

these cases because here there is no morally relevsnt reason (in support 

of the violation) which can have different effects on the assessaents of 

the acts or agents. Thus, I contend (snd will later defend), the 

Stricter Prohibition Principle escapes the probleaatic implication that 

causing hara is always worse than refraining froa preventing hara, as 

well as the probleaatic implication that causing hara is never worse 

than refraining from preventing harm (other things equal). 

More specifically, I contend, first, that the Stricter 

Prohibition Principle is a morally viable candidate for a principle 

about the comparative .orality of causing hara and refraining fro. 

preventing hara. Second, its implications accord with our intuitive 

assessments of the acts or agents in those (discussed) co~flict and 

coaparison caaes for which these intuitive Judgments are clear <i.e., 

they are considered aoral Judgments and not aiaply prereflective 

intuitions). And third, the Stricter Prohibition Principle is a .orally 

preferable alternative to the other principles that have been discussed. 

In the next section I hope to further the defense of the Stricter 

Prohibition Principle by responding to two obJections, each of which 

might be offered by a defender of an opposing view. 



Two ObJections to the Stricter 
Prohibition Principle 

I have argued that there is a Morally significant difference 
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between causing hara and refraining froa preventing hara and that this 

difference is a difference with respect to the Moral prohibitions 

against such acts. In this section I will discuss two obJections that 

are aiaed at showing that the Stricter Prohibition Principle is not a 

Morally preferable alternative to the other views that have been 

discussed. 

For siaplicity, let us co.bine the Moral Equivalence Principle 

(other things equal, there is no morally significant difference between 

killing and letting die) with the view that other things equal, there is 

no morally significant difference between negative and positive duties 

(i.e., the view that is the prevalent rival to the Stricter Obligation 

Principle). This coabination is Justified, I believe, because 

underlying each view is the claim that other things equal, causing harm 

and refraining from preventing hara are Morally equivalent. Following 

Rachels (1979) and other defenders of this general claia, I will 

henceforth refer to it as the "Moral Equivalence Thesis". (MET: There 

is no Morally significant difference, in itself, between causing hara 

and refraining froa preventing hara, Guch that, other things equal, 

killing and letting die are morally equivalent, as are siailar 

(particular) negative and positive duties.) A defender of thia view 

might offer the following obJection to show that my defense of the 

significance of the distinction between causing hara and refraining froa 

preventing hara does not refute the MET. 
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"My (the MET defender) contention is only that the difference 

between killing and letting die (causing hars and refraining fros 

preventing hara), and the difference between negative and positive 

duties is not sorally significent 1n itself. I have supported this 

contention by offering comparison examples in which the only significant 

difference is that one side involves a killing (8 violation of a 

negative duty> and the other side involves a failure to prevent a death 

(a violation of a positive duty>, and you have agreed that the acts and 

(or) agents in these cases deserve equivalent soral assesssents. And 

since, as you noted in chapter IV, a difference which is morally signi

ficant in itself will be significant in every case to which it applies, 

then you must agree with ay contention. Furthermore, your arguaents in 

defense of the Stricter Prohibition Principle are consistent with sy 

contention, because all they have shown is that sose reasons say have 

different effects on the aS8ess.ents of the acts or agents. This is not 

a difference "in itself", but only a difference in the effect of the 

circumstances. And since cases in which there is a difference in the 

effect of the cirCUMstances are thereby cases in which "other things" 

are not equal, they cannot be used as counter-exa.ples to the MET." 

While some of the probleas and confusions of this obJection have 

been previously discussed, aentioning thea here should help to defend 

the Stric~er Prohibition Principle as both contrary and preferable to 

the MET. One problem with this obJection involves the eaphasis put on 

"1n itself". The underlying assuaption seeas to be that if there is 8 

aorally significant difference, in itself, between negative and positive 
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duties, then there Bust be SOBe difference in the intrinsic character of 

the individual acts which violate those duties which is Borally signifi

cant in itself. Were this assumption correct, then one C8se (fair test) 

in which other things are equal and the acts or agents deserve equiva

lent assess.ents would establish the contention that there is no Borally 

significant difference in itself, between negative and positive duties 

(or causing hara and refraining froa preventing hara). Having already 

argued that the difference between a positive act and a refraining is 

not Borally significant, and that this difference does not underl.ie the 

d1fference between negat1ve and poaitive duties, I am willing to agree 

that if a 'difference in itself' must be a difference in the intrinsic 

character of the acts which violate the duties, then the contention of 

the HET proponent is correct. 

The problem that arises when we give "in itself" this narrow 

interpretation is that we render the HET useless 8S a Judgaent guiding 

aoral principle. This version of the HET entails only that there is no 

difference in the intrinsic character of acts of causing hara and 

fa1ling to prevent hara which could Justify giving different aoral 

assess.ents to the acts or agents in relevantly siailar circuastances. 

What it does not entail is that other things equal, causing hara and 

failing to prevent hara always deserve equivalent aoral 8ssessaents. 

This is an iaportant point (for further discussion see the first section 

of chapter III), because without this iaplication, the HET cannot be 

used 8S the basis for analogical arguaents by which we infer that since 

act N deserves assessment X under circuastances C, then act P also 
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Instead, in order for the MET to be a Judgaent guiding aoral 

principle, "in itself" should be understood as iaplying that there is no 

difference, intrinsic to the scts or other~ise, which could Justify 

giving different aoral assessaents to the acts or agents in relevantly 

siJIilar circumstances. In other words, the point of "in itself" is to 

prevent our coaparative and intuitive assessaents of the acts or agents 

froll being influenced or biased by differences in the factual circua

stances, Motives, or long tera consequences of the acts. Given this 

broader interpretation of ooin itself", the MET is, I have argued, false. 

There are cases in which the equivalent circuastances have unequal 

effects on the assessments of reprehensibility and peraissibility for 

violations of siailar negative and positive duties. And while this 

difference in the effect of the circuastances is not a difference in the 

intrinsic character of the acts, it is a difference 'in itself' in so 

far as it is not effected by a difference in the aotives, facts, or 

consequences of the acts. Furtheraore, it is a aorally significant 

difference in that it entails that violations of negative and positive 

duties are not always, other things equal, aorally equivalent. 

The second part of the above obJection is ailled aore at 

criticizi~g <ay defense of) the Stricter Prohibition Principle than at 

defending the MET. I have claiaed that the defended difference between 

negative and positive duties (i.a., a difference in the reasons that can 

Justify or excuse violations of those duties in relevantly siailar 
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circuastances) is consistent with our intuitive Judgment thst there are 

some cases in which the acts and agents deserve equivalent assessments. 

The criticisa here is that this claim cannot be correct, and it (the 

criticism) is derived from the following argument. (1) The Stricter 

Prohibition Principle entails that the distinction between negative and 

positive duties is morally significant. (2) A distinction which is 

significant will be significant in every case to which lit applies. Thus 

(3) the Stricter Prohibition Principle entails that there is a morally 

significant difference between negative and positive d~ties in every 

co.parison case. And thus (4) if the Stricter Prohibit.ion Principle is 

correct then there are no cases in which other things are equal snd 

Violations of those duties deserve equivslent aoral aseessments. 

The problem with this arguaent is that while claias (1), (2), 

and (3) are correct, (4) does not follow froa them. Hore precisely, 

while the Stricter Prohibition Principle entails that there is a morally 

significant difference between negative and positive duties in every 

comparison case, this sense of a morslly significant difference is not 

one that requires that violations of these duties always (other things 

equal) deserve different assess.ents of permissibility and 

reprehensibility. (It is difference which does not even approxiaate 

Russell's sense of aoral culpability.) Instead, the particular duties 

are aorally different in that they are instances of (or derive froa) 

significantly different general duties or aoral prohibitions, where the 

difference between the prohibitions entails that violations thereof 

soaetiaes, but not necessarily always, deserve different aoral 
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assessaents. And the particular duties bear this difference even if the 

case at hand is one in which the acts are both wrong and the agents are 

blaaeworthy to the saae degree. 

This point that two duties can be _orally different without it 

being the case that violations of those duties deserve different 

assess_ents can be reinforced by looking at two other aorta of (pri8a 

facie) aorally wrong acts. Coapare, for exaaple, a case in which Jones 

stole a docuaent containing the foraula for a cancer-curing drug, with a 

case in which Smith lied when he said that he did not know the foraula 

for a cancer-curing drug. And let us suppose that the Jones and Saith 

had equivalent aotives (e.g., they wanted to be sure that Williaas' 

cancer would not be cured>, and that the other .orally relevant features 

(e.g., the consequences) are equivalent. With respect to this coapari

son, there seeas to be nothing inconsistent in claiaing both that the 

acts were both wrong and that the agents were blaaeworthy to the a8_e 

degree, and that there is a aoral difference between stealing and lying, 

and (or) between a duty not to steal and a duty not to lie. While the 

acts were both wrong and the agents both blaaeworthy, they were 

unJustified violations of morally different prohibitions, where this is 

shown by the fact (assuaption) that there are other cases in which acta 

of stealing and lying deserve different aoral aSS9s.aents. 

Furtheraore, to obJect to this point by claiaing that this sense 

of a difference between the duties (i.e., the duties derive froa signi

ficantly different prohibitions) is not 8 aorally significant 

difference, i8 to iaply that two duties are significantly different 1f 
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and only if the violations of the duties deserve different aoral 

assessaants. In turn this iaplies that the phrase ".orally equivalent" 

aeans only that in that situation the violations of those duties deserve 

the saae assessaents. Yet if this i8 the case, the phraae loses its 

aoral iaport. We would have to know what assessaents the violations 

deserved before we could say that the duties were aorally equivalent. 

And this is a proble. because in at least .ost arguaents, the inference 

goes in the opposite direction: Froa a claia that negative and positive 

duties are aorally equivalent, we infer that when other things are 

equal, violations thereof deserve equivalent aoral assessaents. 

In short, then, the flaw in the above arguaent is the assuaption 

that two duties are aorally different if and only if violations thereof 

deserve different assessRents. The duties can be .orally different by 

being instances of significantly different general prohibiti.ons. And 

this shows that the Stricter Prohibition Principle is consistent with 

there being cases in which other things are equal and acts of causing 

hara and refraining froa preventing hara deserve equivalent Roral 

assess.ents. I will return to this claia shortly (in connection with 

defending the superiority of the Stricter Prohibition Principle over the 

Stricter Obligation Principle). 

At this point the defender of the MET aight raise the laat issue 

of the above obJection by (a) claiaing that cases in which the circua

stances have different effects on the assesaaenta of violations of 

negative and positive duties are thereby cases in which "other thinga" 

are not equal, (b) eaphasizing that the MET assert. that negative and 
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positive duties are Morally equivalent only when other things are .qual, 

and then (c) concluding that the cases which support the Stricter 

Prohibition Principle are consistent with the truth of the HET. Yet the 

success of this argUMent requires that we extend the scope of the "other 

things equal" clause to cover an equivalence in the effect of the 

circuMatances p in addition to an equivalence in the cirCUMstances (and 

Motives, consequences, etc.). And this begs the question. The MET's 

assertion that 'other things equal, negative and positive duties are 

Morally equivalent' would now apply only to cases in which there is no 

reason for giving different aoral asseSSMents to the acts or agents. 

This guarantees the truth of the KET by rendering it inapplicable to any 

case which could prove it false. It also shows the MET to be useless 

with respect to guiding our JudgMents about particular cases, because we 

can know that the MET applies to a given case only if we already know 

what asseSSMents the acts or agents deserve. In short, if we extend the 

scope of the "other things equal" clause to cover an equivalence in the 

effect of the cirCUMstances, then while this version of the MET i8 

obviously true (it asserts that the acts and agents deserve equivalent 

aoral assessaents whenever there are no grounds for giving different 

aoral assesaMents), it is pointless. 

I have argued that the interpretations of "in itself" and "other 

things equal" that are needed to defend the KET as consistent with the 

Stricter Prohibition Principle (by showing that the argUMents in support 

of the latter principle either violate the "other things equal" require

aent, or do not establish a difference "in itaelflt) are interpretations 
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which reaove the aoral force and function of the KET. Thus either the 

KET ia pointless or it is a aorel principle which ia contrary to the 

Stricter Prohibition Principle. Aaauaing the latter (i.e., given the 

proper interpretation. of "in itself·' and "other things equal"), the 

central difference between the KET and the Stricter Prohibition 

Principle i. clear: the foraer denies while the latter as.erts that 

there is a aorally significant difference between causing hara and 

refraining froa preventing hara. With respect to the aoral prefera

bility of these two principles, I have argued at length that while the 

KET h68 the benefit of according with our considered aoral Judg.ents 

about co.parison cases involving 8iniaal risk for the agent and no 

conflicting duty, it has a nuaber of proble.s and counter-intuitive 

iaplications which clearly outweigh this benefit. (See the su •• ary of 

the first section for the Judgaents we could not account for were we to 

adopt this principle). I have also argued that even when this principle 

is augaented with Russell's Principle, where the iaplications of the 

latter accord with our considered aoral Judgaents about some conflict 

situations, it is still highly untenable. 

Thus given that the MET is contrary to both the Stricter 

Prohibition Principle and the Stricter Obligation Principle, and given 

that our considered aoral Judgaents entail that there is soae morally 

.i9nifica~t difference between causing hara and refraining froa 

preventing har., the question at hand seeas to be one of determining 

whether the Stricter Prohibition Principle is aorally preferable to the 

Stricter Obligation Principle. 
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This brings us to the second 8ain obJection of this section. 

The obJection is that the Stricter Prohibition Principle cannot be a 

aorally preferable alternative to the Stricter Obligation Principle 

because it is not sn slternative at all; instead, since it entails that 

causing hara is .orally worse than refraining fro. preventing har., then 

(a) its iaplications are identical to those of the Stricter Obligation 

Principle, and thus (b) it is the 8a.e (or a aorally equivalent) 

principle phrased in different teras. This obJection parallels the 

following obJection that was raised at the end of chapter III. 

"If it is true that in SODe relevantly siailar situations 

violations of the prohibition against letting die (PL) can be Justified 

(or excused) by reasons that are not strong enough to Justify (or 

excuse) a violation of the prohibition against killing (PK), and if it 

is true that there are 808e ressons which, in virtue of being of a 

certain type, have a greater Justificatory (or excusing) potential with 

respect to violstions of PL than with respect to violations of PK, then 

it is also true that killing is aorally worse than letting die. Thus 

the proposed difference between PK and PL cannot be the basis for a 

aorally preferable alternative to the Intrinsic Difference PrinCiple, 

because the two views have the very sa.e iaplications." 

At that tiae I noted that while there is a sense in which 

"killing ~. worse than letting die" is iaplied by the defended 

differences between PK and PL, an adequate response to this obJection 

could not be provided until the alternative principle was developed. 

Having posited the Stricter Prohibition Principle. I will now respond to 
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this obJection, first arguing that there are iMportant differences in 

both the foundation and iMplications of the Stricter Prohibition 

Principle, on the one hand, and the Intrinsic Difference Principle and 

the Stricter Obligation Principle on the other, and second clarifying 

the sense in which "PK is stricter than PLot entails "killing is worse 

than letting die" (and thereby the sense in which, "Negative Duty N is 

stricter than SiMilar Positive Duty pOI entails "causing harIA is worse 

than refraining fro. preventing harM"). 

For siMplicity, in responding to the above ob)ection(s) I will 

concentrate on the acts of killing and letting die, with the under

standing that other pairs of siailar acts of causing hara and 

refraining frOM preventing hara could be substituted for "killing" and 

"letting die". I will also, after pointing out an initial problelA, 

restrict MY attention to the contrast between the Intrinsic Difference 

Principle and the Stricter Prohibition Principle, with the understanding 

that, with the proper substitutions (e.g., "a violation of a negative 

duty" for either "a violation of PK" or "an act of killing"), siailar 

points can be Made about the contrast between the Stricter Obligation 

Principle and the Stricter Prohibition Principle. The initial probleM 

is as follows. 

As discussed in chapters II and III, the Intrinsic Difference 

Principle , bases the Moral significance of the difference between killing 

and letting die on the claiM (or assuMption or contention) that there 1s 

SOMe Morally significant difference in the intrinsic character of 

individual acta of killing and letting die. The argUMents for and 
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against this principle indicate that the underlying (and assuaed signi

ficant.) distinction is that between a positive act and a refraining. 

Thus, the Intrinsic Difference Principle is understood to assert that 

killing is in itself aorally worse than letting die because 'doing 

aoaething' to cause a death is inherently aore evil than 'doing nothing' 

to prevent a death. Yet in chapter IV I argued that since the 

difference between killing and letting die does not even coincide with 

the difference between a positive act and a refraining, then the latter 

distinction cannot be the basis for the aoral significance of the 

foraer. The Stricter Obligation Principle has the initial benefit of 

avoiding this problea because, as I have explained it, the difference 

between negative and positive duties does not rest on the difference 

between negative and positive acts. Thus while the Stricter Obligation 

Principle entails that killing (violating a negative duty> is morally 

worse than letting die (violating a positive duty> it can base the 

difference between killing and letting die on a claia that causing hera 

is in itself .orally worse than refraining fro a preventing harm, without 

reference to the distinction between a positive act and a refraining. 

Yet thia 'benefit' Bight cause a aore serious problem than it 

solves. Once we reJect the significance of the distinction between 

negative and positive acts, it is not clear how (or on what grounds) a 

proponent,of the Stricter Obligation Principle could defend his clai. 

that other things equal, causing harm is always worse than refraining 

froa preventing hara. But I will not pursue this problem here because 

ay aim to show that neither the Stricter Obligation Principle nor the 
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Intrinsic Difference Principle i8 needed to account for our considered 

aoral Judgaents about the significance of the distinction between 

causing hara and refraining froa preventing hara. Instead, I will here 

siaply aaauae that both the Intrinsic Difference Principle and the 

Stricter Obligation Principle are based on a claia that there is 'soae' 

aorally significant difference between the individual acts of killing 

and letting die which thereby explains why the foraer is always Morally 

worse than the latter (other things equal). 

The crucial difference between the Intrinsic Difference 

Principle and the Stricter Prohibition Principle is that while both 

principles entail that PK and PL are significantly different, and that 

killing and letting die are significantly different, the sense in which 

these clai8s are true differs between the two principles. On the one 

hand the Intrinsic Difference Principle entails that there i8 a aorally 

significant difference between PK and PL because acts of killing are in 

theaaelves aorally worse than acts of letting die. On the other hand, 

the Stricter Prohibition Principle attributes the significant difference 

between PK and PL to a difference in the reasons that can Justify or 

excuse violations of those prohibitions in relevantly similar circua

stances. And while this sense of 8 significant difference between the 

prohibitions entails that there is a significant difference between the 

acts, the iaplied sense of a significant difference between the acts is 

not one that entails that acts of killing are inherently aore evil than 

acts of letting die. Instead, the acts are significantly different in 

that they are violationa of significantly different prohibitions. More 
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specifically, the Stricter Prohibition Principle entails that killing 

and letting die are significantly different because (a) the foraer is a 

violation of a negative duty not to cause hara while the latter is a 

violation of a positive duty to prevent hara, and (b) the Negative Duty 

not to kill (i.e., P~) is stricter than the Positive Duty to prevent a 

death (PL).3 Thus while the Intrinsic Difference Principle has the 

aorally significant difference between the prohibitions as a consequence 

of the claia that there is an intrinsic and significant difference 

between the acts, the Stricter Prohibition Principle has the aorally 

significant difference between the acts as a consequence of the clsia 

that PK is stricter than PL. 

The above points are i.portant because they show that the 

Intrinsic Difference PrinCiple and the Stricter Prohibition Principle 

can have different iaplications. By grounding the difference between 

the prohibitions on a (assuaed) difference in the intrinsic character of 

the acts, the Intrinsic Difference Principle's sense of a aorally signi-

ficant difference between PK and PL has the probleaatic i.plication 

that, other things equal, violations of one prohibition are always worse 

than violations of the other. Yet the Stricter Prohibition Principle 

3. While this difference between the acts is not a difference 
in the intrinsic character of the acta it is, as discussed earlier in 
this 8ect~on, (a) a difference that does not violate the "other things 
equal" requireaent, (b) a aorally significant difference becauae it 
entails that, other things equal, acts of killing and letting die are 
not Glways aorally equivalent, and (c) a difference 'in itaelf' in so 
far as the point of "in itself" is to rule out difference in the 
a8aessaents that sre affacted by differences in the circu •• tances, 
aotives or consequences of the acts. 
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does not face this proble.. Since it is not the case that PK is 

stricter than PL because acts of killing are inherently worse than acts 

of letting die, then the Stricter Prohibition Principle's aense of a 

aorally significant difference between PK and PL is not one that 

requires that violations of PK are always worse (because they are 

inherently worse) than violations of PL (other things equal). Instead, 

the claia that PK is stricter than PL entails that ~n act of killing is 

soaetiaes aorally worse than an act of letting die. 

This difference shows that while there will be cases in which 

the Intrinsic Difference Principle and the Stricter Prohibition 

Principle have the saae iaplications for the aoral assess.ents of the 

acts and agents, they will have these iaplications for different 

reasons. Consider, once again, Dinello's hospital-transplant case in 

which the agent Dust choose bet~een killing Saith and refraining froa 

preventing Jones' death. Our considered aoral Judgaents for such a case 

are (I have assuaed) that it would be aorally worse to kill Saith that 

it would to let Jones die. The general intuition that seeas to underlie 

this and other siailar Judgaents is the 'intuitively deterained rule' 

that an agent ought not to cause a hara to an innocent person in order 

to prevent another person froa incurring a siailar hara. (In chapter II 

I suggested that this general intuition was the aotivation for proposing 

the Intri~sic Difference Principle (or was what aade this principle &ea~ 

intuitively plausible).) Yet while the Stricter Prohibition Principle 

captures this general intuition, and while its i.plications accord with 

the above Judgaent, it does not do so on the grounds that 'doing 
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soaething' to cause a death is inherently aore evil that 'doing nothing' 

to prevent a death. Instead, the Stricter Prohibition Principle entails 

that the agent ought not to kill Saith because in such circuastances the 

violation of PK would be unJustified: the positive duty to prevent the 

death of Jones does not provide a reaaon that is strong enough to 

Justify killing innocent Saith, while the negative duty not to kill 

Saith does provide a reason that is strong enough to Justify letting 

Jones die. 

In other cases the Intrinsic Difference Principle and the 

Stricter Prohibition Principle will have different iaplications. Unlike 

the Intrinsic Difference Principle, the arguaents that support the 

Stricter Prohibition Principle, by showing that there are 80ae reasons 

which can Justify or excuse an act of letting die but which cannot 

Justify or excuse (to the saae degree) an act of killing, are consistent 

with the view that when acts of killing and letting die are considered 

"in the abstract" (i.e., apart fro. considerations about the circua

stances of the acts, and apart froa assessaents of how conflicts with 

other rights and duties affect the aoral status of acts of killing and 

letting die) they are 'equally bed' or have the 8aae degree of intrinsic 

evilness. And this allows the Stricter Prohibition Principle to iaply 

that, in cases those cases in which there is no aorally relevant reason 

in suppor~ of the violation of either prohibition (because the circua

stances are such that the sgent's obligations not to kill and to prevent 

a death do not conflict with another Morally relevant consideration>, 

the acts and agents deserve equivalent assess.ents. 
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As exaaples of cases in which the Intrinsic Difference Principle 

and the Stricter Prohibition Principle have different iaplications we 

have Rachels' coaparison csse in which one agent drowns hi. cousin in 

the bathtub, while the other agent watches his cousin drown, and the 

coaparison version of the diabolical aachine exaaple in which one agent 

pushes a button ao that he can see a person be crushed while the other 

agent refrains froa pushing a button for the saae reason. While the the 

Intrinsic Difference Principle iaplies that the agents deserve different 

Boral assessaents, our (assuaed) intuitive Judgaents indicate that in 

such cases the acts are both wrong and the agents are equally reprehen-

sible. And given that the personal gain th~t the agents would derive 

f~oB their acts of killing and letting die (e.g., unearned inco.e, and 

the satisfaction of one's curiosity) would not here provide a reason 

with aoral weight in support of the violations of PK and PL, the 

Stricter Prohibition Principle accords with these intuitive Judgaents by 

iaplying that the acts and agents deserve equivalent asaessaents. 4 In 

4. While these agents would 'benefit' fro= their wrong acts, 
they would not be harMed were they to refrain froa killing and letting 
die. But this is not to say that personal gain can never provide a 
reason with Moral weight. We Bay be able to construct a coaparison case 
in which the agent is already in a terrible situation which is such that 
the only way he can get out of thia situation is to cause a hara or fail 
to prevent harB. For exaaple, let us suppose that the agent does not 
have any aoney for food and shelter. On one side on the coaparison the 
agent win~ the lottery and fails to prevent a death by refraining fro. 
giving his aoney to his neighbor who needs the aoney for a life saving 
operation. On the other aide of the COMparison, it is the neighbor who 
wins the lottery and the agent kills the neighbor 80 that he can obtain 
and collect on the ticket. In each case the agent killed and let die in 
order to aee to it that his own situation i.proved (and not because of 
any Balice toward. the victia). While this reason seeas to have SOBe 
Boral weight with respect to Justifying or excusing the failure to 
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turn this shows that the Stricter Prohibition Principle (but not the 

Intrinsic Difference Principle) is consistent with a general intuition 

that underlies (or, as suggested in chapter II, aotivated proposing) the 

Moral Equivalence Principle, namely, the intuition that an agent can be 

as blameworthy for refraining fro~ preventing a death as he would have 

been had he killed that person. And the Stricter Prohibition Principle 

(but not the MET) accounts for this intuition without also entailing the 

highly counter-intuitive i.plication that causing hara is never worse 

than refraining fro. preventing har~ (other things equal). 

Having argued that the foundation and iaplications of the 

Stricter Prohibition Principle are iaportantly different fro. those of 

the Intrinsic Difference Principle (and, derivatively, those of the 

Stricter Obligation Principle), I will now return to the first part of 

the initial obJection. The above discussion shows that the Strictsr 

Prohibition PrinCiple entails that killing (causing a harm) is worse 

than letting die (refraining froa preventing a harm) only if 'worse' is 

were to be now understood as a 'violation of a stricter prohibition', 

where this means only that violations of PK are aore difficult to 

Justify than violations of PL. It does not imply that, in circumstances 

in which neither act is Justified, killing aust be worse, either in the 

sense of being a aore serious wrong (e.g., by involving a greater hara) 

4. (continued) prevent a death, it does not have, I believe, 
the same effect on the assessaents of the killing. And since this is 
Just what would be iaplied by the Stricter Prohibition Principle, the 
prinCiple accords with our (my) intuitive Judgaents about cases in which 
personal gain does and does not seem to be a .orally relevant and 
conflicting consideration. 
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or in the sense of inherently aore evil. In other words, to hold that 

PK is stricter than PL, is to hold that there are circuastances in which 

killing is wrong but letting die is not. This is coapatible with 

holding that not only ere there circuastances in which both acts are 

wrong, but also that in these circuMstances they are 'equally wrong' in 

that they are wrong for siailar reasons and the harB or evil that 

grounds the wrongness is equally bad. 

In suamary, I have been arguing that by (a) denying the Boral 

significance of the distinction betwean a positive act and a refraining, 

(b) attributing the Borally significant difference between killing and 

letting die to the aorally significant difference between PK and PL, and 

ec) explaining this difference in the prohibitions as a difference in 

the reasons that can Justify or excuse violations of these prohibitions 

in relevantly siailar cirCUMstances (in other words, by adopting the 

principle that PK is stricter than PL), we can Cd) account for the 

considered Boral JudgMents and underlying intuitions that supported the 

Intrinsic Difference Principle as well as those that supported the Horal 

Equivalence Thesis. And thus I conclude that the Stricter Prohibition 

Principle is a Morally preferable alternative to the Koral Equivalence 

TheSiS, the Intrinsic Difference Principle, and the Stricter Obligation 

Principle. 



CHAPTER VII 

TWO LAST POINTS 

Before concluding this dissertation ,I will briefly review soae 

of the introductory points aade about its aoral relevance, aia and 

aethod. 

I began this dissertation by aentioning a vari~ty of difficult 

cases involving the prevention of hsra, snd I claimed that resolving the 

probleas rsised in these cases requires an analysis ofithe nsture and 

coaparative stringency of the aoral duty to prevent hatm, which tells us 
, 

when, and on what grounds, a failure to prevent a harm is morally 

permissible. I suggested that one proaising means to develop such an 

analysis is to determine how the duty to prevent harm compares and 

contrasts with the aore firmly established duty not to cause hara. I 

then stated that ay aain aia was to provide the foundation for this 

analysis by answering the question of whether and in what sense there is 

a morally significant difference between the duty to prevent hara and 

the duty not to cause hara. Prior to answering this question I noted 

that I was looking for a aort of coherence theory of Justification in 

the sense that (a) I would be uming our considered aoral Judgaents as 

the 'facts' or 'evidence' by which to answer thia question, and (b) that 

the aorally preferable account will be the one which beat capturea these 

particular aoral Judgaents while being consistent with the other general 

(and firaly held) moral beliefs and principles that aake up our aoral 
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network. Finally, I noted that .y general Methodological atrategy was 

first to aasess SOMe cOMpeting theories about the cOMparative Morality 

of causing harM and failing to prevent harM, and then to develop an 

account which provides the 'best explanation' of our considered Moral 

JudgMents in that it captures the underlying intuitions and particular 

JudgMents that support each of the rival views without being subJect to 

the counter-intuitive iaplications of those views. 

Having developed the Stricter Prohibition Principle and defended 

it as a Morally preferable alternative to the other principles that have 

been discussed, I have fulfilled the stated aims of this dissertation. 

Yet as aentioned earlier, the present investigation aaounts to Just one 

step (but I believe a large step) towards an analysis of the nature and 

cOMparative stringGncy of the aoral duty to prevent harM. So to 

conclude this dissertation I would like to first point out two addi

tional areas that will need to be explored in developing a complete 

analysis of the duty to prevent harm, and then provide a brief sketch of 

the relationship between these issues. and the view I have been 

defending. The first issue is, in a sense, backward looking. It 

concerns the fundamental values that underlie our considered Judgaents 

about the comparative morality of causing hara and failing to prevent 

harm. The second issue is forward looking in that it concerns the 

implications that the developed account has with respect to guiding our 

assessments of the aoral status of particular failures to prevent ha~ •• 

I have argued that the aorally significant difference between 

causing harm and failing to prevent harm consists in a difference in the 
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prohibitions against such acts and is exeaplified as a difference in the 

strength or type of reason that can Justify or excuse violationa of 

thoae prohibitions in relevantly siailar circuastances. As evidence for 

this account I have relied on our considered aoral Judgaenta which 

indicate (a) that while causing hara is not always worse than refraining 

froa preventing hara, it is soaetiaes worse, and (b) that the cases in 

which it is worse are cases in which there is 8 conflict between the 

agent's duty not to cause hara, or his duty to prevent hera, and another 

aorally relevant consideration. The developed account, which has been 

suaaarized into the Stricter Prohibition Principle, can also be 

described as entailing that the difference between causing hara and 

refraining froa preventing hara is a difference in how the general 

prohibitions fit within our aaral network. An iaportant part of this 

network is the right of and value given to personal autonoay, end it is 

this value which, I shall suggest, explains why soae reasons have a 

greater Justificatory or excusing potential with respect to failures to 

prevent hara than they have with respect to acts of causing har •• 

Hore specifically, I think that the value we place on personal 

autonoay (a) underlies our recognition of duties not to cause hara, (b) 

partially underliea our recognition of duties to prevent hara, and (c) 

can provide the foundation for recognizing a difference in the strin

gency of Negative and Positive duties. To see this, first let us take 

ss given the fact that different persons have different interests and 

that a natural sia of persons is to pursue their own interesta. Second, 

let us alao take as given the claia that personsl autonoay (or the 
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liberty to deteraine and pursue one's own interests) is a cherished 

value which is and should be accorded fundaaental atatus within our 

aoral scheae. This is not to say that personal autonoay is the only 

fundaaentally iaportant value, for there aay be others, such aa Justice 

and the general 'welfare of peraons' which are also iaportant. Rather, 

it is to say that personal autonoay is one central value, which can 

combine with and also conflict with other central values that aake up 

the foundation of our aoral network. 

With respect to part (a) above, it has been frequently and 

forcefully argued that the value we place on being free to pursue our 

own interests underlies our willingness to place (or consent to) 

restrictions on this freedoa. To extract a central point from the 

arguments of a nuaber of scholars, by restricting the boundaries within 

which we are free to pursue our own interests, to that of acts which do 

not cause harm to others, we increase the value of this freedom. For 

among other ressons, the tiae and energy that otherwise would have been 

spent protecting our own interests froa being hara by other persons in 

the pursuit of their interests, can now be devoted to pursuing our 

interests with the restriction that the chosen aeans and interests are 

not ones which would cause harD to others and would thereby prevent them 

from pursuing their interests. In short, the value of the liberty to 

pursue one's interests is enhanced by excluding acts which cause hara to 

others fro. the boundaries of personal autonoay. 

This is not to say that acts which cause hara to others are the 

only acts which are wrong, for the above claia is consistent with the 
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clai. that it is also wrong to refrain froa preventing the occurrence of 

an i.pending hara. The existence or foundation of these duties to 

prevent harm can be explained in at least three ways. First, we could 

siaply assert that the fundaaental value of a proper aoral scheae is the 

protection and enhancement of the welfare of persons. According to this 

view, both negative duties not to cause hara and positive duties to 

prevent harm derive from this one fundamental value and are morally 

equivalent: As moral agents we ought to do whatever we can to lessen the 

total amount of harm in the world. The main problem with this view 

(which seeas to underlie the Moral Equivalence Thesis) is that in 

accounting for the existence of positive duties. it denies (or severely 

weakens) the value of personal autonomy. We would be at liberty to 

pursue our own interests only if either there was no harm that could be 

prevented (or perhaps even good that could be achieved) by setting aside 

or causing harm to our own interests, or if our interests were such that 

their pursuit would be the optiaal aeans of preventing hara. Its second 

problem is that the existence of positive duties to prevent hara and the 

recognition of the value of protecting the general welfare, can be 

achieved without this radical denial of a right to pursue one's own 

interests within the boundaries of acts and interests that do not cause 

harm to others. Stated briefly, then, the problem with this account is 

that whil~ places value on protecting the general welture, it does so at 

the expense of denying the value of personal autonomy. 

A second account of the existence of duties to prevent hara is 

similar to the above in that it asserts that the protection of the 
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general welfare of persons is a fundaMental part of a proper Moral 

scheMe. The iMportant difference between these accounts ia that unlike 

the first, the aecond account recognizes the value of protecting the 

general welfare as independent of and to be coabined with the fundaaen

tal value of autonoay (and the value of Justice, etc.). Thus according 

to this account, while we have both negative and positive duties, they 

are founded on different fundaaental values and are not Morally equiva

lent. This entails that while aoral agents have a duty to prevent hara, 

they also have a right to pursue their own interests (within the above 

discussed boundsries of personal autonomy). And this in turn allows 

that when there is a conflict between preventing hara to others and 

protecting one's own interests, the conflict need not be resolved 

according to which course of action would lead to the lesser a.ount of 

total hara. Instead, by recognizing the greater stringency of negative 

duties, we integrate the coapeting values of individual autonOMY and the 

protection of the general welfare of persons. While we ought not to 

cause hara to others in the pursuit of our own interests, and While we 

ought to prevent the occurrence of hara to others, it is sOMetiaes 

Morally perMissible to protect one's own interests at the cost of 

refraining froa the hara of another: the greater the hara that the Means 

of prevention would have to the agent's own interests, the greater the 

degree of Justificatory or excusing potential that a reason based on 

this fact would have with respect to the violation of the positive duty. 

A third way to explain the existence of positive duties is to 

develop thea froa the initial 'givens' stated above. Given the natural 
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aim of pursuing one's own interests, we aight consent to duties to 

prevent hara in order to, in a sense, hedge our bets that we will have 

aore opportunity to pursue our own interests. The idea here is that by 

agreeing to an obligation to prevent others froa incurring hara, we 

increase the chance that were we about to suffer a preventable harD then 

it too will be prevented. It is crucial to this account that positive 

duties to prevent hara are less stringent than negative duties not to 

cause hara. For in' order to increase the value of our autonoay, by 

reducing the chance that our interests will be haraed or that we will be 

unable to pursue our interests because we have suffered a serious hara, 

the liberty that we give up by recognizing a duty to prevent others froa 

incurring hara aust be saaller that the gain in security that we 

achieve. In other words, and on the one hand, were the duty to prevent 

harD morally equivalent to the duty not to cause hara then the value of 

our autonoay would be diMinished rather than enhanced because we would 

have agreed to set aside or hara our own funds.ental interests whenever 

we could prevent another from incurring harm (or at least whenever we 

could prevent a harD which is greater than that which we would incur). 

On the other hand, by consenting to positive duties with the under

standing that they are not as stringent as negative duties, we enhance 

the value of autonomy to a degree that is greater than it would have 

been were we to recognize only negative duties. By agreeing not to 

cause a hara in the pursuit of our interests, and by agreeing to prevent 

a hara when we could do so with out seriously haraing our own interests, 

we reduce the chance that we will incur harm without giving up our 
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general interest in, or right to pursue our own particular and 

fundaMental interests. The risk that this view entails that a 

preventable harM to ourselves will not be prevented, because the Means 

would have entailed a serious har. to the agent's fundaaental interests, 

is counter-balanced by the security or gain we achieve that we will not 

be required to sacrifice our own fundamental interests in order to 

prevent another froa incurring ahara. 

While there aay be other ways to account for the existence of 

positive duties, these three are sufficient for the present purpose of 

sketching a foundation for the Stricter Prohibition Principle. The 

first account differs froa the third in that while both derive the 

existence of negative and positive duties from one fundaMental value. 

one eMploys the value of protecting the general welfare and the other 

employs the value of personal autonomy. And the second one differs fro. 

the third in that while both entail that negative and positive duties 

are significantly different, the second one recognizes the existence of 

(at least) two fundamental and potentially conflicting values. As noted 

above, the problea with the first account is that it gives no aoral 

weight to the value of personal autonomy. What aatters is the 

prevention of hara, regerdless of whether an agent has to conduct his 

life so that he does not cause hara to others, or whether he has to set 

aside, or even seriously hara, his own fundaMental interests. Further

more, this first account implies that an agent should cause hara to an 

innocent person if he can thereby prevent a greater hara, and in this it 

gives no respect to the individuality of persons. but instead determines 
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the aorally correct act according to the aggregate amount of harM that 

persons endure. That this account is inconsistent with the Stricter 

Prohibition Prlnciple is as it should be. since I have argued 

extensively for the aoral signiflcance of the difference between 

negative and positive duties and claimed that the value of personal 

autonomy is the value which underlies this principle. So let us turn to 

the second tw~ accounts. 

As explained above. on both the second and third accounts of the 

existence of positive duties. it is the value given to individual 

autonoay which underlies the Morally significant difference between 

these duties and duties not to cause harm. And while each account is 

consistent with the Stricter Prohibition Principle and can alone provide 

the foundation for the claim that the difference between negative and 

positive duties is a difference in reasons that can Justify or excuse 

violations of those duties. I am inclined to believe that the better 

explanation of the existence and weaker stringency of positive duties is 

to be found in a combination of above accounts. We enhance the value of 

the liberty to pursue one's own interests first by restricting its 

boundaries to acts which do not cause harm to others (and would thereby 

interfere with their pursuit of their own interests>, and second by 

recognizing positive duties to prevent harm which are not so stringent 

that they actually diminish the initial value of personal autonomy by 

requiring persons to sacrifice there own fundamental interests in order 

to prevent a hara. (As suggested above, we increase the chance that 

harms to ourselves will be prevented without giving up the right to 
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protect or pursue our own fundamental interests.) And in so doing we 

both recognize the value of protecting the general welfare of persons 

and integrate this value with that of per~onal autonomy in a way that 

entails that the greater the hara to the agent's own interests, the 

greater the Justificatory potential that a reason based on this fact has 

with respect to a failure to prevent hara. Furthermore, unlike the 

first account, the present account of the greater stringency of negative 

duties respect a indlviduality first by entailing that it is not permiS

sible to cause a (serious) harm to an innocent person solely because 

this would allow the agent to prevent a greater harm to another person, 

and second by recognizing the diversity of interests among persons such 

that what counts as a serious harm to one person may not be a serious 

harm to another. For example a duty to prevent a harm by donating blood 

might be overridden when the agent is a Jehovah's Witness but not when 

the agent lacks these religiOUS conVictions. Or, for another example, 

the risk of crushing the fingers of one's left hand in the course of 

preventing a serious harm would have a greater Justificatory potential 

when the agent is a concert pianist than when the agent is a right

handed philosophy professor. 

The second and final issue to be discussed in this chapter 

concerns the implications of the Stricter Prohibition Principle with 

respect to guiding our assessments of the moral status of particular 

acts. In the introduction I suggested that one (aain) reason for 

deteraining how the duty to prevent hara compares with the duty not to 

cause hara is that the investigation will allow us to come to 8 better 
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understanding of the extent and comparative stringency of the former 

duty. A second suggested reason was that once we determine how these 

duties compare, partly by relying on our intuitive assess.ents of the 

acts or agents in cases for which those assessments are clear, we can 

use the developed account to guide or defend our assess~ents of the 

moral status of the acts or agents for cases in which the 'deserved' 

asseSSMents are unclear or controversial. For example, were the Moral 

Equivalence Thesis correct, then, by way of an analogical argUMent, we 

could deteraine the moral status of a particular failure to prevent a 

har. by contrasting the given difficult case with a parallel case which 

(a) involves an act of causing har., and for which (b) the deserved 

8ssessment of the act and (or) agent is intuitively clear. Similarly, 

were the Stricter Obligatlon Principle correct, then we could infer that 

an agent deserves a less severe aoral assessment for failing to prevent 

a hara than he would have deserved had he caused that har •• 

While the Stricter Prohibition Principle entails neither that 

failing to prevent a hara is always morally equivalent to causing a 

siailar hara (other things equal), nor that causing hara is always worse 

(other things equal), it does provide some guidance for deteraining the 

~oral status of particular failures to prevent harm. In general, the 

arguments and considered aoral Judgaents froa which this principle was 

developed, entailed that the cases in which there is a difference in the 

deserved assessments of the acts or agents are cases in which the 

agent's duty not to cause har~ and his duty to prevent harm conflicts 

with another .orally relevant consideration. More specifically, the 
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'arguaents offered in defense of the view that the difference between 

negative and positive duties is a difference in the strength or type of 

reason that can Justify or excuse violations of those duties in rele-

vantly siailar situations, shows that the Stricter Prohibition Principle 

entails that following Judgment guiding principles: 

1> In Conflict Situations: 

(a) If duty A conflicts with duty B, and A and Bare 
either both positive or both negative. then considerations 
of the relative stringency of negative and positive duties 
are not applicable and other consideratlons, such as the 
size of the hara, or the (ia>peraissibility of 'transferring 
the har.' fro. one person to another, aay be used to 
deteraine which duty overrides. 

(b> If negative duty N conflicts with positive duty P, 
and Hand Pare siailar, then N overrides P. 

(c) If negative duty N conflicts with positive duty P 
and Hand Pare non-siailar, then either N overrldes P, or N 
is sufficiently weak (causing a ainor hara> and P is suffi
ciently strong (preventing a aaJor hara) for P to override 
N. The fact that H is negative creates an added considera
tion such that a ainor difference in strength between P and 
N will not be suff1clent for P to override N. 

2) In Coaparison Situations in which negative duty Nand 
positlve positive duty Pare siailar and other things are equal, 
then: 

(a> If there is no third aorally relevant consideration 
(e.g., a duty to another party, or a serlOUS risk of hara to 
the agent) which conflicts with both Nand P, then 
violations of Nand P are to be given equivalent aoral 
assessaents. 

(b) If there is a third .orally relevant consideration 
which conflicts with the fulfill.ent of both Nand P, then 
the two situations being coapared are each a conflict 
situation such that principle (1) can be used to assess 
whether this third consideration can perait a violation of 
that duty. Whether violations of Nand P are to be given 
equivalent assess.ents will depend upon whether the 
conflicting clai. 1s itself positive or negative and whether 
it is stronger than Nand P. 



3) If it is truly unclear whether a given act would be a 
violation of a negative duty not to cause hara or a violation of 
a positive duty to prevent an iapend~ng hara from becoaing 
actual. assuae that the case in hand involves 8 negative duty 
and then refer to principle (1) or (2). The aotivation for this 
assuaption is that since negative duties are stricter than 
positive duties. then any error in Judging this duty to be 
positive or negative will fallon the side of virtue by possibly 
requiring aore froa a person than would be required if it were 
known that the duty is actually positive. 
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The use of and arguments behind the first two principles should 

be clear. The third principle is offe~ed only as a temporary remedy to 

a deficiency is the present analysis of the comparative stringency of 

negative and positive duties. The deficiency is that while I have 

argued (a) that the distinction between positive and negative duties 

does not rest on the distinction between positive and negative acts. (b) 

that an agent who refrains from an act which would have precluded the 

occurrence of a hara can sometimes have violated a negative duty. and 

(c) that one crucial feature is whether the agent's omission created or 

placed the victim in the potentially haraful situation. (d) I have not 

yet provided a complete account of the notion of 'causing harM by 

o~iGsion'. When an adequate account is provlded. an account which 

includes. among other things, the role that special positive duties have 

with respect to determining whether an agent's omission has created the 

potentially harmful situation. the third prinCiple will be otiose and 

the other two can be used to guide of assessments of the moral status of 

failures to prevent hara. 

Yet even without such a complete account. I think both that the 

current need for the third princlple is small. and that the present 

theory about the comparative stringency of negative and positive duties 
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will stand so long as the analys~s of causing harm by oaission is one 

which embeds the above pOints. In other words, the present account is 

an account about the comparative stringency of the duties, and an 

analysis of causing hara by oaission is needed not so much to defend 

this account as to determine where a particular (and currently 

problematic) act falls on this scheme. One additional point that is 

worth recalling here is that the Judgment as to whether an act is a 

violation of a negative duty or a positive duty does not depend upon 

whether the agent is (seems to be) morally blameworthy for the hara that 

ensues. Since the present account entails that an agent can be as 

blameworthy for fai11ng to prevent a harm as he would have been had he 

caused that harm, then we can admit that the act was a violation of a 

positive duty (i.e., the agent was not causally responsible for the 

presence of, or for placing the v~cti. in, the potentially haraful 

situation) while still sssessing the agent to be as blameworthy as he 

would have been had he violated a similar negative duty. What is 

entailed by Judging the act to be one of refraining from preventing 

hara, is that the agent can offer excuses or a Juatificat~on that would 

not be open to him were the act one of causing a harm (for example, the 

means of prevention would have caused a harm to the agent which is 

severe but still less severe than the harm which he could have 

prevented). 

As a final note, in so far as there are clear cases of negative 

and positive duties, 80reover, in so far as we recognize that there are 

some cases in which the omission of an act which would have precluded 
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the occurrence of a hara is not the cause of that harm (e.g., omissions 

to be a good saaaritan), we recognize the need for an analysis of 

positive duties to prevent hara. And I offer the Stricter Prohibition 

Principle and the arguaents behind it as the foundation for a coaplete 

analysis of the nature and coaparative stringency of the duty to prevent 

hara. 
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